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Abstract
This thesis explores how some neuromorphic engineering approaches can be used
to speed up computations and reduce power consumption using neuromorphic hard-
ware systems. These hardware designs are not well-suited to conventional algorithms,
so new approaches must be used to take advantage of the parallel nature of these ar-
chitectures. Background regarding probabilistic graphical models is presented along
with brain-inspired ways to perform inference in Bayesian networks. A spiking neuron
implementation is developed on two general-purpose parallel neuromorphic hardware
devices, the SpiNNaker and the Parallella. Scalability results are shown along with
speed improvements as compared to using mainstream processors on a desktop com-
puter.
General vector-matrix multiplication computations at various levels of precision
are also explored using IBM’s TrueNorth Neurosynaptic System. The TrueNorth
contains highly-configurable hardware neurons and axons connected via crossbar ar-
rays and consumes very little power but is less flexible than a more general-purpose
neuromorphic system such as the SpiNNaker. Nevertheless, techniques described here
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enable useful computations to be performed utilizing such crossbar arrays with spiking
neurons including computing word similarities using trained word vector embeddings.
Another technique describes how to perform computations using only one column of
the crossbar array at a time despite the fact that incoming spikes normally affect all
columns of the array.
A way to perform cognitive audio-visual beamforming is presented. Using two
systems, each containing a spherical microphone array, sounds are localized using
spherical harmonic beamforming. Combining the microphone arrays with 360 degree
cameras provides an opportunity to overlay the sound localization with the visual
data and create a combined audio-visual salience map. Cognitive computations can
be performed on the audio signals to localize specific sounds while ignoring others
based on their spectral characteristics.
Finally, an ARM Cortex M0 processor design is shown that will be used to boot-
strap and coordinate other processing units on a chip developed in the lab for the
DARPA Unconventional Processing of Signals for Intelligent Data Exploitation (UP-
SIDE) program. This design includes a bootloader which provides full programma-
bility each time the chip is booted, and the processor interfaces with other hardware
modules to access the Networks-on-Chip and main memory.
Primary Reader: Andreas G. Andreou
Secondary Reader: Sang (“Peter”) Chin
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The semiconductor industry has followed Moore’s Law1 for decades. Gordon
Moore originally stated that the transistor count in a given chip area doubles approx-
imately every year,1 but he changed the estimate later on to say that the doubling
would occur approximately every two years.2 These exponential improvements in
computing capabilities have led to a massive increase in the amount of data3 used
in research today. Researchers create more complicated models every day, and more
data are collected to train these models.
On the other hand, processor clock speed increases have been slowing in recent
years,4 so progress in improving single-core computing power has decelerated. Parallel
processing is an obvious way to mitigate the possible end of Moore’s Law, and with the
current emphasis on power-efficient microprocessors5 it is possible to create massively-
parallel systems that consume much less power than in the past.
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However, even mainstream multiprocessors created today consume lots of power
and still cannot think about general complex problems as well as humans can despite
decades of advancement. The human brain is full of neurons that consume minimal
power,6 only totaling about 20 W for the entire brain. Despite that low power bud-
get, the brain can solve many problems that traditional computers still have trouble
solving.
Advancements in machine learning (particularly in deep learning) have made im-
pressive progress on the computing side in recent years7 over a wide variety of fields
including speech recognition, natural language processing, object recognition, ge-
nomics, and medicine to name a few. For example, the state of the art techniques
in object recognition these days generally utilize deep networks, often convolutional
neural networks.8,9 Human poses can be estimated through the use of convolutional
neural networks10 as well, and extending these principles further creates the ability to
perform action recognition on videos.11 In fact, it is possible to perform action recog-
nition with neural networks12 and other techniques13 without the use of a camera,
relying on only a few single dimensional active acoustic signals and taking advantage
of the Doppler effect.
Autonomous driving has become an extremely hot area lately given that many
car manufacturers have been working on integrating early versions of that technology
into their vehicles. Other companies are contributing as well. For example, NVIDIA
has an autonomous driving group that has demonstrated fully autonomous driving on
2
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public roads of all kinds including highways and rural routes with no lane markings,
utilizing convolutional neural networks.14 These general concepts have been adapted
for use in portable robots with specialized hardware for terrain navigation as well.15
It is out of the scope of this thesis to adequately cover all the areas where neu-
ral networks have improved upon state of the art results in machine learning tasks.
However, it is clear that neural networks have impacted many fields in a profound
way. These tasks are often ones where humans excel. Image recognition, speech
understanding, driving, etc., are all areas within which the human brain is adept at
understanding and functioning but computing systems have only recently been able
to catch up.
On a superficial level neural networks function similarly to how the brain works.
Spikes of electrical activity travel through the brain’s neurons via axons of one neuron
connected to dendrites of another. When conditions are right, typically when enough
spikes reach excitatory connections at a neuron’s dendrites, the neuron sends out more
spike(s) along its axon that can travel to other neurons in the brain. Neural networks
typically include nodes that aggregate inputs that are summed before a nonlinearity
is applied to that input.7 This nonlinearity can be thought of in very general terms
as being analogous to the decision for whether a node (“neuron”) in the brain spikes
given its input.
Neuromorphic engineering16–18 attempts to emulate the brain and other aspects of
biology to create hardware/software architectures that generally consume less power
3
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than conventional techniques and often employ a high level of parallelism just as the
neurons in the brain all work simultaneously. The field encompasses a wide range
of projects and goals that span from modeling biology as accurately as possible to
borrowing concepts from biology to improve conventional methods without being so
strict about how close they are to the real world.
For example, one project that uses neurons to implement mathematical function-
ality as well as to model areas of the brain is called Nengo.19 Based on the Neural
Engineering Framework (NEF),20 Nengo provides a useful way to both get started
modeling neural systems to accomplish a goal as well as a way to build more com-
plicated systems. Modeling neuromorphic systems in software is useful, but without
low-power hardware it is difficult to use these techniques to reduce power consumption
in an application.
There are many low-power neuromorphic systems with various levels of impact
in the field. This thesis focuses on three of them, namely the SpiNNaker, Paral-
lella, and TrueNorth. The SpiNNaker is the Spiking Neural Network Architecture
and was created at the University of Manchester.21–23 The system consists of chips,
each containing 18 ARM968 cores running at about 200 MHz, each capable of 32-bit
fixed-point math. These chips are connected via a fast mesh network, and two main
boards are currently available for research: a 4-chip board and a 48-chip board. The
larger board contains over 800 cores that can be used to perform parallel computa-
tions, and Nengo has been implemented on this hardware to accelerate the simulation
4
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of networks of biologically-plausible neurons.24,25 These large boards can be linked
together to form massive networks of ARM cores for parallel computations.
The Parallella26 is an open-source board that contains a Xilinx Zynq7000 series
system-on-chip27 containing two ARM A9 cores and a field-programmable gate ar-
ray (FPGA) in addition to an Adapteva Epiphany coprocessor28 which integrates 16
floating-point processors running at 1 GHz. While the architecture is less neuromor-
phic than the SpiNNaker in a sense due to the fact that the Parallella is less distributed
and runs faster cores capable of more computations, the Parallella is nevertheless an
interesting platform for software architecture exploration and comparisons with the
SpiNNaker.
The IBM Neurosynaptic System,29,30 also called the TrueNorth chip, is the final
piece of neuromorphic hardware programmed in this thesis. Unlike the SpiNNaker
and the Parallella, the TrueNorth consists of networks of hardware neurons that can
be configured independently. Instead of programming general-purpose processors to
emulate neurons the hardware can only consist of neurons, and the neuron parameters
are directly programmed to perform a task. This type of specialized architecture leads
to very minimal power consumption but also creates limitations when programming
the chip to perform generalized tasks. However, there are plenty of applications the
TrueNorth is well-suited for due to having over 1 million neurons and over 268 million
synaptic connections that are all individually programmable.
The first two devices described above, the SpiNNaker and the Parallella, contain
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von Neumann processing units. However, they are not programmed in a typical
manner due to their parallel nature. The SpiNNaker can only communicate via special
packets that can be sent around the board through the use of programmable routers
located on each chip, and in this thesis the Parallella processing units communicate
by writing to and reading from specific areas of shared memory. SpiNNaker packets
can additionally be dropped if they experience deadlock, so there are challenges with
these architectures beyond standard parallel programming techniques that apply to
a single computer with reliable message passing.
On the other hand, the TrueNorth was created specifically to overcome limitations
of typical von Neumann architectures,29 specifically the von Neumann bottleneck31
which arises from the CPU having access to the memory (and thus the data and
instructions) through one bus. Most data must go through that bus (omitting details
such as cache designs and other parameters), so the bus limits the speed at which
computations can occur. The TrueNorth architecture does not have that singular
bottleneck due to its distributed nature and in particular its memory that is colocated
with its processing units. The TrueNorth stores its memory states (neuron membrane
potentials, parameters, etc.) near its processing elements (neurons) in each core. In
addition, the very nature of the TrueNorth cores themselves means that programming
the system is a new challenge because most algorithms are not designed to be executed
in parallel, let alone on neurons with limited computing capabilities.
The challenges associated with designing algorithms and implementing them on
6
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these parallel neuromorphic hardware platforms are well worth the cost because these
devices have inherent advantages in terms of power and speed as compared to typ-
ical general-purpose computing devices. Just as graphical processing units (GPUs)
provide speed advantages over central processing units (CPUs) but have limitations
and different programming considerations required when implementing algorithms,
neuromorphic processing units have their own tradeoffs in the pursuit of increasing
capabilities and decreasing power consumption. Researchers are now creating cogni-
tive processing units17 (CogPUs) to more creatively architect solutions to problems
using neuromorphic techniques. These new massively-parallel architectures also cre-
ate new challenges for chip designers. With so many simultaneous processing units
that are sometimes non-homogeneous it can be difficult to analyze the best use of
space when creating a microprocessor, but new theory has provided some direction32
for tackling this type of optimization.
As CogPUs become closer to biology they are more likely to provide more pro-
nounced benefits in power consumption and processing capabilities, particularly as
related to the types of problems with which computers struggle and humans excel.
These improvements come with more challenges, though, because as the systems get
closer to biology, algorithms enter uncharted territories as researchers need to become
more creative and design new ways of performing tasks using the new neuromorphic




It is obvious that mimicking the brain has potential for improving circuit design
because of the efficiencies the brain displays. However, there are other reasons as well.
For example, cognitive science has applied33 probabilistic models to many cognitive
processes. The processes themselves are highly probabilistic in nature, and it only
makes sense that the human brain can cope with these models in a probabilistic way.
Taking things one step further, the brain even has an innate ability to determine
the form a model should take on.34 Rather than having to be told whether data
should be arranged in a list, hierarchy, ring, etc., the human brain can look at various
situations and quickly determine a good way to describe the situation in the context
of a model. Of course there are more complicated examples of data for which the
organization is not obvious, but for many cases even small children can categorize
and model the data effectively. For example, given varying objects of different sizes,
colors, and shapes, humans can very quickly come up with a way to organize the
shapes based on those characteristics, but machines still struggle to deal with these
types of open-ended model structure tasks. They typically need to be programmed
to fit the data to a given structure rather than determine the structure on their own,
but it would be very important both to the field of cognitive development as well as
AI to better understand this type of capability.
It has been shown that in various situations the brain performs close to a sta-
tistically optimal way. One area of examples of this type of optimal decision is in
sensorimotor control.35 Humans face everyday optimization and estimation tasks
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when they interact with the world, and there is uncertainty inherent to each of these
types of actions. When people view objects the estimation of these objects’ locations
and speeds are subject to noise due to the visual system in the brain. The same
idea applies to touching objects – the size, shape, and location of objects are noisy
measurements in the brain. As most people have noticed on numerous occasions, hu-
man hearing is particularly noisy when it comes to estimating the location of objects
emitting sounds.
Modeling the stochastic nature of perception in the environment therefore plays a
large role in human behavior.35 One example of a real-life situation is estimating the
location of a tennis ball during a game by combining information about the predicted
distribution of the location of the opponent’s hit and visual information showing a
noisy estimate of the ball’s actual position and velocity once the ball is struck.35 One
experiment done to support this idea36 is that people were asked to estimate the
location of a cursor on a screen in relation to their hand position. Uncertainty was
added to the cursor by making its location fuzzy (depicted as a point cloud), and
participants had a mental model (prior distribution) of where the cursor was likely to
be based on the number of times the cursor showed up in various locations in previous
trials. As a result they were able to predict the location in a manner consistent with
using Bayesian statistics to perform the same task.
There are many other examples of this type of behavior,35 and the same phe-
nomenon occurs when information from two different senses are combined. Studies
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have been developed to show that combining uncertain visual and tactile information
to estimate an object’s height results in behavior close to what Bayesian statistics
predicts,37 and the same situation occurs when combining visual and auditory infor-
mation to predict an object’s location.38
Clearly the brain has the capacity to effectively deal with uncertainty in everyday
situations, but it also performs complicated tasks. As described earlier, neural net-
works have only recently been doing as well as humans on specific tasks with great
amounts of data required to train them. On the other hand, the human brain can
much more quickly learn to perform these tasks and is clearly better at generalizing to
new situations. Machine learning has only begun to scratch the surface of what brains
are capable of doing, so there are plenty more things to be learned from studying the
brain and also from adapting related ideas to algorithms and hardware.
People have only begun to determine how groups of neurons work together in small
animals, and less progress has been made in understanding the intricacies of the hu-
man brain. However, there are some examples in neuroscience showing that spiking
neuron activities match predictions of Bayesian statistics, suggesting that some spike
encodings in actual biology may represent probabilistic quantities. For example, when
owls localize sounds they are biased toward being accurate straight ahead and typi-
cally underestimate angles on the sides. This behavior is consistent with a Bayesian
model, and particular decodings of neural populations in the owl’s auditory system
are consistent with quantities in the model.39 In another case, neurons in monkey
10
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cortexes fire consistently with the probability that certain eye movements will result
in more reward juice.40
Other work posits that the brain may weigh possible decision choices using a
common technique from statistics - by expressing the choices as a ratio of their prob-
ability values. More specifically, the logarithm of the so-called “likelihood ratio” may
be formed in the brain as a result of sensory input and stored for later decision mak-
ing.41 In fact, this thesis explains how the formation of such a log-likelihood ratio
can be used to make decisions about the world on neuromorphic hardware in a way
that could potentially be done in the brain.
The thesis begins in Chapter 2 by describing one main class of statistical models
called Bayesian networks that can be used to describe situations in the world. The
brain must by definition be able to construct a cohesive view of the world in order to
make intelligent decisions, and Bayesian networks are one way to create these types of
knowledge. The chapter then goes on to explain how these models can be trained so
that they represent actual phenomena before describing how decisions can be made
(called “inference”) using these networks.
Chapter 3 takes these concepts further and describes how these decisions can be
made using spiking neurons on parallel neuromorphic hardware (SpiNNaker). De-
scriptions of the entire automated software flow are included as the process goes from
a representation of the network automatically to inference running on the hardware
using computations that could be accomplished in the brain. Results of this com-
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bined hardware/software flow using the smaller 4-chip SpiNNaker are described in
Chapter 4 for various models, and a scalable network structure is introduced that
is used in this chapter and later chapters to benchmark inference performance and
scalability.
Chapter 5 discusses the work required to implement these networks and inference
on the larger 48-chip SpiNNaker as well as how to integrate the same type of compu-
tations on the Parallella hardware. That way the small and large SpiNNaker board
results can be compared to the Parallella results. A complexity analysis of the algo-
rithms used to process the network and set it up on the SpiNNaker is also explored.
Finally, a heterogeneous architecture was created by connecting the large SpiNNaker
and the Parallella via Ethernet, and performance results are shown.
The TrueNorth is described in Chapter 6. Very large-scale vector-matrix multipli-
cation architectures using spiking neurons are shown using multiple techniques, each
having different tradeoffs. One of those architectures is used to implement natural
language processing tasks including detecting word similarities and solving analo-
gies using the TrueNorth and this neural architecture. A technique for performing
multiplications stochastically and selecting particular neurons to perform computa-
tions with is also shown along with an example image processing pipeline task as an
application.
A way to perform cognitive audio-visual beamforming and localization is presented
in Chapter 7. The system is cognitive because it enables neuromorphic algorithms
12
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to be developed to localize specific sounds based on their spectral characteristics just
as the human brain can focus on specific types of sounds at the expense of others.
Theory is presented and then two actual hardware systems running these algorithms
are examined. One consists of a fully integrated audio-visual spherical array and the
other consists of a more inexpensive spherical array coupled with a basic camera.
Performance of both systems are shown and compared.
Finally, Chapter 8 presents the design of an ARM Cortex M0 architecture for
massive neuromorphic chips created in the lab. The main goal of the design is to im-
plement an image processing pipeline for wide area aerial photographs. This pipeline
includes tasks such as non-uniformity correction for the raw pixel data coming out
of the imager, debayering of the incoming pixels to form standard RGB images, de-
warping the images so that despite movement of the sequence of images each image is
rotated to have a common fixed background, detecting moving objects in the image,
and tracking those objects. The chips contain some conventional implementations for
performing computations, but there are many processing units that are quite uncon-
ventional to enable low power consumption in a neuromorphic manner. Coordinating
all these processing units in parallel can be a challenging task, so the M0 architecture
provides a way to bootstrap the system and enable a fully programmable interface to
utilize these processing units to their full potentials. Although the chips are designed
to perform image processing, these units can be used for many other purposes as well.
The common theme in all this work is that all these systems are brain-inspired,
13
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massively parallel unconventional processing systems. Useful systems utilizing neu-
romorphic principles can be created whether they utilize actual spiking neurons or
borrow concepts from the brain’s capabilities. Research such as this has the potential
to continue to improve the state of the art in many areas, particularly as it becomes
harder over time to continue increasing mainstream processor clock speeds.
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Chapter 2
Bayesian Networks, Learning, and
Inference
Bayesian networks are used to model a wide variety of systems in the world,
ranging from simple classification tasks all the way to analyzing complex human
behavior. Bayesian networks are directed graphical models where each node in the
network represents a random variable and the arrows represent dependencies between
those variables in a probabilistic model.42–45 Every node contains a description of its
conditional probability distribution (CPD) given its parents (other nodes that point
toward the current node). When the nodes are discrete variables with categorical
distributions, the conditional distribution is stored as a CPD table where each row
corresponds to a different configuration of the node’s parents and the values in that
row describe the probability of the node’s values occurring given those parent values.
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Cloudy (C)
Precipitation (P) Frozen Ground (F)
















P F 0 1
0 0 0.9 0.1
0 1 0.85 0.15
1 0 0.5 0.5
1 1 0.05 0.95
Icy Road
A S F 0 1
0 0 0 0.99 0.01
0 0 1 0.95 0.05
0 1 0 0.99 0.01
0 1 1 0.95 0.05
1 0 0 0.35 0.65
1 0 1 0.01 0.99
1 1 0 0.65 0.35
1 1 1 0.15 0.85
Figure 2.1: Icy Road Network. This example Bayesian network models a probability
distribution over random variables associated with precipitation on road surfaces and
whether the road is icy.
After a graphical model is established the parameters of the model can be learned
from data (see Section 2.1). These parameters describe conditional probability values
of nodes given their parents. So the model describes the probabilistic relationships
between variables, and each of these relationships has parameters that are learned
from data.
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Figure 2.1 shows an example Bayesian network called the Icy Road Network which
happens to contain only binary nodes. It describes a probability distribution over six
variables concerning precipitation and whether the ground is icy depending on other
conditions such as temperature and whether salt was placed on the road. Arrows are
drawn from parents to children and indicate which variables are directly and condi-
tionally dependent on others. These dependencies are often referred to as “causal
relationships” which in aggregate describe the independence structure of the net-
work.42,44 The CPD tables are shown surrounding the network, and these particular
CPD tables were invented for illustrative purposes. For example, a node with no
parents such as Cloudy has a prior probability distribution of being 0 or 1. On the
other hand, the Precipitation variable has a CPD table that depends directly on the
value of Cloudy.
The Icy Road Network can be described intuitively as follows. The cloud cover
(Cloudy) and whether the ground is frozen (Frozen Ground) are conditions that do
not directly result from the other variables (they are not “caused” by the others). On
the other hand, the probability of Precipitation depends on the cloud cover (clouds
“cause” precipitation to become more or less likely to occur). Significant accumulation
(Accumulation) depends on whether precipitation is occurring at all, and whether
salt is administered (Salt Down) depends on whether precipitation is present and the
ground is frozen. Finally, icy conditions (Icy Road) depend on whether significant
accumulation occurs, salt is on the road, and the ground is frozen.
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The nodes in the network collectively describe a joint probability distribution, and
the arrows indicate how the joint distribution can be factored in terms of CPDs that
are learned from data. Of course the general rules of conditional probability apply
so the distribution can be factored many different ways, but the arrows indicate a
factorization that can utilize the CPD tables described directly by the model. For
example, the Icy Road Network explicitly describes the following joint distribution
factorization:
P(A,C, I, F, P, S) = P(C)P(F )P(P |C)P(A|P )P(S|P, F )P(I|A, S, F ). (2.1)
Learning, or training, must be done in order for the model to be useful, and this
process is described in Section 2.1. Training establishes the parameters for every CPD
table in the network based on data collected so that the model describes reality as
well as it can.
Once the model is trained, useful tasks can be accomplished by performing in-
ference as described in Section 2.2. While performing inference the values of some
variables may be fixed as evidence, and then the probability distribution over the
remaining variables given the fixed evidence is determined. Inference is where real
predictions, classifications, and decisions can be made using the model.
For example, if there is a model describing noise in measurements taken using a
sensor as well as the underlying physical process that governs the data themselves, it
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is possible to perform inference in order to determine the most likely phenomena that
led to those measurements. In order to do so, the measurements are fixed as evidence
in the model, and inference is done over the remaining variables to determine the
probability distribution of the original data given the measurements collected.
The structure of the network includes the choice of variables and the values they
can have as well as the connections between nodes. These choices are generally
made or influenced by subject matter experts who have knowledge regarding which
relationships are causal. However, these decisions are sometimes altered by other
factors including the difficulty of performing learning or inference, so the design of
the model is generally an iterative process where it is improved based on the challenges
encountered when evaluating how well it works in practice.
The rest of the sections in this chapter describe learning and inference includ-
ing some basic examples. These concepts are expanded to include a brain-inspired
way of performing inference, and comparisons between standard techniques and this
neuromorphic technique are shown. Later chapters will take that technique further
by exploiting parallelism and brain-inspired hardware architectures to improve the
speed, parallelism, and power consumption when performing inference.
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2.1 Learning
Learning encompasses a variety of different techniques ranging from the simple to
the complex,42,43,45 and new techniques are described for novel networks regularly.
The appropriateness and effectiveness of these techniques are extremely dependent
on the actual model in question as well as the data themselves that are available for
training. There are two main classes of learning techniques that cover most of these
cases: maximum likelihood estimation and Bayesian estimation. Neither of them is
perfect for all situations, and they both have various pros and cons that can make
one or the other advantageous over the other for particular models and datasets.
Extremely briefly, Bayesian estimation provides a convenient framework to incor-
porate prior beliefs about random variables in a distribution.42,43 Including prior
beliefs can be helpful when there is insufficient data to create a reasonable estimation
of a distribution’s parameter. A classic example is the case of flipping a fair coin three
times. If the coin comes up heads three times most people would not expect the coin
to always come up heads, and the reason they do not expect that result is because
they are thinking about their prior beliefs on what is reasonable. On the other hand,
maximum likelihood parameter estimation depends more directly on the data, and if
the data are skewed due to having a small number of samples, nothing is explicitly
built into the framework to take that into account.
Although Bayesian estimation techniques have attractive properties such as in-
corporation of prior distributions it can be difficult to get the math to “work” when
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designing a strategy for parameter estimation. This means that there are a limited
number of distributions that are easy to utilize in the Bayesian framework, and as a
result some distributions are used in these models for mathematical expediency that
do not match the data or real beliefs of experts.
Because this thesis is focused more on inference (see Section 2.2) and all the graph-
ical models are of the same general class unless specifically mentioned, this section
will focus on learning in Bayesian networks with discrete categorical distributions at
each node. Another assumption made here is that all the data are available for learn-
ing, which means there are no random variables for which data are missing. These
assumptions make maximum likelihood estimation straightforward, and that process
is described below.42,43,45,46
Using the Icy Road Network depicted in Figure 2.1, assume there are N instances
of training data. Each value is a vector containing the value of each of the 6 random
variables in the model. The first step is to create the likelihood function because
maximum likelihood estimation involves maximizing the likelihood of the data given
the parameters (CPD table entries). This likelihood is the joint distribution (Equa-
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tion 2.1) and is shown below:
N∏
d=1
P(A = ad, C = cd, I = id, F = fd, P = pd, S = sd) =
N∏
d=1
P(C = cd)P(F = fd)P(P = pd|C = cd)P(A = ad|P = pd)·
P(S = sd|P = pd, F = fd)P(I = id|A = ad, S = sd, F = fd).
(2.2)
In the above equation, d indexes the N data points, and the variables ad, cd, id, fd, pd,
and sd are the values of the variables A,C, I, F, P , and S in data point d. The right-
hand side of the equation is the factorized version described explicitly by the model
(see Equation 2.1).
Next, change the notation so that P(C = i) where i ∈ {0, 1} is Ci, P(P = i|C = j)
where i ∈ {0, 1} and j ∈ {0, 1} is Pij, and so on:
N∏
d=1




































Here I() is the indicator function that is 0 when the value passed to I is false and 1
when the value passed to I() is true. Then let NC=i be the number of times node C
takes on the value i in the data, NP=i,C=j be the number of times in the data node
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P has the value i and node C has the value j simultaneously, and so on:
N∏
d=1




























Because the logarithm function is a monotonically increasing function, one can
take the log of the likelihood function to create the log-likelihood function and not



























Let the log-likelihood (Equation 2.5) be referred to as L(X, θ) where X is the set
of all the training data (N vectors of length 6 in this example) and θ represents the
CPD table entries (Ci, Fi, Pij, Aij, Sijk, and Iijkl). The likelihood must be maximized,
but this maximization must be constrained so that the row of each CPD table sums
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to 1. Therefore, the following contraints must hold:
∑
i
Ci = 1, (2.6)
∑
i
Fi = 1, (2.7)
∑
i
Pij = 1 ∀j, (2.8)
∑
i
Aij = 1 ∀j, (2.9)
∑
i




Iijkl = 1 ∀j, k, l. (2.11)
In summary, the goal is to maximize L(X, θ) subject to Equations 2.6-2.11. A


































Maximizing Expression 2.12 involves taking the partial derivatives with respect
to each of the parameters. Note that each of the parameters only shows up in a
single term in L(X, θ) and only one of the constraints. Therefore, taking each partial
derivative only leaves a simple result. For example, the following is the result when
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the partial derivative of Expression 2.12 is taken with respect to parameter Ci and
set equal to 0:
NC=i
Ci




















which means that in order to estimate the probability of the node Cloudy being true,
one just counts how many times node C is true in the data and divides by the total
number of times node C is true or false (the number of total data points in the
training data).
The same basic process holds for other nodes in the graph as well, but nodes having
parents (and therefore conditional probability parameters) are slightly different. Take,
for example, node P which describes whether there is any Precipitation in the model.
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which again means that counting provides the estimate for the probability of Precip-
itation given whether the sky is Cloudy in this model. For a given value of the node
Cloudy the counts for Precipitation are collected. For the case where Cloudy is true
the probability of Precipitation being true is the number of times in the data where
Cloudy is false and Precipitation is true divided by the total number of times in the
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data where Cloudy is false. That process must then be repeated for all the other
cases (of course taking into account the fact that each conditional distribution must
sum to 1 so some values can be trivially filled in once others are obtained).
Learning in discrete Bayesian networks with categorical CPD tables is straight-
forward when all the data are available and involves keeping track of simple counts in
the training data. However, there are many other cases that complicate matters. Sit-
uations where the values of some nodes are unknown in the training data are common
and can be dealt with by utilizing other techniques. In addition, utilizing different
probability distributions in the model (other than categorical) create other learning
procedures even when utilizing the same maximum likelihood estimation framework.
The process is similar in that the likelihood function is maximized, but sometimes it
is difficult to derive a closed-form solution for learning. This thesis does not cover
the myriad other situations that can arise in learning, but this section is intended to
give the reader a basic understanding of how learning in the models covered in this
thesis can occur.
2.2 Inference
Once the model is trained it can be used to estimate the probability of other
events occurring. Some questions are trivial given the network structure. For exam-
ple, asking for the probability of significant accumulation given that precipitation is
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present is simple because that information is stored directly in the CPD table for the
Accumulation node (in this case the answer is 0.2). However, other questions can
also be asked that are not as obvious to answer. For example, one can ask for the
probability that the ground is frozen given that the road is icy. Or one can query
the probability that salt was put down on the road given that it is icy. Furthermore,
it is possible to determine the most likely configuration of some variables given that




A = 0 A = 1
0.3 0.7
B = 0 B = 1
A = 0 0.2 0.8
A = 1 0.9 0.1
C = 0 C = 1
B = 0 0.4 0.6
B = 1 0.2 0.8
Figure 2.2: Simple ABC Bayesian Network. This directed network contains three
nodes, each of which are binary. Node C is observed (known) and inference can be
performed on nodes A and B. In this example C = 0. The CPD table for each node
is shown to the right of the network itself.
There are multiple ways to attack the challenge of performing inference.42,43,45
Different techniques work better for some networks than others, and some techniques
only apply to specific types of networks. Ideally an exact solution is sought (see
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Section 2.2.1), but sometimes that is not a tractable task and approximate solutions
(see Section 2.2.2) can be used instead.
In order to describe a few important inference procedures and to contrast their
differences a simple binary Bayesian network has been created. Figure 2.2 contains
the ABC model as well as its associated CPD tables. This model contains three
random variables, A, B, and C, each of which are binary. Node C is an observed
node (shaded) which means its value is known. The factorization built into the model
is the following:
P(A,B,C) = P(A)P(B|A)P(C|B). (2.23)
Assume this network is already trained, so the CPD tables have already been spec-
ified based on the training data collected for this network. Each CPD entry described
here is listed with the probability of the node being ‘0’ first and the probability of
being ‘1’ second.
Since C is known (assume for this example that its value is 0), inference can be
performed to determine the probability of nodes A and B taking on the values 0
and 1. More explicitly, the values of P(A = 1|C = 0) and P(B = 1|C = 0) can
be determined given that the following probability distributions are specified by the
trained model: P(A), P(B|A), and P(C|B).
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2.2.1 Exact Inference
The simplest way to perform exact inference is to use the laws of conditional
probability and marginalization of probability distributions. Since the ABC network
in Figure 2.2 is so small, does not contain very many connections, and does not
have a large set of values each node can be, it is straightforward to perform these
computations. Focusing on the conditional distribution of node A given the evidence
at node C, the laws of conditional probability provide the following starting point:
P(A = 1|C = 0) = P(A = 1, C = 0)
P(C = 0)
. (2.24)
The top and bottom probability values can be calculated by marginalizing the
joint distribution of the model:
P(A = 1|C = 0) =
∑1
b=0 P(A = 1, B = b, C = 0)∑1
a=0
∑1
b=0 P(A = a,B = b, C = 0)
. (2.25)
Since the network contains only binary nodes the joint distribution P(A,B,C) is a
table with 23 = 8 entries. However, as the size of the network increases the table grows
exponentially and quickly becomes unwieldy. For example, even a modest network
with 100 binary nodes would yield a table with 2100 entries which would not fit in the
combined memory of all the computers in existence. Luckily, though, the hierarchical
network structure provides a scalability to the model by providing local factors that
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are of manageable size. Therefore, terms can be expanded by using the factorization
shown graphically in the model and in Equation 2.23:
P(A = 1|C = 0) =
∑1
b=0 P(A = 1)P(B = b|A = 1)P(C = 0|B = b)∑1
a=0
∑1
b=0 P(A = a)P(B = b|A = a)P(C = 0|B = b)
. (2.26)
Probability values can be found in the CPD tables shown in Figure 2.2. Filling them
into the above equation yields the following result:
P(A = 1|C = 0) = 0.7 · 0.9 · 0.4 + 0.7 · 0.1 · 0.2
0.3 · 0.2 · 0.4 + 0.3 · 0.8 · 0.2 + 0.7 · 0.9 · 0.4 + 0.7 · 0.1 · 0.2
.
(2.27)
So P(A = 1|C = 0) ≃ 0.79 and P(A = 0|C = 0) ≃ 0.21. P(B = 1|C = 0) and
P(B = 0|C = 0) can be computed in a similar manner.
Performing exact inference in this naive way can be easily done in this simple
network, but as the network complexity increases the number of multiplications and
summations that must be achieved increase immensely and may take a very long time
to compute or can even become intractable. Luckily there are some computational
efficiencies that can be taken advantage of to make the process better. For example,
Equation 2.26 can be simplified in the following manner by moving the summations
inward:
P(A = 1|C = 0) = P(A = 1)
∑1
b=0 P(B = b|A = 1)P(C = 0|B = b)∑1
a=0 P(A = a)
∑1
b=0 P(B = b|A = a)P(C = 0|B = b)
. (2.28)
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In this network there is not much gain from moving the summations in, but as the
network size increases that technique becomes essential. For example, in a network
with 50,000 nodes, many nodes are likely not connected to very many other nodes. In
those situations summations relating to the factors for those nodes can be moved very
far through the exact inference expressions and can save a great deal of computation.
This general idea of moving summations inward forms the basis of some general
algorithms used to perform inference in directed acyclic graphs.42,45 The basic case of
this is called variable elimination. Some tweaks on the variable elimination concepts
yield the sum product algorithm, and by turning the summations into maximization
operators and keeping track of which values in the model yield those maximum values
the most likely configuration of the model can be determined. That tweak is the max
product algorithm. Further changes by dividing the problem into locally-held beliefs
and allowing new information (updated values of random variables in the model) to
flow yield the popular belief propagation procedure.
Despite these improvements in computation complexity, networks can still become
intractable to perform exact inference on. This is often due to a combination of
networks having so many local connections and so many nodes in general that all
the local computations still take a very long time to compute. Other times exact
inference is not preferred because the application demands faster inference results than
exact inference can provide. Alternative options to perform approximate inference
are described in Section 2.2.2, and this thesis focuses on these types of solutions in
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a neuromorphic way by performing approximate inference using spiking neurons in
parallel on brain-inspired hardware.
2.2.2 Approximate Inference
There are myriad ways to perform approximate inference, but perhaps the most
obvious algorithm is loopy belief propagation.42 The procedure is very similar to belief
propagation as briefly described in Section 2.2.1. However, whereas belief propagation
is guaranteed to converge to the correct result in two passes of sent messages in
directed acyclic graphs, loopy belief propagation applies in situations where there
are cycles in the graph. The procedure works essentially the same way as belief
propagation except that messages are passed until the updates become small enough
for convergence to occur. Convergence is not guaranteed for all networks, but it can
nevertheless be successfully applied for some models.
Another class of inference techniques comprises various optimization techniques
to approximate the distribution of interest.42 These techniques, including various
forms of variational inference, essentially provide a framework with which to perform
inference on a distribution that is more tractable than the original distribution of
interest.
Instead of changing the distribution itself it is also possible to approximate the
original distribution by creating particles that in aggregate converge to the inference
queries in question. These algorithms are called particle methods, and they comprise
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a wide variety of sampling techniques.42 The concept of aggregating values and
computing their histogram will be revisited many times in this thesis as it forms the
basis for the approximate inference techniques discussed here.
Some particle methods are very straightforward such as rejection sampling, where
in directed acyclic graphs node values are chosen starting from prior nodes (nodes
with no parents). Then, traveling down the tree of the model (following the arrows),
node values are sampled until all the nodes have a value. Each of these samples is
created based on the distribution at that node given the other values already sampled
in the network. In other words the CPD table at each node is used to generate each
sample. If any sample does not match the evidence (for example C = 0 in the ABC
network shown in Figure 2.2) the current set of samples are thrown out. Once a
sample is created for each node in the network the configuration of the nodes of
interest are stored. These values are aggregated, and their relative frequencies of
occurrence represent the probability of those nodes taking on those values.
An improvement to rejection sampling is called likelihood weighting .42 Rather than
allow some samples to be thrown out which wastes computations, this technique forces
the evidence to be its observed value. However, samples are then weighted by the
probability of the evidence being true given the other sampled values in the network.
Importance sampling allows for sampling from a different distribution than the
one of interest42 which can make inference tractable. It can also be used to focus on
areas of a distribution that are unlikely and therefore rarely produce samples using
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other techniques.
Other approximate inference techniques are Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithms. All MCMC techniques47 rely on the construction of a Markov chain48
(see Figure 2.3). Markov chains are simply graphical models where as time goes
on each node only depends on the value of the previous node. In Figure 2.3, each
random variable in the chain (Y1, Y2, Y3, ..., YN) represents a complete configuration
of another graphical model. For example, consider using an MCMC technique on the
ABC network described in Figure 2.2. In that situation for the MCMC techniques
described in this thesis, Y1 would refer to a configuration of the variables A, B, and
C, and Y2 would refer to another configuration of the variables A, B, and C at a later
time in the evolution of the chain and the sampling process.
Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4
Figure 2.3: Typical Markov Chain.
Samples from the Markov chain are created over time, meaning that another
configuration of the original graphical model follows from the one before it.42,49 This
Markov chain is designed so that over time the samples are generated from a stationary
distribution the chain has converged to. The Markov chain samples can then be used
to perform approximate inference by estimating the conditional distribution of the
nodes of interest given the evidence in the original model. The following sections
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describe first how a typical MCMC algorithm called Gibbs sampling can be used in
Bayesian networks to perform inference (see Section 2.2.2.1). Then a way to perform
brain-inspired computations to achieve the same goal is explained in Section 2.2.2.2.
2.2.2.1 Gibbs Sampling
Gibbs Sampling42,49 is an MCMC technique that is a special form of the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm. As described earlier, each node in the Markov chain (see Fig-
ure 2.3) represents the full configuration of the original network. The first node in the
Markov chain corresponds to a random initialization of the nodes in the original model
(except for the observed nodes which are fixed to their known values). Then, during
each sampling iteration each unobserved node in the network is sampled one at a time.
Assuming that there are N nodes X1, X2, ..., XN having current values x1, x2, ..., xN
in the network, they are sampled according to the following distribution:
xi ∼ P(xi|x1, x2, ..., xi−1, xi+1, ..., xN), (2.29)
where i goes from 1 to N , and each variable xj is the most recently-sampled value
for that node Xj. Each iteration consists of running through all N nodes, so each
iteration consists of N steps in the Markov chain.
This Gibbs sampling construction ensures that the Markov chain has a unique sta-
tionary distribution that is proportional to the distribution of interest,50 which in this
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case is the joint distribution described by the original Bayesian network. Therefore,
by aggregating all the samples over time and viewing their histograms, it is possible
to perform inference tasks because these relative frequencies of values occurring esti-
mate the probability of the nodes being those values given the known evidence in the
model.
Now, note that the distribution described in Expression 2.29 can often be greatly
simplified because the conditional probability of a node given its Markov Blanket is
independent of all the other nodes in the network.42 Therefore, the distribution in





Figure 2.4: Example Markov Blanket in a Bayesian network.
For example, consider the network shown in Figure 2.4. This network depicts
the Markov Blanket for node E. The Markov Blanket consists of the node’s parents,
children, and coparents (nodes that are parents of the same node as the node in
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question). Therefore, nodes A and B are not part of the Markov Blanket and can be
ignored when sampling E using Gibbs sampling.
Put another way, consider sampling node E using Expression 2.29. Following the
rules of conditional probability the following is true:
P(E|A,B,C,D, F,G) = P(A,B,C,D,E, F,G)
P(A,B,C,D, F,G)
. (2.30)
Based on the conditional independence structure of the model, the joint distribu-
tion can be factored in the following manner:
P(A,B,C,D,E, F,G) = P(A)P(B)P(C|A,B)P(D|B)P(E|C,D)P(G|E,F ). (2.31)
Thus, continuing along from Equation 2.30, E can be sampled from the following
distribution:














where in the above equations D(E) is the set of values node E can be. The only
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nodes involved in the computation come from the Markov Blanket, as expected. In
addition, note the factors involved in the computation. The factors are exactly the
factors that can be formed with the members of the Markov Blanket, and they are
also the only factors that involve the node that is to be sampled. This last point that
the factors all include the node to be sampled is exactly why these nodes form the
Markov Blanket. They are the only ones that do not drop out of the equation for the
conditional probability of the current node given all the others.
The process of determining the update equations for Gibbs sampling is easily
automated if the distributions are all discrete. For each node the Markov Blanket
is determined, and then the factors completely included in the Markov Blanket are
multiplied together in the numerator and denominator. Then the denominator is
marginalized to remove the dependence on the current node, and the division is
completed. The denominator is a single value after the sum, and the numerator can
take on a number of values, each corresponding to a member of D(E).
On the other hand, if the conditional distribution for the current node given
its parents is not discrete, the denominator turns into an integral and the result of
Equation 2.32 is a continuous conditional distribution. This distribution may or may
not be possible to express in closed form.
Once the Gibbs update distributions are calculated for each node in the network
the sampling process can run. At each time step a new sample is generated for
each node in order given the current values of all the other nodes. When Gibbs
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sampling is used to sample nodes that are parameters for other distributions in the
network there is a burn-in period before the model settles down and converges to a
good likelihood for the model,42 but in this work the model is assumed to be already
trained and therefore all the samples can be used for inference from the beginning of
the sampling process. Instead of converging to a better configuration of the random
variables, in this work the sampling process is simply used to traverse the probability
distribution that is already set in order to estimate the inference distributions in
question. In addition, the samples are commonly correlated, so if an application
depends on uncorrelated samples every nth sample is often taken. However, in the
situations described in this thesis the samples are only viewed in aggregate to build
a distribution so this factor is not important.
Now, going back to the simple 3-node discrete Bayesian network (the ABC net-
work) shown in Figure 2.2, determining the sampling equation for each node using
the form of Expression 2.29 is straightforward. Since there are three nodes and one
is known, two distributions are required. These two distributions are the following:
P(A|B = b, C = 0), where b is the most recent sample for B, and P(B|A = a, C = 0),
where a is the most recent sample for A.
These sampling distributions can generally be greatly simplified by only consider-
ing the terms that include nodes in the Markov Blanket of the current node. There-
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fore, the following simplification can be made:
P(A|B = b, C = 0) = P(A|B = b) (2.33)
because the Markov Blanket of A only contains B. On the other hand, P(B|A =
a, C = 0) cannot be simplified in this manner because both A and C are in the
Markov Blanket of B.
Before the algorithm starts each node is initialized to a random value except for
the observed nodes which are fixed. During every iteration each unobserved node is
sampled one at a time, and the number of times each node takes on each value is
recorded. Every sample relies on the most current value of every other node in the
network. In this example network the following two distributions (in simplified form)
are used for generating new samples:
P(A|B = b) and P(B|A = a, C = 0). (2.34)
To elaborate, take the first sampling distribution:
P(A|B = b) = P(A)P(B = b|A)∑1
i=0 P(A = i)P(B = b|A = i)
. (2.35)
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If b = 0 then the following distribution is the sampling distribution for A:
P(A = 0|B = 0) = 0.3 · 0.2
0.3 · 0.2 + 0.7 · 0.9
≃ 0.09 (2.36)
and P(A = 1|B = 0) = 0.7 · 0.9
0.3 · 0.2 + 0.7 · 0.9
≃ 0.91. (2.37)
Otherwise b = 1 and the following is the sampling distribution for A:
P(A = 0|B = 1) = 0.3 · 0.8
0.3 · 0.8 + 0.7 · 0.1
≃ 0.77 (2.38)
and P(A = 1|B = 1) = 0.7 · 0.1
0.3 · 0.8 + 0.7 · 0.1
≃ 0.23. (2.39)
The sampling distributions for node B, P(B|A = a, C = 0), are calculated in a similar
manner, in this case depending on the most recent sample for node A.
2.2.2.2 Neural Sampling
Neural sampling51,52 is similar to Gibbs sampling in that it involves aggregating
samples of random variables in an MCMC manner to perform inference in Bayesian
networks. However, Neural sampling is currently limited to models with binary vari-
ables. On the other hand, Neural sampling is more biologically realistic than Gibbs
sampling because it is designed to mimic neurons in the brain. Each random variable
in the network is modeled as being a neuron with a membrane potential that influ-
ences the node’s probability of spiking, and each neuron has a refractory period that
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affects the frequency with which it can spike.
The first step in setting up the network is to convert the Bayesian network into
an equivalent neuron network that can be used to perform sampling. This is done by
determining the Markov Blanket for each node and creating new types of connections.
For example, in the simple ABC network described in Figure 2.2, node B has nodes
A and C in its Markov Blanket.
The new neural network structure is shown in Figure 2.5. This structure is set
up in a specific manner so that the Markov Chain that is processed in this MCMC
technique converges to the correct distribution over time. Each node is binary, so
there are four possible permutations of values that the Markov Blanket can take on.
These are represented by four variables, α00, α01, α10, and α11. The nodes l00, l01,
and l10 are inhibitory nodes, and they fire when all the nodes connected to them are
0.
There is a pattern in the connections in the structure here. Whenever a node is
supposed to be 0 for a particular Markov Blanket value permutation, that node in the
Markov Blanket is connected to the l-node associated with that combination. On the
other hand, when the node is supposed to be 1 it is connected to the α-node for that
combination. That is why for the α00 node, neither A nor C is connected directly.
Both of them are 0 for the 00 combination, so they are both connected to l00 which
is instead connected to α00.
It has already been mentioned that the inhibitory l-nodes turn on when everything
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A C
l00 α00 l01 α01 l10 α10 α11
B
Figure 2.5: A conversion to neural network structure for node B assuming that it has
two nodes, A and C, in its Markov Blanket.
connected to them is 0. However, for the α nodes the situation is different. These
nodes each have a certain probability of firing, and this probability tends toward 0
whenever any of the nodes connected to them are 0.
However, when all the nodes connected to an α-node are 1, the node has a different
probability of firing. This probability depends on the membrane potential, ui(t), at





In this notation Xi is the ith random variable in the model containing the nodes
X1, X2, ..., XN . In Figure 2.5 the variable Xi is the node B, or the node for which
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the Markov Blanket is examined. X\i represents all the nodes in the network that
are not the current node, so X\i can mathematically be simplified to be the Markov
Blanket of the current node Xi. This membrane potential value ui(t) is fed into a
sigmoid function to determine the probability of that α-node firing:
p(firing) = σ(ui(t)− log τ), (2.41)
where σ(x) = (1+e−x)−1. Here, τ is a constant chosen for the entire sampling process
which represents how long the effects of a spike last. The spike creates a refractory
process in the current neuron as well as a change in the membrane potential of other
neurons that lasts on the order of 5 ms to 100 ms.51,52 So τ represents both of these
effects in milliseconds, and in this thesis τ has been fixed to be 20 ms.
Remember, though, that these nodes are represented by neurons. So instead of
having this firing probability (Equation 2.41) be applicable all the time for each α-
neuron, it only applies once τ ms has elapsed since the last time the neuron has fired.
This is because the neuron has to go through its refractory process before it can fire
again.
In reality, some neurons can fire a rapid burst of spikes and others must wait
longer amounts of time in between spikes. This can be accommodated by using a
modified version of this framework,51,52 but in this work everything is restricted to
the fixed refractory period case for simplicity and accuracy. The MCMC process
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has only been proven to converge to the correct distribution for the fixed refractory
period case despite the fact that local computations are correct in the flexible case
and empirical results can be good.
So the way each main neuron (not the auxiliary or inhibitory ones) works is that
if it has not fired in the last τ timesteps it can fire with the probability given in
Equation 2.41. Once it fires this neuron cannot fire again until enough time has
elapsed. However, from the time the neuron fires all the way through the amount
of time it cannot spike, the neuron represents the value 1 in the network. This is
why the value of τ is included in the firing probability (the firing probability must
essentially be divided by τ since once a neuron fires it stays on for a time period of
length τ).
This type of network structure is created for each neuron in the original Bayesian
network, and all neurons are additionally connected together in the same manner as
they are in the original network. Then the converted network can be sampled over
time in a manner similar to Gibbs sampling. An order is chosen for the neurons, and
they are updated over time. The number of times each neuron is on (including both
actual spikes as well as the refractory periods) is tallied, and from those numbers
the distribution can be approximated via a histogram after the burn-in period has
elapsed.
Note that the entire network in Figure 2.5 essentially functions to choose the
distribution from which node B samples. The excitatory and inhibitory connections
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influence which of the α nodes can send a spike to node B which then makes node B
spike. Thus the essential pieces of information are the node’s Markov Blanket and the
values of the nodes in that Markov Blanket for every node in the original Bayesian
network.
Now, going back to the example ABC network shown in Figure 2.2, it is straight-
forward to set up the sampling distributions. Looking at node A of the model and
considering Equation 2.40 as well as the Markov Blanket of node A, the following
membrane potential is calculated:
ua(t) = log
P(A = 1|B = b)
P(A = 0|B = b)
. (2.42)
So depending on the value of node B the membrane potential at A varies. Using that
membrane potential the probability of the node firing must be calculated:
P(firing) = σ(ua(t)− log τ).
For example, in Equation 2.42, if B = 0 and τ = 20 then the values for the numerator
and denominator from Equation 2.36 and Equation 2.37 can be substituted. The




and P(firing) ≃ 0.34.
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The same process must be completed for the other unobserved nodes in the network,
so for this example the probability of firing for node B must be calculated in a similar
way.
The probability of firing at each node only applies when the neuron is not in its
refractory period. When a neuron fires it becomes refractory for τ iterations, so it
cannot spike again until the refractory period is over.
2.2.3 Simple Inference Results
A general MATLAB framework was developed for describing Bayesian networks
as well taking those networks and analyzing them in preparation for performing sam-
pling. This analysis includes tasks such as determining which nodes are in each
node’s Markov Blanket, determining the sampling distributions automatically from
the graph structure and the CPD tables, etc. This framework was also extended and
improved later on in this thesis to work with neuromorphic hardware as described
later. Gibbs sampling and Neural sampling were both implemented in MATLAB
on top of this general framework so that arbitrary inference queries can be asked of
various models.
To provide an idea about how these algorithms work in practice, inference was
done on the simple ABC model in Figure 2.2 using four different techniques – exact
inference, Gibbs sampling, Neural sampling, and another implementation of Gibbs
sampling using Kevin Murphy’s BayesNet Toolbox.53
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Table 2.1 shows the probability of nodes A and B having the value 1 given that
node C = 0 for each of the four techniques. The sampling code all ran for 50,000
iterations, and the results are reported from just one run of each algorithm. “BNT
Gibbs” is the BayesNet Toolbox implementation of Gibbs sampling.
A = 1 B = 1
Exact 0.787 0.183
BNT Gibbs 0.785 0.187
Gibbs 0.792 0.180
Neural Sampling 0.794 0.183
Table 2.1: Inference results using four different techniques.
Figure 2.6 shows what the first 1000 iterations look like for node B using this
thesis’ Gibbs and neural sampling implementations. In Gibbs sampling the node can
potentially spike at any time, but in neural sampling once a spike occurs the node’s
value must remain 1 until τ iterations have passed. Note that despite these differences
the two implementations produce the value 1 approximately the same amount of time
overall.
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Figure 2.6: Samples at node B in the simple ABC network. The top of the graph




Parallel Neural Sampling on
SpiNNaker
The Spiking Neural Network Architecture (SpiNNaker)21–23 was created at the
University of Manchester. This board is a flexible platform that allows for massively-
parallel event-based computation. There are two different boards worked on during
this thesis which are shown in Figure 3.1. One contains four chips and the other is
larger and contains 48 chips. Each chip contains contains 18 ARM968 cores clocked
at about 200 MHz (configurable) which are capable of 32-bit fixed-point arithmetic.
Each core has 32 kB of instruction tightly-coupled memory (ITCM) and 64 kB of
data tightly-coupled memory (DTCM), and the 18 cores per chip all share one 128
MB block of SDRAM per chip. Multicast packet routing is supported in addition to
point-to-point message passing, and the messages are sent through a routing network
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Figure 3.1: Two SpiNNaker boards. The left board is a smaller, 4-chip board with
up to 72 available cores. The right board has 48 chips for up to 864 available cores.
operating at up to 1 gbps.54
These boards are designed to be programmed in an event-based manner so that
each core shuts down when it is not actively processing. Then, when an event (in-
coming packet, timer tick, etc.) occurs it is either added to a queue until the current
task is completed or interrupts the current process if the event has higher priority.
The smaller 4-chip board runs on only 1 W of power.
This entire architecture was designed for the purpose of simulating spiking neurons
in a realistic manner, so Neural sampling is a good candidate to be implemented on
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this architecture. Each core only runs at 200 MHz, but with the fast communication
interconnect it is possible to distribute loads in an interesting manner. Just as neurons
do simple local computations and pass the results to other neurons, each core on this
chip can do local computations and pass them on to other cores so that the whole
board can do a great deal of work in aggregate.
Therefore, the goal of this portion of the thesis is to implement the Neural sampling
algorithm on the SpiNNaker and see how well it performs. The limits of the board
are tested, and the Neural sampling algorithm is implemented on large networks to
see whether it works well in practice.
The following sections describe the theory and mechanics of transforming a Bayesian
network into the proper type of neural network to perform sampling. There is also
a discussion of the way the code and data are organized on the board as well as the
process of actually performing sampling in the context of the SpiNNaker. The entire
flow of processing the network and getting it on the SpiNNaker is an automated pro-
cess. Once the network is described in a text file and the known values (evidence) in
the network are specified, the process can begin. Various MATLAB functions were
created which build the network structure from the text description, specify param-
eters, calculate sampling distributions for the SpiNNaker implementation, place the
nodes on the hardware, generate routing paths, boot the SpiNNaker, send data to
the SpiNNaker, and communicate via Ethernet with the SpiNNaker to retrieve the
results of simulations once sampling is completed.
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Some of the work in this chapter has been previously published55,56 by the author
of this thesis.
3.1 Automated Network Analysis
The first steps toward performing sampling on the SpiNNaker involve analyzing
the probabilistic graphical model file. This analysis happens without further interven-
tion by the user, and all the parameters required for setting up all the data structures
on the SpiNNaker are established. The sections that immediately follow describe the
process of preparing the network for sampling.
3.1.1 Converting the Network for Neural Sampling
A C
B
Figure 3.2: The converted Markov Blanket network used to simplify computations.
The addition of the extra neurons in Figure 2.5 clearly adds to the complexity
of the simulation in terms of runtime as well as memory. Instead of updating only
the nodes that were in the original Bayesian network, the auxiliary and inhibitory
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nodes also must be sampled. However, by looking at the original network it is pretty
clear what that structure accomplishes. The inhibitory and auxiliary neurons (l- and
α-neurons, respectively) are used to select which probability distribution should be
used for the sampling of the bottom node (in this case node B). The α-neurons are
either on or off with a probability that only applies when the Markov Blanket matches
the correct pattern, and then the node at the bottom is simply designed to follow the
actions of the α-neurons. Since only one α-neuron is permitted to be on at a time,
all the extra neurons are essentially just choosing the distribution from which node
B is sampled.
As a result, the network has been simplified in this work to that of Figure 3.2.
This network is much simpler in terms of the number of neurons that need to be
sampled, but it performs the same function. In this case the main neuron, node B,
must be smarter, but all the inhibitory and auxiliary neurons are not sampled.
With the simplified network structure the main node needs to take care of the
work of the auxiliary neurons. So with this modified architecture, the main node
needs to determine the values of the nodes in the Markov Blanket. It also must
store a table of conditional probability distributions for itself given its set of Markov
Blanket values. Then, depending on the collective Markov Blanket value, the main
node performs the same function the corresponding auxiliary α-neuron would. So if
the main neuron already fired it remains in the state 1 and will not fire again, and
if it has not fired recently the main neuron fires with the probability the auxiliary
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neuron would have fired.
So this network is not exactly the same as the original network, but it attempts
to emulates the same basic functionality by using less resources and reducing the
number of nodes that need to be simulated. The smaller number of node updates
translates directly into faster execution of the sampling algorithm.
3.1.2 Parallelization and Colorization
Gibbs sampling requires that, during each iteration, each node in the model is
sampled from one at a time.49 The order can change from iteration to iteration,
but nodes must be updated one after another. In the general case, samples are
generated from each node in order, and this process is repeated as many times as
necessary for adequate convergence. However, implementing this algorithm on parallel
hardware such as the SpiNNaker requires parallelizing the sampling process in order
to distribute computations across computational units to save time and power.
One can think of this issue in the following manner. Imagine there is a node that
is in state 1 with very low probability and is in state 0 with very high probability
given the current state of the network, and let the current state of the network have a
very high probability. If all the nodes are updated in parallel, the most likely update
is that all the nodes stay in their high probability states. Now, imagine that it is the
case that if that main node changes to its low-probability state, state 1, that some of
the rest of the network is more likely to take on a different state. If that is the case and
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if all nodes are updated simultaneously, if that one node changes state, that change
is erroneously not reflected in the sampling probabilities for the other nodes until the
next time around. Therefore, the other nodes will most likely stay the same until the
next iteration, and then that original node will go back to its higher-probability state
as a result.
On the other hand, if the nodes are updated in a specified order, the change in
the main node will be reflected in the sampling probabilities of all the other nodes
that come after it, and this change may remain for a while. So there is clearly a
difference between sampling all the nodes in parallel and sampling them one at a
time, and Gibbs sampling has been proven to converge in the case where all the
nodes are updated in order. Therefore, one cannot just parallelize the whole network
and expect the sampling to work correctly.
However, it is still possible to parallelize Gibbs sampling without affecting the
convergence.57 The technique is to split the graph into different groups of nodes, or
colors, that can each be updated in parallel. If there are N colors, then the simulation
updates each of the nodes in each of the N colors in parallel, does the same for the
next color, and so on. This process continues until convergence.
The way to determine which nodes can be updated in parallel is intuitive. Basi-
cally, any node that is completely independent of the rest of the nodes in a given color
(given its Markov Blanket) can be added to that color and updated along with the
rest of that color in parallel. It is clear that if a node is in any other node’s Markov
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Blanket that the two nodes cannot be in the same color. Other than that restriction,
though, the nodes can be updated in parallel.
Essentially, there is still a fixed order between nodes that directly depend on
each other’s values, and parallelizing the nodes that do not depend on each other
does not affect the reasoning behind having Gibbs sampling ordered. Therefore, it is
feasible to parallelize the sampling computations on neuromorphic hardware such as
the SpiNNaker.
3.1.3 Node Organization on the SpiNNaker
One of the first considerations regarding performing sampling on the SpiNNaker
is the location of each node on the physical hardware. Obviously some performance
gains can be had by placing nodes closer together that need to communicate fre-
quently, but that is explored later on in this thesis with the implementation on the
larger 48-chip SpiNNaker. This section describes earlier work which is a simpler
design on the 4-chip board.
In this basic location implementation the nodes are simply arranged around the
board in an ordered manner that has nothing to do with the actual structure of the
network. First, the nodes are arranged in order of color with the original ordering
preserved within each color group. Then the nodes are distributed, in that order, in
a pattern where core 1 is filled on all the chips, then core 2 is filled on all the chips,
and so on up to and including core 16 on all the chips. If there are still unallocated
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nodes left then the process starts over from the beginning.
Because this technique does not take into account spatial locality and thus locality
of spikes, many spikes must be sent between chips rather than being confined to one
chip or even core. Since this information must be sent between chips each time the
nodes must be updated, the amount of information sent around the board is larger
than if locality was preserved and nodes close to one another were contained within
the same cores, for example.
Now, recall that the board is set up to easily allow for event-based processing. The
architecture and software application programming interface (API) are both designed
to encourage this style of programming, and Neural sampling, once parallelized, will
work similarly to the way neurons work in the real world. Each neuron needs to
accept inputs from those around itself and then, with a certain probability, spike.
Therefore, there are a number of items each neuron must keep track of in order for
this system to work. The following is a list of important values each core must know:
Number of colors in the network This is necessary so each core knows how many
times it must iterate through neuron updates for each color before moving on
to the next time step.
Color of each node Nodes of the same color can be updated simultaneously, so the
color of each node must be known.
Nodes on current core Each core must know what nodes it is simulating.
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Node values Each neuron must know whether it is an observed node with a specific
value (evidence) or an unobserved node and that node’s current sampled value.
Markov Blanket Each neuron must know which nodes are in its Markov Blanket
(MB) as well as their current values so that it can store the proper values when
spikes come in and determine the distribution with which it should produce
samples.
Nodes whose Markov Blanket includes the current node Each neuron must
know where to send its spikes. These other nodes all have the current node in
their Markov Blankets, so they must be informed of the current node’s value.
Firing probabilities For each combination of MB values the neuron must know
what its probability of firing (sampling distribution) is.
3.2 Code Organization and Data/Event
Flow
In the original version of this implementation, each core had its own custom-
generated C code that ran on the board. MATLAB was used to automatically con-
vert the original Bayesian network to its neural equivalent and to determine all the
parameters needed for each core to keep track of all the nodes it is simulating as well
as the associated information each node needs to know.
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Creating, compiling, and then sending the compiled files, one for each individual
core, to the SpiNNaker is a slow process, and it does not really make sense to do things
that way. When all the data are written out in custom code for each core, instruction
memory is wasted by having extra lines of code. Therefore, an improved technique
has been implemented since then which is described in the following sections.
3.2.1 Putting Data on the Board
The better way to send code and data to the board is to just have one C file that is
compiled and sent to the board. The C code is compiled with an ARM cross-compiler
(it is compiled on an x86 host machine but compiled for the ARM cores located on
the SpiNNaker). This compiled file is then sent around the board to all the cores
using functions included in some Perl code written by the Advanced Processor Tech-
nology (APT) group at the University of Manchester. This Perl code also starts an
application written by the APT group that waits for SpiNNaker Datagram Protocol
(SDP) packets on a particular port. When it receives these messages it displays them,
providing a sort of standard output for the C programs which is useful for debugging
and all sorts of display purposes.
These commands are all automated in a shell script that is generic and relies only
on parameter files created by the MATLAB framework that reads in all the trained
network files and sets everything up. The script also programs the SpiNNaker with
the IP address of the host computer so that it knows where to send packets for display
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as well as the packets containing the results of the sampling simulations. Once these
basic commands are executed the board is bootstrapped using a configuration file
provided by the APT group. The cores come online and the first core per chip
to come online is designated as a “monitor” core which handles administrative tasks.
The other cores on the chip can be used for general computations by the programmer.
The SDRAM for each chip is shared among all the cores on that chip. Therefore
all the necessary data for each core are placed into the SDRAM, and then the code
distributed to each core simply reads from its corresponding block of SDRAM to
initialize everything it needs to know. The transmission of data to the SDRAM
is controlled by Perl functions written by the APT group. Once all the data are
transmitted another Perl function sends the board a message telling the cores to
start executing their compiled code.
3.2.2 Communication
There are multiple ways to send messages around the SpiNNaker board, and these
are described next. Section 3.2.3 describes how these messages are processed and used
during the execution of parallel code on the board.
One way to communicate on the board is by sending multicast messages, which is
the quickest way to send a message. Only 32 bits of data can be sent in each message,
but the messages can be sent in multiple directions at once as it leaves each router
on the board. In fact, a multicast message can be sent to all cores on the board if
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desired.
There is a router located on each chip, and the routers are connected to each other
in a particular way. The chips are arranged in a mesh grid, and each chip is connected
to all its neighbors except those in the NW and SE directions (6 total connections
going in and out of each chip).
The simplest way to set up a route for a multicast message is to give that particular
route a key. Then, at each chip the direction a packet with that key designation should
go is selected from a programmable list of router entries. So if the packet should turn
right when it hits a particular chip, that behavior can be coded into that core’s routing
table. In addition, if the packet should stop at a certain chip so that it can be received
by a certain core on that chip, that can also be coded into that chip’s routing table.
There are 1024 different entries allowed in each routing table, so the number of
paths a multicast packet can take is finite. However, for both the 4-chip and 48-
chip boards this amount of entries covers all the possible destinations a packet could
possibly go. This does become an issue when more than one 48-chip SpiNNaker board
is used though.
Another way to send messages on the board is by using SDP packets. These
packets allow messages to be sent to arbitrary locations without having to explicitly
set up routing tables on each chip along the path of the route. The downside to this
type of message is that the message takes longer to arrive. An advantage is that
messages of sizes up to 256 bytes can be sent using this technique.
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Another interesting feature of SDP packets is that they can be used to send
messages over the network via the Ethernet port on the board. This is a very useful
property for getting data back from the board so that results can be stored on the
host PC for analysis. This capability is also used for sending messages mid-simulation
back to the host PC for debugging and general display purposes.
3.2.3 Interrupts and Event-Based Programming
This section describes the flow of programs on the board including how executables
deal with messages that are received.
The SpiNNaker is designed to be a parallel, event-based architecture. Utilizing
this event-based programming methodology yields great power savings over running
code sequentially because the ARM cores go to sleep when they are idle, so the
increased complexity of coding these parallel algorithms can be worth tackling.
In addition, the event-based paradigm allows the cores to work together to solve
a problem which is one of the main draws of the device. Each core is not very fast on
its own, but when they are used together to do smaller computations in parallel that
communicate with each other this architecture can be useful. Running completely
isolated code in parallel is not the best use of this board design though because that
could be done much faster on a more powerful cluster (power consumption would be
worse, but in terms of speed that type of system would be better than the SpiNNaker).
One of the main benefits of the SpiNNaker is its fast built-in communication network,
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so collaborative problems are better suited to its architecture.
Programs start off in the same basic manner as any sequential application. How-
ever, there are five different event types that can be used to generate an interrupt in
the current program execution. When an interrupt is triggered, an associated call-
back function is called in order to deal with the event that occurred. For example, if
a message is received then a function can be established that will save the incoming
data so the program can utilize that information later on.
The five events on the SpiNNaker are the following:
1. MC packet received - This is the event that is triggered when a multicast (MC)
packet arrives at the current core. Typically the callback function associated
with this event would save the incoming data to a buffer so it can be used later
on. Exiting this function as quickly as possible is beneficial to ensure that no
incoming messages are dropped if the queue becomes full.
2. DMA transfer done - This is the event triggered when a direct memory access
(DMA) operation has completed. So if the program initiates a DMA transfer
from the shared SDRAM to the data memory for a particular core, this event
happens when the data have been successfully copied. This is an important
event because it ensures that the data have arrived before the program tries
to access the local copy, and it frees up the processor to perform other work
instead of blocking while data are transferred.
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3. Timer tick - This event is triggered over and over again with a certain time
interval between (in microsecond units) which is set by the programmer. This
associated callback is typically the main processing function used when running
jobs on the SpiNNaker. A normal procedure is to have a processing function
run every so often at each timer tick, and messages are sent at the end of that
task. When every core gets its incoming messages the data are stored, and then
the timer tick occurs again and triggers the next round of processing.
The reason why the timer tick is usually used for data processing is that the
architecture was mainly designed to perform simulations of neurons in real-
time. This means that the computations for each neuron should update every
millisecond, and all the messages (spikes) should be sent and stored within that
time frame as well. When this paradigm is adapted to other problems this timer
tick period can be altered depending on how long the computations take to run
at each time step. These ticks are synchronized on one board, but independent
boards are not perfectly synchronized. Therefore, algorithms that scale to larger
collections of boards must be tolerant of this situation.
4. SDP packet received - This event is triggered when an SDP packet is received
at a given core. Depending on what is running on all the cores this packet can
either be from another core or from an outside host via Ethernet. Just as for
the multicast packet received event, the callback for this event is often used to
record the received data or perhaps reply to the message, especially in the case
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when the packet comes from the host PC which is requesting data.
5. User event - This even is triggered by the application, so it is very free-form
and can be used for a variety of custom purposes.
Events can be set to have different priorities. Therefore, when an event occurs it
is added to a priority queue, and the ones with the highest priority are dealt with
first by calling their associated callback functions. The highest-priority events are
often MC message received events because these messages may disappear if they are
not dealt with in time and more messages arrive. However, this functionality can be
changed depending on the requirements of any particular application running on one
of the ARM cores.
3.2.4 Code Organization for Neural Sampling
As described in Section 3.2.3, the SpiNNaker is designed to be programmed in an
event-based manner. So the first thing that is done is to set up three functions that
each run when a corresponding interrupt is triggered:
1. Timer tick: This is the main function that runs at each time step and does the
actual generation of samples on the board. The first thing it does is to copy all
the incoming spike data to a different buffer so it will not be contaminated by
other new spikes from other neurons. Then this function generates new samples
for all the nodes of the current color. Spikes are sent to other nodes that need
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to know what this core’s node values are. Finally, bookkeeping is done to keep
track of the node values over time which enables computing probability values
at the end, and the simulation moves on to the next color’s nodes. Once all
the colors have been exhausted, a new timestep is started and the process is
repeated for all the colors until the simulation has run for its full duration.
2. Multicast packet received: This function runs whenever a core receives a multi-
cast packet (spike) from other cores on the board. When this function runs, the
core receiving the data needs to log the incoming spike which tells the receiving
core what the sending node’s current value is.
3. SDP packet received: This function runs whenever a message comes from the
PC controlling the board. This functionality is described in the next section
that details how data are sent back to the PC, but the majority of these packets
are transmitted when the simulation is over and information is collected about
the sampling process that was just completed.
Most of the work is done in the Timer tick function. The frequency with which this
function is run depends on the size and complexity of the network being simulated.
As the networks grow larger this function must run less frequently because each
iteration takes longer to run as the number of generated samples, messages passed,
and messages received grow. Unfortunately the SpiNNaker requires this value to be
hard-coded, so it is necessary to tweak this parameter until the function runs as often
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as it can without the SpiNNaker crashing or too many packets are dropped.
Each of the callback functions is assigned a priority, and ones with higher priority
can interrupt others with lower priority. The multicast packet received function has
the highest priority so that no incoming packets are lost due to computational delays.
The timer tick function is medium priority and can be interrupted by the multicast
packet received function in order to temporarily stop and save an incoming spike.
Finally, the SDP packet received callback function has the lowest priority because once
the simulation starts it is only used when gathering results at the end of execution.
These packets are instructions from the host computer controlling the SpiNNaker and
they simply instruct various cores to provide the number of spikes sampled from each
node and related information.
3.2.5 Getting Data Back
Once the simulation has completed, the data have to be sent somewhere so they
can be stored. Since the SpiNNaker board in its bare form is only connected to a
computer via an Ethernet port, packets must be sent back to the PC controlling the
board. SpiNNaker supports UDP communication, so that is used for sending the data
back.
When the simulation completes, some UDP messages indicating so are sent back
to the PC and displayed using software written to listen on a particular port. Then
the user must manually tell the PC to send packets to the SpiNNaker that request
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information about the results.
The MATLAB software that requests results sends UDP packets crafted so that
they go to the chip/core combination that corresponds to where the current node is
handled on the board for the simulation. Once that core receives the message it sends
back the number of times in the simulation that particular neuron had value 1 along
with the number of timesteps in the simulation. With those two pieces of information
the conditional probability of that node being 1 given the evidence can be determined
by doing a simple division operation. In addition, having the number of timesteps
is useful to ensure that each node was sampled the proper number of times during
simulation.
3.2.6 Summarized Flow for Neural Sampling
The first thing each core does is load all the parameters for the Neural sampling
simulation. These parameters include how long the simulation runs, which nodes are
on the current core, which routes outgoing packets need to take, etc.
The routing tables are then populated, and the event callbacks are established.
The timer tick callback is where the math is done to determine whether each neuron
on each core should spike at the current simulation timestep. After all the neuron
states are calculated, those states are transmitted to other relevant cores via multicast
packets. When a core receives a message (spike) containing the state of another
neuron, that core’s MC packet received callback is called to store the data for the
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next timestep in the simulation.
This process continues until the simulation has completed, at which point a UDP
packet is sent to the host PC that tells a program created by APT to display a
message saying that the simulation is done.
After the SpiNNaker indicates that the simulation has completed, UDP packets
are sent from the host PC using MATLAB that tell the SpiNNaker which information
is requested. For example, in order to determine how many times neuron number 1
has spiked during the simulation, MATLAB sends a UDP packet to the chip/core
location on the board that has that information, and then that core responds back

















Figure 3.3: Overview of the SpiNNaker flow.
These data are aggregated on the PC in MATLAB, and the results are saved.
In fact, MATLAB is used a lot on the host PC for controlling and communicating
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with the SpiNNaker. Although the SpiNNaker itself is programmed in C, the original
Bayesian networks are all currently described in text files, and MATLAB is used
to read in those files and automatically convert those networks into valid networks
of neurons for use with the Neural sampling algorithm. MATLAB code is used to
calculate the firing probabilities for all the neurons as well as for the colorization of
the graph (see Section 3.1.2).
MATLAB is even used to call bash scripts that compile the C code for the appli-
cation as well as send data to the SpiNNaker and get everything up and running. In
effect, MATLAB provides the complete user-facing interface with the board by con-
trolling many of the underlying technologies so everything can be run automatically
and directly from MATLAB. However, when tweaks are made to the algorithm on the
SpiNNaker or data are sent to different SDRAM locations, the C code or bash scripts
are modified. But to run simulations and change basic parameters the only changes
are made in MATLAB, so complete experiments can be run in MATLAB throughout
the entire process.
Figure 3.3 shows the overview for creating a software system that works on the
SpiNNaker. The top portion of the diagram contains tasks that are done on the
host PC, and the bottom part describes things that occur on the SpiNNaker itself.
All the steps described in this section are completed once the algorithm has already
been detailed. Of course, many of the steps are not independent of each other.
Instead, many things are done in parallel during the development and testing process.
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For example, the C code might be developed at the same time the parameters are




Sampling Results on 4-Chip
SpiNNaker
This chapter describes the results of running Neural sampling on the smaller 4-chip
SpiNNaker. Multiple small networks were created and tested on the board to show
the basic functionality, and then larger networks were run in order to determine the
performance of the SpiNNaker as compared to other implementations. In addition,
results from running Gibbs sampling on the PC in MATLAB and running Gibbs
sampling on the 4-chip SpiNNaker are presented.
Some of the work in this chapter has been previously published55,56 by the author
of this thesis.
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4.1 Chest Clinic Network
The classic Chest Clinic Network is a small example Bayesian network used to
illustrate the basic functionality of some inference algorithms. The papers initially
describing Neural sampling51,52 show some experimental results for Neural sampling
on this network, so this work shows that similar results are achieved by using the
SpiNNaker implementation. The network was assumed to be trained already and
the CPD tables were matched to the ones expressed in the Neural sampling paper51
describing that network.
Asia Smoking
Tuberculosis Lung Cancer Bronchitis
X-ray Dyspnea
Figure 4.1: The Chest Clinic Network.
The network is shown in Figure 4.1. This network describes the probability of
having a few different illnesses given symptoms and other factors. The illnesses are
tuberculosis, lung cancer, and bronchitis, and some conditions that relate to the
probability of having any of these conditions are whether the person visited Asia, is a
smoker, has a positive X-ray, and/or is experiencing dyspnea. The network structure
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also suggests that the three illnesses are caused by visiting Asia and smoking. Then,


























Figure 4.2: Conditional probability values for tuberculosis, cancer, and bronchitis
without having an X-ray given that the patient is experiencing dyspnea and has
recently visited Asia.
There are two examples described below. One is the case when no X-ray diagnosis
has been made, and the second case is when the X-ray is a positive X-ray. When
the X-ray has not been taken it is most likely the case that the person simply has
bronchitis rather than a more serious illness. On the other hand, once a positive
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X-ray has occurred the person is more likely to have a serious condition.
In both of these examples the known evidence is that the person is experiencing
dyspnea and has recently visited Asia. For the no X-ray situation exact inference was
run in MATLAB and compared to the results of running Neural sampling on the same
network using the SpiNNaker. These results can be seen in Figure 4.2. The exact
inference results are the blue bars and the Neural sampling results are the red bars.
For all the examples in this section Neural sampling was run for 50,000 iterations.
As mentioned earlier, each of these results is a conditional probability value. For
example, the values for Tuberculosis represent P(T = 1|A = 1, D = 1). The other
values are similar except that they are substituted in for the first parameter, so Cancer
is P(C = 1|A = 1, D = 1).
In the second example the X-ray has a positive result in addition to the evidence
already present in the previous example. The positive X-ray indicates that a more
serious illness than bronchitis may be present, so there should be an increased prob-
ability of tuberculosis or cancer. These inference results are shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Conditional probability values for tuberculosis, cancer, and bronchitis
given that the patient visited Asia, has dyspnea, and has had a positive X-ray. Note
that the probability of more serious illness has gone up compared to Figure 4.2.
4.2 Icy Road Network
The Icy Road Network was described in detail back in Chapter 2 and shown in
Figure 2.1. In this section inference results using both exact sampling in MATLAB
and Neural sampling with 50,000 iterations on the SpiNNaker are presented.
Two situations are considered here. In the first situation the road is known to be
icy and the inference task is to determine the probability of the ground being below
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Figure 4.4: Separate conditional probability values for the ground being below freezing
and salt being on the road given that the road is icy.
freezing given that the road is icy as well as the probability that salt was placed on
the road given that the road is icy. These results are shown in Figure 4.4.
The second situation is that the road is icy and there is no significant amount of
precipitation. These results are depicted in Figure 4.5.
In both Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, the road is icy, and the difference between
the two is that the latter describes the situation where there is also no significant
precipitation. The results are intuitive. If the road is icy there is a certain probability
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Figure 4.5: Separate conditional probability values for the ground being below freezing
and salt being on the road given that the road is icy. This is the same plot as Figure 4.4
except that the extra condition of having no significant precipitation is added.
of the ground being below freezing. However, if evidence is added that says there is
no significant precipitation, then it is more likely that the ground must be below
freezing because otherwise it is unlikely that the road would be icy.
On the other hand, the reasoning behind the probability of salt being down is
more subtle. When evidence of no significant precipitation is added in, that also
means that there is a higher probability of no precipitation at all, which leads to a
lower probability of salt being down because it would be less useful.
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The main point of this section, though, is that Neural sampling on the SpiNNaker
again faithfully reproduces the results achieved by performing exact inference on these
basic networks.
4.3 Larger Networks and Scalability
Larger networks were simulated in order to determine how well the Neural sam-
pling architecture on the SpiNNaker scales to bigger problems (networks). The goal
was to determine how many nodes can fit onto the four-chip board as well as to see

























Figure 4.6: Basic Large Network Structure.
These networks were constructed in a way that makes it is easy to add more nodes
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to the base structure, but this does not restrict the topology of Bayesian networks
that can be simulated using this technique. This structure was mostly chosen for its
simplicity and ease of creation, but other network structures could have been used
for these experiments as well.
The network is basically a binary tree of binary nodes where the arrows in the
network all point from the top down to the bottom. There are a few extra arrows
added in so that the network is not completely regular (see Figure 4.6). These net-
works will be referred to as networks with k layers in this thesis, and networks of k
layers contain 2k − 1 total nodes.
In order to see how faithfully the SpiNNaker simulation performs the Neural sam-
pling algorithm, a comparison was done between the MATLAB PC implementation
and the SpiNNaker version. Figure 4.7 shows the results which are presented as a
mean absolute difference between the inferred probability values of the nodes in the
network on each architecture.
First, the network was given identical evidence on each platform, and then in-
ference was run on all the other nodes using the two different hardware/software
architectures. The number of levels in the network was varied to see how well the PC
and the SpiNNaker simulations match for various network sizes. The number of layers
here was varied from 6 layers up to 15 layers (26−1 = 63 nodes up to 215−1 = 32, 767
nodes).
Each simulation was run for 50,000 iterations. As the number of nodes in the
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Figure 4.7: Mean Absolute Error Values between PC and SpiNNaker for binary tree-
structured Bayesian networks.
network increases, the results on the two different architectures diverge more. This is
expected because as the number of nodes increases the more complicated the prob-
ability distribution of the model becomes. Since samples are aggregated over time
and the accuracy of MCMC techniques depends on adequately exploring the relevant
areas of the probability distribution, having a larger network and not running sam-
pling for more iterations leads to a decrease in accuracy. However, the mean absolute
error values suggest that the SpiNNaker implementation reasonably matches that of
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Figure 4.8: Runtimes for Neural sampling in hours depending on the number of nodes
in the network using the 4-chip SpiNNaker architecture.
the PC using MATLAB.
A comparison between the SpiNNaker and the PC implementation was also per-
formed to see how well each of them scale in terms of speed as the number of nodes
increases (See Figure 4.8). The network sizes were the same as those used for the
accuracy comparison (26 − 1 = 63 nodes up to 215 − 1 = 32, 767 nodes).
It is not surprising that the PC simulation has a mostly linear slowdown as the
number of nodes increases. The amount of work done per node in MATLAB is
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essentially fixed as the number of nodes increases because there is no network com-
munication and all the nodes are simulated sequentially, so the expected slowdown is
approximately linear. On the other hand, the SpiNNaker implementation does slow
down at a higher than linear rate as the number of nodes grows large. This reduction
in speed is likely due to the fact that the communication network on the SpiNNaker
has to deal with a much greater number of messages that are passed between nodes
as the network size increases.
However, it is clear that parallelizing the sampling algorithm yields very signifi-
cant speedups in execution time, even when only considering the 4-chip SpiNNaker.
Expanding to the larger SpiNNaker board yields even greater improvements and will
be described later in this thesis.
4.4 Comparison to Gibbs Sampling
Gibbs sampling was coded in MATLAB in order to better test the accuracy of
the Neural sampling algorithm running on the SpiNNaker. In addition, results using
Gibbs sampling from Kevin Murphy’s Bayes Net Toolbox53 (BNT) were compared to
both of these implementations developed for this thesis.
The comparisons were done on the binary tree-like networks described in Fig-
ure 4.6. For a given network size the three implementations were run for various
amounts of sampling iterations. The results for a network of 127 nodes are shown
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Figure 4.9: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) values between different sampling algorithms
for a binary tree-like network with 7 layers (127 nodes) as a function of the number of
sampling iterations. DRM stands for the author’s implementation of Gibbs sampling.
Murphy stands for the implementation of Gibbs sampling found in Kevin Murphy’s
BNT Toolbox. SpiNN stands for the Neural sampling algorithm running on the
SpiNNaker.
in Figure 4.9. As expected, the absolute error values decrease as the number of it-
erations increases. It is unclear why Kevin Murphy’s BNT implementation does not
match the other two implementations as closely as they match each other, but all
the results show a similar trend in the reduction of their differences as the number of
sampling iterations grows.
The runtimes of all three algorithms were also recorded from these preliminary
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results. These speeds are shown in Figure 4.10. This comparison was run on a small
binary tree-like network of 1023 nodes (10 layers), and all the algorithms run on a PC
were run using an Intel Core-i7 (Sandy Bridge) quad-core laptop running Ubuntu.
DRM Gibbs sampling is a MATLAB implementation of Gibbs sampling so it is the
slowest out of the three implementations. Kevin Murphy’s BNT Gibbs sampling
implementation is written in C as a MATLAB MEX function so it is faster than the
DRM MATLAB implementation. Finally, Neural sampling on the SpiNNaker is the
fastest due to its parallel architecture. Each of the runtime lines increase linearly as
the number of sampling iterations increases because that is a linear increase in the
runtime complexity.
The 4-chip SpiNNaker architecture runs Neural sampling over 250 times faster
than Gibbs sampling running in MATLAB and about 25 times faster than the same
algorithm implemented in C. The main tradeoff here is that the algorithms on the
PC are running at a very high clock rate but are sequentially coded in a single thread
whereas the SpiNNaker implementation only runs on ARM processors running at 200
MHz. However, the 4-chip SpiNNaker these experiments used consists of 64 of these
ARM cores that were used in parallel for computations.
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Figure 4.10: Runtimes in hours for all three algorithms with a binary tree-like net-
work of 1023 nodes as the number of sampling iterations increases. DRM and Mur-
phy are Gibbs sampling implementations, and SpiNNaker is Neural Sampling on the
SpiNNaker.
4.5 Discrete Gibbs Sampling on 4-Chip
SpiNNaker
This section describes the development of parallel Gibbs sampling in discrete
Bayesian networks with categorical distributions on the 4-chip SpiNNaker as well as
the sequential, single-threaded version implemented in MATLAB. So the implemen-
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tation of this particular type of Gibbs sampling is very similar to Neural sampling
except that each node can take on multiple values of a categorical distribution rather
than being restricted to only having two possible values.
The organization of the code for Gibbs sampling on the SpiNNaker is very similar
to that of the Neural sampling design described in Section 3. The same framework is
used to load the network from text files and load the data on the SpiNNaker except
for minor tweaks to accommodate more values for each random variable in the model.
Of course the data are set up slightly differently because the tables containing the
sampling distributions depending on the nodes’ Markov Blankets are larger due to the
fact that the nodes can take on more than two values. The sampling code accounts
for this same difference and so does the code that aggregates all the samples at the
end to compute the probability of the node taking on its values.
Another big difference in the code is that unlike Neural sampling there is no log
ratio and no sigmoid computation done to determine the sampling distribution at each
node during each iteration (see Equation 2.40 and Equation 2.41). These differences
are due to the fact that the nodes do not have membrane potentials and refractory
periods that affect the cadence of spikes coming from each node. For reference the
Gibbs sampling distribution is described in Expression 2.29.
The following sections describe example discrete Bayesian networks for which
inference was performed on the SpiNNaker in parallel and compared to inference
results run on a PC.
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Figure 4.11: Student Network.
One example discrete Bayesian network is shown in Figure 4.11. This basic model
describes various factors relating to the performance of a student.42 Here the grade
directly depends on the difficulty of the class and the student’s intelligence. The
student’s SAT score directly depends on his/her intelligence, and the likelihood of
getting a positive recommendation letter from the teacher depends directly on the
grade earned in the class. Each node is binary except for the Grade node, since the
grade can be A, B, or C. The Difficulty can be easy or hard, the intelligence can be
low or high, the SAT score can be low or high, and the Letter can be weak or strong.
The first test was to focus on the PC implementation of Gibbs sampling using
MATLAB, and it was compared to exact inference to ensure that it works correctly.
These results can be seen in Figure 4.12. In both cases the difficulty of the class was
set to be hard, and the recommendation letter was varied from strong to weak. The
left side shows the inference results when the recommendation letter is strong. In
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Figure 4.12: Conditional probability values determined from performing inference on
the student network where the evidence is that the difficulty is hard and the letter
is varied from being strong on the left to weak on the right. The two bars in each
column correspond to the results of doing Gibbs sampling for 100,000 iterations and
exact inference, respectively.
that situation, the student is likely to get an A or a B in the class and has about
a 50% chance of having a high SAT score. In addition, his/her intelligence is more
likely to be high instead of low. On the other hand, when the recommendation letter
is weak instead of strong, the likelihood of getting an A in the class is inferred to be
very low, and the most likely grade is a C. The student’s SAT score is likely low, and
the student also is more likely to have lower intelligence.
Each inference result has two columns for each node, and they correspond to
performing Gibbs sampling for 100,000 iterations on the left and exact inference
on the right. Thus, these results provide some evidence that the Gibbs sampling
algorithm on the PC works correctly.
Networks were then run in parallel on the 4-chip SpiNNaker and compared to a
new run of sequential Gibbs sampling on the PC using MATLAB. See Figure 4.13
for the results. Inference was performed in the same model as earlier with the same
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Figure 4.13: Conditional probability values determined from performing inference on
the student network where the evidence is that the difficulty is hard and the letter
is varied from being strong on the left to weak on the right. The two bars in each
column correspond to the results of doing Gibbs sampling for 100,000 iterations on
the PC and in parallel on the SpiNNaker, respectively.
fixed evidence, and the SpiNNaker results are very similar to Gibbs sampling on the
PC. In addition, since the experiments were similar to those in Figure 4.12, the two
graphs achieved on the SpiNNaker can be directly compared to those that only ran
on the PC as shown earlier. This means that the parallel Gibbs implementation on
the SpiNNaker also matches well with the exact inference results.
4.5.2 ALARM Network
The ALARM (A Logical Alarm Reduction Mechanism) network58 was used to
monitor and diagnose patients based on 16 findings and 13 intermediate variables.
There were 8 possible diagnoses in the network, and the model is comprised of 37
discrete variables.
Variables in the network include items such as cardiac output, central venous
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pressure, pulmonary capillary wedge pressure, respiratory rate, and left ventricular
end-diastolic volume. Some diagnoses include hypovolemia (decreased blood plasma
volume), anaphylaxis (severe allergic reaction), and pulmonary embolism.
The network is available online through the bnlearn R package59 website60 and was
already trained, so code was written in MATLAB to convert the network parameters
to the format used in the rest of this thesis, and approximate inference using Gibbs
















































































Figure 4.14: Inference results for the ALARM network, a Bayesian network composed
of discrete random variables. Two situations were examined: good (left) and bad
(right) health. Approximate inference was performed on the SpiNNaker and on a PC
using MATLAB. Inference was done for all nodes, but three are highlighted here: CO
(cardiac output), HYPOVOLEMIA, and PCWP (pulmonary capillary wedge pres-
sure). The left bar for each variable indicates the inference results from the PC and
the right bar corresponds to the SpiNNaker results.
Two experiments were done, both with the same observed nodes. In the first ex-
periment here called “good health,” the left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVED)
was fixed to be normal rather than low or high, and the node indicating left ventric-
ular failure was fixed to be false rather than true. In the second experiment called
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“bad health,” the LVED was fixed to be low and the left ventricular failure was fixed
to be true.
Inference results can be seen in Figure 4.14. Inference was performed on all vari-
ables in the network, but the figure focuses on certain variables for clarity. For the
good health case the cardiac output was most likely to be high whereas in the bad
health case the output was most likely to be low. Hypovolemia was likely to be false
in the good health situation and equally likely to be true or false in the bad health
situation. Finally, the pulmonary capillary wedge pressure was most likely to be nor-
mal in the good health situation and low in the bad health case. The results from
running the MATLAB code on the PC are very similar to those running directly on
the SpiNNaker.
4.5.3 Child Network
The Child network (Figure 4.15) was created during a project involving the Great
Ormond Street Hospital for Sick Children to diagnose congenital heart disease in
newborns during the first few days after birth.61 This network consists of 20 nodes
describing various measurements such as CO2 levels, lung blood flow, and chest X-ray
results.
The model is available online60 with all parameters trained, so the same code
described in Section 4.5.2 was used to convert the network for use with the SpiN-
Naker framework developed here. Evidence was chosen to be fixed, and approximate
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Figure 4.15: The Child Network was used to diagnose congenital heart disease by
taking into account various random variables such as X-rays, CO2 measurements, etc.
inference using Gibbs sampling was performed on both the PC and the SpiNNaker.
Two situations were examined, one here called “good health” and the other here
called “bad health.” The good health situation included two pieces of evidence: the
lung flow was high and the baby was not grunting. For the bad health case the lung
flow was low and the baby was grunting.
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Figure 4.16: Inference results for the child network. Two situations were examined:
good (left) and bad (right) health. Inference was done over all nodes, but three nodes
are shown here: whether the child is sick, CO2 levels, and the status of the lung
parenchyma. The left bar for each variable indicates the inference results from the
PC and the right bar corresponds to the parallel SpiNNaker implementation results.
The inference results are shown in Figure 4.16. Inference was done on all nodes in
the network, but a few specific variables are highlighted in the figure. The infant was
more likely to be sick when it was in the bad health experiment and more likely to have
high CO2 levels. Finally, the lung parenchyma (functional tissue) condition was more
likely to be abnormal in the bad health case. The parallel inference on SpiNNaker




Migrating to 48-Chip SpiNNaker
and the Parallella
The inference results shown in Chapter 4 were all run on the small 4-chip SpiN-
Naker for which 64 ARM cores were used to perform approximate MCMC inference
in parallel. Neural sampling was ported to the larger 48-chip SpiNNaker as described
in this section for a big performance increase due to the ability to use 768 cores for
parallel sampling.
This chapter also details the Parallella, another parallel computing device, in
Section 5.2. Neural sampling was ported to the Parallella and its performance was
compared to both SpiNNaker devices. Finally, a heterogeneous architecture was cre-
ated where the SpiNNaker and Parallella work together to perform Neural sampling
which allows for the tradeoffs between the two platforms to be explored together.
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Some of the work in this chapter has been previously published55,56 by the author
of this thesis.
5.1 Migration to 48-Chip SpiNNaker
Each core on the larger SpiNNaker board is set up basically the same as each
core on the smaller board. Therefore, most of the required changes are related to the
fact that there are more locations on the board where nodes are physically located.
As a result the code to send the data to the board was changed as well as the code
laying out the nodes and determining the routes that packets take when the nodes
communicate with one another. Destination-based routing can still be used because
there are 768 cores used in this situation and there are 1024 possible router entries
per core, so there is plenty of room to store the route for each destination on the




Figure 5.1: Binary graphical model for visual perception of two side by side shapes.
The reflectance and 3D shape of the objects influence the perceived shading and
contour of the objects when processed by the human visual system.
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In order to perform a simple test of the migration to the larger SpiNNaker board,
an experiment was reproduced from one of the original Neural sampling papers.51 In
this visual experiment62 two objects were touching each other side by side. These
objects could either both be cylindrical or they could both be flat. They could both
have identical reflectance values or one value could be larger than the other but the
object was still flat horizontally across the surface. The combination of the shapes
of the objects and the reflectance values influence human perception of the objects’
shading as well as the contours of the objects. See Figure 5.1 for the binary graphical
model describing this model.
Let R denote the random variable describing the reflectance, S denote the shading,
C denote the contour, and D denote the 3D shape of the objects. In this experiment
the subjects know the type of shading (S) and contour (C), and the goal is to infer the
reflectance (R) and 3D shape (D) of the objects. As can be seen from the hierarchical
structure shown in Figure 5.1, the joint distribution can be factored in the following
manner: P(R,D, S, C) = P(R)P(D)P(S|R,D)P(C|D).
Inference was performed in two different situations given the trained parameters
detailed in the Neural sampling paper.51 The shading and contour were both known.
In both cases the shading was fixed while the perceived contour was chosen to be flat
for one situation and cylindrical for the other.
Inference on two different conditional probability distributions was achieved. For
case 1 inference calculates P(R = different|S = linear, C = cylindrical) while for case
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Figure 5.2: Inference (Neural sampling) in visual perception experiment on SpiN-
Naker hardware. The evidence for both sections includes linear shading, and on the
left the perceived contour was cylindrical while on the right the perceived contour was
flat. Neural sampling was run four times for each example (cylindrical vs. flat), and
the amount of time the algorithm was run varied from 0.5 seconds up to 3 seconds.
2 inference determines P(R = different|S = linear, C = flat).
This model is simple enough that exact inference is trivial, so the ground truth is
exact inference. In addition, the model was run on the SpiNNaker so that approxi-
mate inference was performed for each of those two cases. The results are shown in
Figure 5.2, which compares exact inference with Neural sampling running in MAT-
LAB on a PC and Neural Sampling running on the SpiNNaker. The networks of
spiking neurons were run on the SpiNNaker for varying amounts of time, and the
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longer the networks were run the better they converged to the ground truth.
Binary tree-like networks of the type described in Figure 4.6 were also run on the
large SpiNNaker of sizes up to 18 layers (262,143 nodes) so that scalability of the
system could be explored. The larger SpiNNaker has 12 times more cores available
for performing parallel sampling than the smaller SpiNNaker has and therefore the
48-chip SpiNNaker can perform sampling much faster than the smaller board can.
These results are reported in the next few sections along with those from related
architectures, but the first results can be found in Figure 5.4 along with those of the
Parallella which is introduced next. All the runtime comparisons performed are using
50,000 iterations of neural sampling unless otherwise stated.
5.2 Parallella
The open-source Parallella26 board combines two ARM A9 cores and an FPGA
inside the Xilinx Zynq7000 series system-on-chip27 as well as 16 floating-point pro-
cessing units packaged as the Adapteva Epiphany coprocessor.28 Each floating-point
unit has a 1 GHz clock speed as compared to the approximately 200 MHz clock speed
for the ARM cores in the SpiNNaker, but the Parallella has less cores available. See
Figure 5.3 for an image of one of the two Parallella boards used in this thesis. The
board is contained within the original acrylic case provided by Parallella. The two
wires at the top of the image are used to power the fan that is currently located
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Figure 5.3: Parallella.
on the top of the box. The silver chip toward the left of the board is the Epiphany
coprocessor, and the Zynq chip is located underneath the black heatsink in the center.
Both the ARM chips and the Epiphany can be programmed using OpenCL.63,64
OpenCL allows people to create kernels which execute in parallel on various hard-
ware platforms (GPUs, CPUs, some FPGAs, and some custom hardware such as
the Parallella). In addition, the ARM cores run Ubuntu off an SD card and can be
programmed in various ways including using C/C++ which was the main technique
used for this thesis. The floating-point units on the Epiphany coprocessor can also
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be programmed using C++ using the Epiphany Software Development Kit (ESDK)
developed specifically for this hardware.
Neural sampling was implemented on the Parallella. The same MATLAB frame-
work that was developed for the SpiNNaker code was used with some modifications.
The code used to parse the network and determine the parameters stored for each
node remained the same, but changes were made to the code controlling the place-
ment of the nodes on the board because the Adapteva Epiphany chip where sampling
was run has 16 nodes arranged in a 4x4 grid whereas the SpiNNaker has 64 nodes
that were used to generate samples arranged 16 to a chip in a 2x2 chip arrangement.
The code used to communicate with the Parallella was also different than the code
used to talk to the SpiNNaker. The SpiNNaker relies on UDP communication to load
data onto the board whereas the Parallella runs Ubuntu and can therefore be sent
data using the standard Linux Secure Copy (SCP) command. The host application
on the Parallella loads the data from the files and places data into the Epiphany’s
external memory so there is a maximum amount of space for everything. The memory
is divided into 16 sections, one for each Epiphany core, and the data for each core is
placed into that section. Then the host application tells the Epiphany that everything
is ready and it can begin sampling.
On the Epiphany side each core has access to the entirety of this memory, so a
special section was allocated for each core to receive messages. The offset for the
starting address of this location was the same on each core so that the other cores
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Figure 5.4: Runtimes for 50,000 iterations of the Neural sampling algorithm on four
platforms: single-threaded MATLAB on a Core i7 PC, 4-node SpiNNaker, 48-node
SpiNNaker, and 16-node Parallella.
would know where to put the message data when it was sent out to other boards.
Then the only other information needed is the cores and offsets from the starting
address to send the data to, so those were stored for each node. Instead of sending
a message from chip to chip as in the case of the SpiNNaker, the incoming message
sections of memory were simply populated instead.
Rather than using a global timer tick to synchronize all the cores as was done
with the SpiNNaker, the Epiphany ESDK provides for barriers to synchronize all the
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Figure 5.5: Speedups for 50,000 iterations of the Neural sampling algorithm on three
platforms as compared to running it single-threaded using MATLAB on a Core i7 PC:
4-node SpiNNaker, 48-node SpiNNaker, and 16-node Parallella.
cores. These barriers were used to ensure that each core generates new samples at
the same time and that each core does not read the stored incoming messages until
all the other nodes have completed their sampling procedures and all the cores are
ready to move onto the next sampling iteration.
The MATLAB code controlling the Parallella remotely from a desktop PC waits
for the sampling process to complete and then sends the results back in a simple file,
again using SCP. Then the conditional probability values can be examined as they
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were when the data were returned from the SpiNNaker.
Binary tree-like networks of 6 through 17 layers were run on the board. At 18
layers there was not enough memory to store all the parameters, although better data
packing techniques could alleviate that memory pressure at the expense of speed due
to the operations required to pack bits tighter in memory. The runtime comparison for
various Neural sampling implementations is shown in Figure 5.4. This runtime com-
parison includes all of the major binary Neural sampling algorithms described thus
far in the thesis. The blue line corresponds to running the single-threaded MATLAB
implementation on networks of 6 through 15 layers with a linear extrapolation of
runtimes up to 18 layers. The black line corresponds to running Neural sampling in
parallel on the 4-chip SpiNNaker for networks of 6 to 15 layers. The red line shows
the runtimes for running parallel Neural sampling on the large 48-chip SpiNNaker on
networks of 6 to 18 layers. Finally, the green line shows the results of running Neural
sampling in parallel on the Parallella hardware using networks of 6 through 17 layers.
Speedups of the three parallel implementations on specialized neuromorphic hard-
ware are shown in Figure 5.5 as compared to the reference single-threaded MATLAB
implementation run on a Sandy Bridge era Core i7 PC. In the fastest scenario the
48-chip SpiNNaker achieves almost a 2000x speedup over the MATLAB implemen-
tation, the 4-chip SpiNNaker is over 100x faster, and the Parallella is well over 20x
faster.
These speed increases are clearly not constant given a network size, and that
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is due to many factors. One factor is the size of each color groups created when
parallelizing the sampling procedure. For the binary tree-like networks described in
this thesis there are 4 color groups in each network using the heuristics used here to
create the groups. Therefore, for the smaller networks there are less nodes in each
color group which means less nodes can be sampled in parallel. Sampling less nodes
in parallel provides less speedup potential for the neuromorphic implementations.
Another factor is the network used in each hardware architecture. For both SpiNNaker
platforms as the networks grow larger the speedups decrease after a certain point.
These speed reductions are likely due to the fact that many more messages must be
sent through the network in order to update all the nodes that depend on the value
of the current node for their sampling distributions. As more messages are sent more
network traffic is present, and slowdowns occur as a result. On the other hand, the
implementation on the Parallella has each node access memory to transmit messages,
and while slowdowns can occur these are not deadlock-type issues that can occur
on the SpiNNaker’s mesh network where messages are sent in multiple directions
simultaneously.
Another set of experiments was run on the 9-layer, 511-node network. Here the
number of sampling iterations was varied from 1000 to 100,000, and the accuracy
of the implementation was examined by looking at the mean absolute error between
Gibbs sampling on the PC and Neural sampling on the Parallella and the SpiNNaker
for the inferred probability of each node being 1 given the evidence. The Gibbs sam-
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Figure 5.6: Mean absolute error values for inferred probability values of all the
nodes in the 9-layer, 511-node network. Results from the SpiNNaker and Parallella
were each compared to the Gibbs sampling implementation from Kevin Murphy’s
BayesNet Toolbox.
pling implementation used is from Kevin Murphy’s BayesNet Toolbox. See Figure 5.6
for these results as well as a comparison to those of the SpiNNaker.
As the number of sampling iterations increases the differences between the im-
plementations decrease which is reasonable. However, it looks like the SpiNNaker is
closer to the results on the PC than the Parallella is. One implementation difference
is that the C rand function on the SpiNNaker returns integers in a larger range than
the Parallella does, so it is possible that this architecture difference accounts for at
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least some of the difference since the rand function is used for generating samples.
5.3 Spatial Locality on the SpiNNaker
Thus far all of the node placement algorithms have not taken into account spatial
locality. The nodes are placed around the SpiNNaker and Parallella hardware without
regard for the other nodes they need to communicate with. However, nodes that
need to communicate with one another should theoretically be located close to one
another physically on the hardware. That way the messages can be passed to the
appropriate nodes more quickly and the overall amount of traffic through the network
is minimized.
In order to achieve these goals the directed Bayesian networks were converted to
an undirected network, and the graph was moralized so the parents in the directed
network were connected in the resulting undirected network. Connecting the parents
preserves the Markov Blankets that were present in the original directed network.42
A search was done so that for each node all its neighbors would be added first to
the SpiNNaker. One core was filled up at a time, and each core on a chip was filled
before the next chip was populated. This procedure ensures that at least some nodes
that frequently talk to each other (neighbors) are on the same core and therefore do
not need to add any traffic to the mesh network connecting all the SpiNNaker chips.
On the large board, the smaller networks using spatial locality ran more quickly
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Figure 5.7: Runtimes for 50,000 iterations of the Neural sampling algorithm for five
situations: single-threaded MATLAB on a Core i7 PC, 4-node SpiNNaker, 48-node
SpiNNaker, 16-node Parallella, and 48-node SpiNNaker with spatial locality.
than the regular Neural sampling process, but when the networks became larger the
performance dropped off. For example, in networks of up to 13 layers the spatial
locality version was faster by up to a factor of 12 depending on the network size.
But for the network of 16 layers both took the same amount of time, and the spatial
locality runtimes became larger as the network size increased. See Figure 5.7 for a
plot of the runtime results and Figure 5.8 for the speedups.
Other potential improvements to the heuristics used in taking advantage of spatial
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Figure 5.8: Speedups for 50,000 iterations of the Neural sampling algorithm on four
platforms as compared to running it single-threaded using MATLAB on a Core i7 PC:
4-node SpiNNaker, 48-node SpiNNaker, 16-node Parallella, and 48-node SpiNNaker
with spatial locality.
locality exist. While nearby nodes are roughly placed onto cores in the same chip,
this technique is not perfect. Nearby neighbors are traversed and added to the core,
but eventually another node must be chosen to be the seed for the other neighbors
to add. Thus, some neighbors must be separated from the other neighbors by using
this technique. And beyond keeping neighbor nodes on the same core, once one chip
is filled up the numerically-next chip is populated. However, depending on where
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the nodes on that chip are located in the original graph, those nodes may be better
positioned on another chip that is physically closer to where the node’s neighbors are
located on the SpiNNaker.
5.4 SpiNNaker Complexity Analysis
This section describes the challenges and techniques involved in each of the main
steps of performing Neural sampling on parallel hardware. Each subsection details a
different step of the process. In all the sections below the number of nodes is denoted
as N and the number of edges is denoted as E. These complexity numbers are kept
in general terms here so it is important to keep in mind the actual time it takes to
perform each action. For example, when values are read from files located on hard
drives or network storage devices these operations may take longer than other parts
of this process that might load values from RAM.
5.4.1 Load Network from File
The file describing the network structure first contains a list of all the nodes in
the directed acyclical graph, one per line. Each edge is listed on the lines that follow
the node list. Adding the nodes in the file to the list of all nodes takes O(N) steps.
Then the nodes are sorted once so the next step (adding edges) is sped up. That is
another O(N logN) steps using MATLAB’s Quicksort implementation.
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Once the nodes are collected and sorted all the edges must be traversed to store
them in the data structure. Each edge is added to both the parent and the child
nodes so that the parent knows its children and the child knows its parents. In order
to add an edge the parent is located in the list of nodes and the child is added. A
similar process occurs for the child node. Locating each of these nodes takes O(logN)
with a binary search, so adding the edges is O(2E logN).
The list of parents for each node is also sorted, but that is very quick (O(P logP )
on average per node where P is the average number of parents per node) assuming
that each node only has a small number of parents. This assumption must be true in
order for the size of the probability tables to not become too large. Each new sample
depends on the value of every node in the current Markov Blanket and that space
becomes large fast because it grows exponentially with the number of nodes in the
Markov Blanket. Since a sampling distribution is stored for each node given the state
of the entire Markov Blanket, this table must remain small in order to work on the
SpiNNaker.
The overall complexity is O(N + N logN + 2E logN + NP logP ). Given that
P << N and P << E the complexity is roughly O((N + 2E) logN).
5.4.2 Load CPD Tables from File
The first step is to create an empty CPD table at each node. This involves looping
over the nodes and determining how many parents each node has. For the case of
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Neural sampling each node is binary so there are 2Pn rows in the table (where Pn is
the number of parents for node n ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}) that cover all possible values of the
nodes in the Markov Blanket. If P is the average value of Pn over all nodes then this
process is O(2P ·N).
Next, each line of the file is iterated over. Each line corresponds to one combination
of values of the Markov Blanket so there are 2P lines per node on average. The node
must be found in the list of nodes which is O(logN) since the list is sorted (binary
search). If there are any parents then their values must be determined by parsing the
line of the file. That parse is O(P ) on average. Using the values of the parents the
row of the CPD table is determined and the probability values are inserted. Since
the nodes are binary for Neural sampling, only one value is specified and the other is
such that the two add to 1.
The overall complexity is O(2P ·N +N · 2P logN · P )). Given that P << N and
that P is very small, the complexity is roughly O(N logN).
5.4.3 Determine Markov Blankets
Once the structure of the network and its CPD tables are established the next
step is to determine where each node needs to send data. One important step toward
defining these connections is to determine the Markov Blanket of each node. Since
each sample is generated based on a distribution that depends on the values of all
nodes in the Markov Blanket, each node in the Markov Blanket must know to send
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its current value to the node under consideration. This process must be completed
for each node in the network.
The Markov Blanket consists of a node’s parents, children, and coparents. Using
the procedure described above, a given node knows its parents and children directly
so they can simply be listed, which on average is O(P + C), where C is the average
number of children per node in the network. Then the children must be iterated over
and their parents are included in the Markov Blanket: O(C(P − 1)) = O(CP ) since
for each child its parents must be iterated over.
Thus the overall complexity is O(N(P + C + CP )). Given that P << N and
C << N the complexity is O(N).
5.4.4 Determine Color Groups in the Graph
Nodes of the same color are nodes that can be sampled in parallel. This means
that all the nodes of one color do not directly depend on each other’s values when
sampling in the current iteration. Therefore, nodes that are not in each other’s
Markov Blankets can belong to the same color group and can be sampled at the same
time.
This work’s implementation chooses these groups by iterating over each node in
the graph and adding them to color groups in a greedy fashion. A given node’s Markov
Blanket is compared to all the nodes in the first color and the Markov Blanket for
each node in that color group is compared to the current node. If there are no matches
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then the node is added to that group. Otherwise the next group is checked and so
on.
The worst-case scenario in terms of complexity of constructing the color groups
is that all the nodes are unconnected in the graph and they can therefore all be
sampled in parallel. This is, on the other hand, the most efficient way for sampling
to be carried out later on since it provides the maximum amount of parallelism. In
this scenario all the nodes are added to the same color group so every incoming node
must be compared to every other node in the group. The first node is added with no
required checks (O(1)). For the second node, the Markov Blanket of the first node
is traversed to see whether any members are the new node. Then the new node’s
Markov Blanket is traversed to see whether any members are the first node. That
total process is, on average, O(2(P + C + CP )) where P is the average number of
parents for a node in the network and C is the average number of children. The third
node needs to perform the same process but two times as often because there are two
times as many nodes already in the color group to iterate over: O(4(P + C + CP )).
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= O (1 + (P + C + CP )N(N − 1)) . (5.4)
Given that P << N and C << N the complexity is approximately O(N2).
5.4.5 Calculate Markov Blanket Probability
Tables
When sampling is performed each node must generate new samples according to
the distribution of that node given the current sampled values of all the other nodes
in the network. This boils down to knowing the values of all the nodes in the Markov
Blanket (see Figure 2.4 for an illustration of this fact and the discussion following
that figure for an example of the mathematics involved in these computations). In the
current implementation of Neural sampling, each node stores a table of distributions
based on the current status of its Markov Blanket, and this section describes that
process.
The two main loops are to first loop over all the nodes (O(N)) and then loop over
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each configuration of the Markov Blanket (O(2(P+C+CP ))).
For each Markov Blanket configuration the parents are iterated over (O(P ) on
average), and the CPD table of the current node is queried given its parents’ values.
In Neural sampling there are two different factors considered which are the numer-
ator (current node is 1) and denominator (current node is 0) of the log ratio (see
Equation 2.42), so for all these values two different cases are considered and stored.
A similar process is performed for the children. Each child is iterated over (O(C)
on average). The parents of each child are then iterated over (O(P ) on average) to
retrieve the value for the factor associated with that child node given the current
Markov Blanket configuration being examined.
Once these factors are stored two steps must occur. The first is to determine
where to put the sampling distribution in the Markov Blanket table of probability
distributions. Thus the column for each node in the Markov Blanket must be found
in the table which is O((P + C + CP ) log(P + C + CP )) since the nodes are sorted.
Once the columns are determined the row to fill in is easily calculated.
The second step is to multiply all the factors for the numerator and denominator
together. Since there are C children on average there are roughly C factors for the
numerator and the same for the denominator to multiply together. In the denomi-
nator this must be repeated once for the Neural sampling algorithm and potentially
more times in general Gibbs sampling because the denominator is a normalization
procedure and the process must be repeated for every value the current node can
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have. Since this is a small constant number of repetitions it is omitted from this
calculation.
Thus the overall complexity is O(N ·2(P+C+CP ) · (P +CP +(P +C+CP ) log(P +
C + CP ) + C)). Given that P << N and C << N the complexity is approximately
O(N).
5.4.6 Arrange Nodes on the Board
Once the parameters associated locally with each node are established the nodes
must then be physically arranged on the board. Two different techniques have been
used and they are each described in subsections that follow.
5.4.6.1 Simple Arrangement
In the simple case the nodes are arranged on the board by iterating over the nodes
and simply placing each successive node in the next specified location following a fixed
order list of locations on the board. However, before that is done the nodes are sorted
by color so it is simpler to iterate over all the nodes in a given color during sampling.
This sort is done by looping over the colors and then over the nodes. Each node is
checked to see whether it matches the current color and if it does then it is added to
the color. Therefore, the complexity for this sort is O(N).
Once the nodes are sorted assigning them to a location is O(N) because each
successive node is assigned to a list of predetermined locations that are cycled through
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as the nodes are iterated over.
The overall complexity in this case isO(N+N), so the complexity is approximately
O(N).
5.4.6.2 Exploit Spatial Locality
Exploiting spatial locality in a perfectly optimal way is not a solved problem (see
Section 5.3). However, the following is a complexity analysis for the steps that were
conducted according to the explanation in Section 5.3, where greedy heuristics were
used to obtain the results shown in this thesis.
Moralizing the graph begins by creating a new list of nodes of an undirected graph
(O(N)). Then each node of the directed graph is iterated over (O(N)) and nodes from
the directed graph that should be neighbors in the moralized undirected graph are
added as neighbors to the new graph. These nodes include the parents and children
of each node O(P +C), but in addition for each parent all the other parents must be
connected as neighbors which is O(P (P − 1)) for a naive implementation. Thus the
graph moralization process is O(N +N(P + C + P (P − 1))).
The nodes are then placed by group into each core in turn. Once a core is filled
up the next one on that chip is entered and it is filled up. This process continues
until the board is full of nodes. Each core stores approximately N/768 nodes since
this thesis uses 768 cores on the large SpiNNaker board. This process is described in
more detail in the next paragraph.
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The nodes in the network are iterated over. The next unvisited node (unsorted
search so O(N)) is chosen to be added to the current core. Its neighbors are iterated
over (O(P + C + CP ) on average) and they are added to the group if they were
not already visited. They are also set to be visited (O(3) each time). When all the
neighbors are exhausted the next unvisited node is chosen and the process continues
until the core is full. Once the core is full the next one is chosen and the process
continues again. This paragraph describes a process that is O(N(P + C + CP )) in
the worst case.
More work needs to be done in order to get the nodes on each core ready. Each
core is iterated over (O(768)) and the group of nodes on the core is sorted by color
group (O(N/768)). Finally the official positions are recorded in another format so
the rest of the toolchain can use the positions (O(N)) for directing messages that are
sent from node to node on the board during the sampling process.
The overall complexity is then O(N +N(P +C +P (P − 1))+N(P +C +CP ) +
N +N). Given that P << N and C << N , the complexity is approximately O(N).
5.4.7 Generate Routes
After the nodes’ locations are chosen on the board, the next step is to set up
routes for information to flow across the board. Each chip contains a router that is
used to redirect incoming packets based on 1024 possible programmable routes. Each
route is associated with a key. In this work destination-based routing is used, so each
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destination on the board corresponds to one key value, and each router around the
board has a route specified that will move the packet toward its destination no matter
where the packet is currently located on the SpiNNaker.
There are 48 chips, each containing 16 cores to be addressed in this work which
means there are 768 possible destinations. Each chip contains a router, so there are
48 routers to be programmed for all those destinations. This means the complexity is
O(48 ·768) = O(36, 864). The calculation of the key and route parameters for each of
these router entries is at most a constant value since the determination involves only
a simple check of the current chip’s location and what the destination for the route
is.
Thus the overall complexity is O(36, 864) = O(1).
5.4.8 Perform Sampling
Sampling itself is performed for a chosen number of iterations I in this thesis.
During each iteration N nodes are sampled, so if this is done without parallelizing
the process the number of steps are O(NI). However, in this implementation, during
each iteration color groups are sampled in parallel one at a time until all groups are
sampled. Despite the fact that one color is sampled after another, all the nodes in
the network are sampled during each iteration. Assuming that there are at least 768
nodes in each color it can be assumed that the degree of parallelism is roughly 768 de-
spite the fact that the nodes cannot typically be divided perfectly evenly into groups
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of multiples of 768 nodes. Therefore, with that caveat in mind, the parallel complex-
ity is approximately O(NI/768) with regard to how many sampling operations are
completed.
During each iteration the first step is to copy all the messages that came in during
the last iteration to the current buffer for use. That copy has a constant cost, B,
each iteration that depends on the connectivity of the graph. Then the current value
of the node is checked (O(1)) to see whether it is an observed node that should not
be sampled. If it is observed then its value does not change. Otherwise, if the neuron
is refractory two parameters are updated to keep track of the refractory state and its
current value (O(2)).
If the neuron is not refractory the sampling distribution is determined by look-
ing at the node values in the Markov Blanket and determining which row of the
probability table should be addressed. Checking the Markov Blanket node values is
O(P + C + CP ) because all the nodes involved are sorted, including the storage of
current values, so no search is required. That value is retrieved (O(1)), and a ran-
dom number is generated to sample from that distribution (O(1)). Depending on the
sampled value the neuron’s refractory state and value are updated (O(2)).
Once all the nodes are sampled, messages are sent to other nodes on the board
that need to know the updated values. Let No be the average number of outputs per
node and then the complexity of sending messages overall per node is O(No) since
a separate message must be sent for each output using destination routing. When
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the messages are received the values must be placed into the proper location which is
O(log(P +C +CP )) on average since the binary search is over the Markov Blanket.
Some details about timing are glossed over here though and the actual timing of
these events is faster than described here. Node values are sent across the network
right after all the samples on a given core are created, so many cores finish at different
times. Thus some cores are interrupted to receive messages while they are still creating
samples, and complicated timing interactions occur including the time it takes for each
packet to traverse the network.
The overall complexity of sampling is then O(NI/(768) · (B + P +C +CP + 4+
No log(P + C + CP ))). Given that P << N , C << N , No << N , and B can be a
significant fraction of N despite parallelism, the complexity is roughly O(NIB) on
average.
5.5 Heterogeneous Architecture
A heterogeneous architecture was created that combines both the Parallella and
the SpiNNaker in order to see how the two systems can be combined to perform Neural
sampling. The SpiNNaker and the Parallella have different characteristics that make
them better-suited for different computations. For example, the SpiNNaker has a
large number of fixed-point processors running at a relatively low clock speed while
the Parallella has less processing units but they have floating-point capabilities and
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run at a higher clock speed. Different computations can thus be run on each of
the systems within the context of an algorithm to minimize the delay required for
producing results and/or to reduce the power consumption of the architecture for a
given task.
As a first step the two systems were connected together to share the burden of
performing Neural sampling. In this paradigm the tasks done by each hardware
system were identical to keep things simple and to see how computations can be sped
up by combining the two architectures in a straightforward manner.
5.5.1 Heterogeneous via Ethernet
The two systems were connected to the same network via ethernet so that they
could each send current samples to each other during each sampling iteration. Since
the SpiNNaker cores are synchronized using a timer tick, the SpiNNaker controls
the runtime for each sampling iteration. At the start of each iteration the SpiNNaker
sends a UDP packet to the Parallella which tells the Parallella it should start executing
its sampling iteration. TCP packets would ensure more reliability but the SpiNNaker
requires UDP packets for communication with devices on the network.
The same general process occurs on both the Parallella and the SpiNNaker during
each iteration. Each core generates new samples for the nodes it is responsible for,
and once all the samples are generated the values are sent to the other nodes that
need to know those values.
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Figure 5.9: Runtimes for six implementations of Neural sampling: single-threaded
MATLAB on a Core i7 PC, 4-node SpiNNaker, 48-node SpiNNaker, 16-node Par-
allella, 48-node SpiNNaker using spatial locality, and the heterogeneous architec-
ture consisting of the 48-node SpiNNaker and the 16-node Parallella connected by
Ethernet.
The mechanics of transmitting these sample values varies depending on which
node is considered, its position in the graph, and the location of the node and other
nodes that have that node in their Markov Blankets. For example, if the node is on
the SpiNNaker and the new sample value needs to be sent to another location on the
SpiNNaker, a multicast packet is sent in the same way that it is sent when Neural
sampling is run only on the SpiNNaker. On the other hand, when the node is on the
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Parallella and the information must be sent to another node on the Parallella, the
proper memory location is populated with the new sample value just as it is when
the algorithm is run only on the Parallella. When a message must travel from the
SpiNNaker to the Parallella or vice versa, a UDP packet is sent to achieve that goal.
Network Size (x1000)
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Figure 5.10: Speedups for the Neural sampling algorithm on five platforms as com-
pared to running it single-threaded using MATLAB on a Core i7 PC: 4-node SpiN-
Naker, 48-node SpiNNaker, 16-node Parallella, 48-node SpiNNaker with spatial lo-
cality, and the heterogeneous architecture consisting of the 48-node SpiNNaker and
the 16-node Parallella connected by Ethernet.
The SpiNNaker API takes care of the mechanics of using the hardware to send
and receive UDP packets via ethernet. On the Parallella the communication code
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must be run on the host ARM core using Ubuntu. Therefore, to trigger events such
as sending or receiving information via ethernet to/from a Parallella Epiphany core,
memory values are changed so that the Epiphany cores can communicate with the
host ARM cores. The ARM cores poll certain memory addresses to see whether there
is any information that should be sent via ethernet in addition to managing when the
program is done being executed on the parallel cores of the Adapteva Epiphany. That
way, when an Epiphany core wants to send a message it flags the proper location in
memory and some bytes immediately following that flag area contain the message to
be sent.
Binary tree-like networks of 11 through 16 layers were run using the heterogeneous
architecture. The runtime comparison for various Neural sampling implementations is
shown in Figure 5.9, and the speedups are shown in Figure 5.10. This ethernet-based
heterogeneous architecture is slow because the latency of sending data via ethernet
is relatively high compared to sending data across a single board. Since spikes need
to be sent to other nodes this increased delay has a large effect on the speed of
executing the sampling algorithm. However, note that as the networks grow larger
the heterogeneous architecture’s runtimes do not slow down drastically. Because the
nodes are distributed across two different platforms and communication is limited
by ethernet, the slowdowns that occur as the network becomes saturated on the
SpiNNaker are not yet seen here.
An accuracy comparison was also done on a network having 11 layers (2047 nodes).
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Figure 5.11: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) values for the inferred probability values
of all the nodes in the 11-layer, 2047-node network using Neural sampling. These
results compare the heterogeneous Parallella/SpiNNaker architecture to the results
from Kevin Murphy’s BayesNet Toolbox.
Sampling was performed on this network using Kevin Murphy’s BayesNet Toolbox,
and these results were compared to those of the heterogeneous architecture. The
number of sampling iterations was varied from 1000 to 100,000 and the Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) between the inferred probability of each node being 1 using each of the
sampling frameworks was computed. These results can be seen in Figure 5.11. As the
number of sampling iterations increases both techniques converge to the true value
as expected.
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5.5.2 Heterogeneous with Interconnect Board
In order to speed up heterogeneous computations the ethernet link must be re-
placed with something faster, so an interconnect board (See Figure 5.12 and Fig-
ure 5.13) was designed by Alejandro Pasciaroni to provide a platform for sending
messages with less latency. The board contains a connector for the SpiNNaker link
located at the top of the large SpiNNaker board as well as a connector for the north
eLink of the Parallella so that the two devices can send packets to the board. There
is a second eLink connector on the board but it is there only for structural support
and is not connected to anything on the interconnect board.
Figure 5.12: Heterogeneous interconnect
board bottom view.
Figure 5.13: Heterogeneous interconnect
board top view.
The data protocol the SpiNNaker uses is different than the data protocol the
Epiphany uses, so the interconnect board has connectors that mate to the expansion
connectors on an Opal Kelly XEM6310 and other compatible FPGA boards. The
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inclusion of the FPGA provides the capability to communicate with both the SpiN-
Naker and the Parallella as well as convert data from one format to the other so that
data can be passed from one device to the other and vice versa. Voltage regulators are
placed on the board as well so that the signals from each device can be sent through
the FPGA even though they have different maximum voltage levels.
Figure 5.14: Close-up view of the heterogeneous architecture interconnect board
connected to the SpiNNaker, Parallella, and Opal Kelly XEM6310 FPGA board.
Figure 5.14 shows a close-up view of the interconnect board connected to the
SpiNNaker and the Parallella as well as an Opal Kelly XEM6310 FPGA board. The
48-node SpiNNaker is on the left and the Parallella is on top to the right. The FPGA
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board is below the interconnect board, and the interconnect board sticks out on top
of the SpiNNaker.
Both the SpiNNaker team and the Parallella team have made open source hard-
ware description language (HDL) code available that creates designs that can com-
municate with their hardware, so those designs can be used with the FPGA on the
interconnect board to transfer packets back and forth. These designs are currently




IBM’s TrueNorth Neurosynaptic System29,30 is a brain-inspired, low-power parallel
processing machine that is composed of neurons that are connected together (See
Figure 6.1). The SpiNNaker contains general-purpose ARM CPUs and is therefore a
more flexible architecture in terms of the classes of algorithms that can be practically
implemented on it. However, the SpiNNaker consumes much more power than the
TrueNorth because it must rely on simulating neuron behavior in software while the
TrueNorth has built-in hardware neurons. Under typical utilization the TrueNorth
chip consumes approximately 70 mW of power.
Despite being less flexible than the SpiNNaker there are a great deal of tasks
the TrueNorth can be programmed to perform due to its programmable neurons
and synaptic connections. The TrueNorth contains 4096 cores which each have 256
neurons and 256 axons that have a programmable crossbar array controlling their
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Figure 6.1: The IBM TrueNorth Neurosynaptic System.
synaptic connections. In total there are over 1 million individually-programmable
neurons and over 268 million synaptic connections. These neurons have a flexible
model, and each of their parameters can be custom-tuned including values such as
their spike thresholds, leaks, and synaptic connection weights.
The TrueNorth chip itself is the large chip shown on the right of the board depicted
in Figure 6.1. This TrueNorth board design is similar to that of the Parallella design
described in Chapter 5 in that both designs utilize a Zynq-7000 series system on chip
(SoC) to act as an intermediary between the host PC controlling the board and the
TrueNorth/Epiphany chip contained within.
Code reuse is encouraged65 by packaging a configuration of the TrueNorth as a
“corelet,” which allows other applications to use the same functionality and enable
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hierarchical design by placing corelets inside of other corelets and being able to share
them with the TrueNorth community. IBM has also made debugging convenient by
creating the Compass simulator66 so that a TrueNorth device does not have to be
connected to the computer in order to work on a neural design.
IBM has also provided an energy-efficient deep neural networks (Eedn) software
framework67 that simplifies the process of programming the TrueNorth to run deep
networks68 without having to create a custom corelet from scratch each time. Instead,
Eedn enables the user to specify the network layers and parameters, training data,
development data, and later test data that are necessary for designing, training, and
running the final version of the network. With these specifications the developer can
tune the network on the training and development data, and the network can be
ported over so that it runs directly on the TrueNorth hardware, providing a fast, low-
power platform ready for mobile applications such as autonomous robots.15 Training
in Eedn takes into account the limitations of the TrueNorth architecture itself and
learns trinary weights that can be ported right into the neurosynaptic system once
training is complete.
This chapter focuses on some TrueNorth work that enables large-scale parallel
vector-matrix multiplications (VMMs). An implementation with 4-bit precision as
well as an 8-bit version are discussed as well as the tradeoffs between the two. An
interesting natural language processing (NLP) application called Word2vec is also
described along with some example results shown at the Telluride Neuromorphic
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Engineering Workshop held during the summer of 2015. Finally, a way to perform
stochastic multiplications on the TrueNorth platform is shown, and that implementa-
tion is used to perform nonuniformity correction (NUC) on images to show that this
technique could be used in an image processing pipeline where the image originates
straight from an image sensor. MATLAB simulations were also created to verify the
design in addition to running directly on the TrueNorth itself.
Some of the work presented in this chapter has already been published69 by the
author of this thesis, particularly the Word2vec application described in Section 6.2.
6.1 4-bit Vector Matrix Multiplications
The TrueNorth hardware architecture contains 4096 cores which can all run com-
putations in parallel, so one of the main goals was to perform the computations in
a massively-parallel manner. Luckily, this problem is trivially decomposable into a
parallel architecture by splitting the matrix, or dictionary, into smaller pieces that all
compute the VMMs at the same time.
Each core in the TrueNorth hardware contains 256 neurons. However, as will
be explained in Section 6.1.2, 4 neurons are required to represent each value in the
matrix, so only 64 words from the matrix can be represented by each core.
The number of elements in the input vector (and the matrix elements) is 64. The
math is all done as signed arithmetic, so there are actually 128 input channels to the
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architecture. These 128 channels are split and sent to all the corelets.
The overall computation is the following:
y = x · A, (6.1)
where y ∈ Z1xN is the result vector, x ∈ Z1x64 is the input vector, and A ∈ Z64xN is the
dictionary itself with N entries (each entry N is a column of the matrix). Because the
computations are done with 4-bit accuracy the input values (x and A) must be within
the range [−8, 7]. The output y can be in a larger range but that requires waiting
longer for the resulting spikes to come out of the network because they are encoded
as a simple rate code. In addition, this implementation only outputs positive VMM
results because the neurons on the TrueNorth can only spike when their internal
state hits a positive threshold. Clever tricks can be done to get output spikes for
negative values, but since the application in mind is Word2vec negative values are
not of interest. As explained in Section 6.2, finding the maximum values are the main
objective, and Section 6.1.4 further explains these negative summations.
The number of corelets, M , required for implementing the math for the 4-bit
VMM on TrueNorth is therefore:
M = ⌈N/64⌉ . (6.2)
Every corelet except for the last one is size 128x64, and the last one is size
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128x[what is left]. The dictionary is sliced so that there are 64 columns in each
chunk, and each of those chunks is processed in parallel in each of the main cores on
the chip.
6.1.1 Main Corelet Architecture
Each corelet consists of two actual hardware cores. The first core consists of a
dual-rail binary decomposition of the dictionary matrix assigned to the corelet, and
the second core is used solely to add up the spikes coming in from the first corelet
with the correct weights so the math works properly. These details are explained in
Section 6.1.2 and Section 6.1.3.
The input vector, x, consists of 64 4-bit signed elements. In order to represent
these numbers there are 128 input channels to the chip (and therefore 128 input
channels to each corelet once the input is split and duplicated across all corelets in
this architecture). Since there are 64 elements in the input vector, each element in
the input vector goes to one of the two associated rails. The input goes to the positive
rail if it is a positive number, and it goes to the negative rail if it is a negative number.
The input is encoded as a regular rate code which means that the number of spikes
corresponds to the value that is encoded. However, this could also be done as a




Let the portion of the dictionary represented by each corelet be denoted Di where
i is the index of the corelet ranging from 1 to M as described in Equation 6.2.
The first physical core in each of these corelets represents Di in a dual-rail binary
decomposition manner.
Each set of two rows of the core’s crossbar represents one row of Di. The first of
each of these two rows is the positive rail while the second is the negative rail, and
that pattern continues the whole way down to the bottom of the matrix.
Each set of four columns of the crossbar represents one column of actual values
in the original matrix Di. Each of these four columns in the crossbar represents a
different weight: {−8, 4, 2, 1}. The axon weights are all set to be 1 in the neuron
model rather than the aforementioned weights, but each column still nevertheless
corresponds to its respective binary weight. The correct weights will be taken into
account and added together in the second core of the corelet.
So in total, each number in Di takes up two rows and four columns of the crossbar.
Let the current entry in Di be denoted as k. k is a signed 4-bit integer ranging from -8
to 7 inclusive. The number must be encoded both on the positive and negative rails of
the crossbar across the current four columns. For the positive rail, the connections are
determined by performing a binary decomposition of the number. For the negative
rail, the sign of the number is reversed and then the binary decomposition again
determines the crossbar connections.
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This dual-rail encoding works because if the input is positive, that positive rate
encoding will come in on the positive rail and the binary decomposition is correct
because it is multiplied by a positive number. On the other hand, the sign of the
number on the negative rail must be reversed because it is multiplied by a negative
number (if the entry in x is negative then the spikes come in on the negative rail). The
dual-rail encoding takes into account the sign of the input spikes because the input
spikes are simply a rate and cannot express whether they are positive or negative
values. Instead the position of that rate (positive or negative rail) is used to denote
the sign of the input value.
Every axon (input) in this core is of the same type (type 0 in this case), and
all the neurons are also identical. Each neuron is a linear neuron with a threshold
of 1 so that every time its state is positive it spikes once and reduces its state by
1. These neurons have no leak. Therefore, each column constantly sums up how
many times a spike comes in for each of the values in that column of the dictionary,
and the neuron outputs one spike corresponding to the weight of that column of the
crossbar ({−8, 4, 2, 1}). Section 6.1.3 describes the straightforward manner in which
the second physical core in each corelet converts these spikes into their proper number




The second core is used to sum the results of the multiplication from the first
core. While the weights in the first core are all one, each column is designated to be
a certain weight. Therefore, these columns are summed in the second core with their
corresponding weights, and the second core outputs the final results.
The neurons in the first core are grouped into sets of four columns, and these
sets of four neurons are connected to the axons in the second core in the same order.
Therefore, in the second core, each set of four axons is a group. Within each set of
four axons there are four types: {0, 1, 2, 3}, and these types tell the neurons which
weights should be added to the neuron states when spikes come in.
The neurons in this second core are all set up so that axons of type 0 have weight
-8, type 1 have 4, type 2 have 2, and type 3 have 1.
The crossbar is set up so that neurons 1 to 64 in the second core each correspond
to the column sum for each of the 64 words in the dictionary (of course in the last
corelet there may be less than 64). In order to do this, each set of four axons must
be connected to a separate neuron. The first neuron has connections with the first
four axons, the second neuron has connections with axons 5-8, and so on.
The result of all these connections is that each neuron outputs the proper summa-
tion from the dot product of the input vector with its corresponding column in the
matrix. Since the input is a rate code and the connections all add up to one value of




Each neuron can only be configured to spike when its state hits a positive threshold
value, so results for when the summation in a column of the calculation is positive
work correctly. On the other hand, when the result for an addition in a column is
negative, no spikes are output.
A different architecture could be constructed so that negative results are also out-
put, but it would be less space-efficient. This example alternative architecture could
reverse the sign of the math in each column so that there would be two output neurons
for each word in the dictionary. One would spike when the result is positive and the
other would spike when the result is negative. However, this type of architecture was
not implemented because in the Word2vec application the maximum output values
are sought and negative values are not very useful (See Section 6.2).
6.1.5 4-bit Unsigned VMM
In addition to the signed architecture described thus far is an implementation of
an unsigned version. This version is very similar except that it of course only works
with positive values. The unsigned design additionally allows for vectors of length
256 rather than 128. Since the values are all positive the second input row is not
useful for the input values. The matrix is encoded using only the positive binary
decomposition as well because nothing needs to be done to take care of negative
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input. The number of outputs per corelet remains the same because there are still 4
bits in the computations and therefore 4 bits that must be accounted for via the axon
types. These four axon types are still reflected in the four outputs per column going
into the second core of the corelet and therefore allow for only 64 output columns per
corelet.
6.2 Word2vec
Word2vec was developed at Google by Tomas Mikolov and other researchers,70,71
and it provides ways to take a large amount of text data and create a vocabulary
of words represented in a high dimensional vector space. Further analysis72 was
performed to show that Word2vec works well when compared to other methods that
accomplish the same task. Although this general concept has been around for a
while73 and has been improved upon since,74 in this thesis the implementation on
Google Code was used.1
These so-called “word embeddings” are trained so that, generally, words that are
similar semantically and/or syntactically are closer together in vector space and words
that are not similar are farther apart in the vector space. Since one similarity metric
for vectors is the dot product, the aforementioned VMM framework on the TrueNorth
can be used to detect word similarities given a dictionary of word vectors trained
1https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/, accessed in 2015. However, a more current version can
be found at https://github.com/dav/word2vec as the old version is now unavailable.
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using the Word2vec framework. The VMM essentially can be used to perform many
thousands of dot products simultaneously using spiking neurons while consuming
very small amounts of power. Therefore, if the input vector to the VMM is the
vector corresponding to the word of interest and the matrix is the dictionary of word
vectors corresponding to the vocabulary, the maximum results in the VMM indicate
the words that are most similar to the input word in the trained model.
6.2.1 Background
Word2vec essentially works by trying to predict which words are near other words









where c determines the size of the window, or context, of words surrounding the
current word. The window size trades off training complexity versus accuracy.










where the v terms correspond to the vector representations of the w words in Expres-
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sion 6.3 and vw is the input representation while v
′
w is the output representation. W is
the number of words in the dictionary. Expression 6.4 clearly favors maximizing the
dot product of the vector representations of nearby words in text which should make
words that are used in similar situations be closer in vector space. However, when
maximizing Expression 6.3, the gradient of Expression 6.4 is taken, and calculating
that is usually computationally expensive due to the large size of W .
The model is physically expressed as a neural network with an input layer, hidden
layer, and output layer.70 The input consists of T nodes, where as expressed earlier,
there are T words in the dictionary. The hidden layer is a linear layer, and the number
of nodes in this layer is the length of the vector representation of the words. Finally,
the hidden layer is fully connected to the output layer which computes the softmax
function.
The input for the Skip-gram model is a one-hot encoding of the word, which
means that all the input values are 0 except for the input corresponding to the current
training example which is 1. During training the output layer becomes a similar one-
hot encoding to train the network to represent the input word. The context window
is taken into account by keeping the input fixed and changing the output one-hot
encoding to represent the other words in the context window70 before moving on to
another input training word. This choice of words within the context window is done
by performing sampling so that the words farther away from the current word are
chosen less likely. One way this is done70 is by randomly selecting a value from 1 to
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the size of the context and using that value as the context for that training iteration.
Since the input is a one-hot vector and the hidden layer is a simple linear layer,
the weights for the connections going from the input layer to the hidden layer actually
encode the vector representation of the word. This vector representation is then fed
into the softmax layer for the output.
On the other hand, an alternative to the Skip-gram model is the Bag-of-Words
model. The Bag-of-Words model essentially reverses the Skip-gram model by making
the input be various words in the context and the output be the current word.70 Each
technique is slightly different but can be better suited to particular tasks.
Improvements have been made to this basic formulation to speed up training71
by approximating the softmax calculations. Another useful change is to either ignore
common words or to subsample them by discarding each word with a probability
value related to the frequency with which the word shows up in the corpus, both of
which accomplish the goal of ignoring spurious similarities with common words such
as “the.”
Once the model is trained it is trivial to find similar words. A chosen word is con-
verted to its vector representation by finding it in the dictionary. Then similar words
can be determined by performing the dot product of every word’s vector representa-
tion in the dictionary with the query word’s vector representation. The words with
the largest dot product values are the words most similar in the Word2vec framework.
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6.2.2 Word2vec Word Similarities on TrueNorth
These dot products take time to compute, and a way to perform them in parallel is
to perform the equivalent VMM. Taking that concept one step further, the 4-bit VMM
architecture on TrueNorth (Section 6.1) can be used to calculate word similarities in
a low-power, neuromorphic manner. The bulk of the work done to establish the main
TrueNorth results was accomplished at the 2015 Telluride Neuromorphic Engineering
Workshop.
The first step was to use the Google Code implementation of Word2vec to create a
large dictionary. All the text from Wikipedia was downloaded and fed into Word2vec.
The number of hidden layers (and thus the length of the word vector representations)
in the Word2vec model created was 64. In addition, once the model was trained, the
computations done with the 4-bit VMM architecture on TrueNorth are limited to 4
signed bits, so the dictionary was quantized to fit into that 4-bit range.
MATLAB code was written to automatically convert a given dictionary into a
corelet required for programming the TrueNorth and to also communicate with the
TrueNorth to send the spiking input into the programmed design. Code was also
written to receive the results back from the TrueNorth and interpret them, including
determining which words in the dictionary correspond to the largest VMM entries
and thus the most similar words in the dictionary. Each of these steps was made




Figure 6.2: Similarity values for a 500-word dictionary trained on Wikipedia.
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A simple experiment was conducted using the 500 most-commonly found words
in the Wikipedia dictionary which can be seen in Figure 6.2. Here the query was
the word “war,” and both the query and some of the most similar words are labeled.
VMM results from both the TrueNorth and MATLAB are shown. The reason why the
results are not identical is because of the magnitude of the output results. Despite
the input vector and the dictionary vectors all being quantized to be signed 4-bit
numbers the dot product results were very large. Therefore, in order to speed up
the simulation on the TrueNorth so that less output spikes had to be gathered, the
results were effectively divided by 16 by setting the neuron threshold in the first core
of each corelet to be 2 instead of 1 and setting the threshold in the second core to
8 instead of 1. These thresholds clearly do not perform actual perfect division, so
in actuality there is a bit of quantization error as compared to dividing by 16 with
floating-point numbers in MATLAB which is shown in the plot. This error does not
drastically influence determining the words of maximum similarity, though, which is
the main goal of this architecture. In addition, these thresholds can be chosen for
future applications by trading accuracy vs. speed depending on the goal.
The final demo in Telluride used a much larger dictionary of the 95,000 most-
commonly used words in Wikipedia. All told this design utilized 3,991 TrueNorth
cores including splitter cores used to route the input spikes to all the smaller VMM
blocks being calculated simultaneously. These cores account for approximately 97.4
percent of the total possible TrueNorth chip utilization. The computations were all
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telluride basketball mountains neuron
carbon volleyball landforms electron
colorado handball ranges protein
copper soccer glacier tissue
springs ncaa plateau cells
Table 6.1: Similarity results for four queries running on the TrueNorth hardware with
a dictionary of 95,000 words trained on Wikipedia.
completed within 153 ms due to the parallel nature of the combined software/hardware
architecture, although receiving spikes off the board took more time. In addition to
altering the neuron thresholds, this large dictionary example incorporated a neuron
leak in order to further reduce the number of spikes coming out of the system. The
leak introduces more error than the threshold changes alone but does not significantly
affect which dictionary vectors end up as the most similar to the input vector.
Table 6.1 shows the top results for a few queries run on the TrueNorth hardware
with a dictionary of 95,000 words trained on Wikipedia data. These top similarity
results match the results from a Python VMM implementation used at the Telluride
workshop.
Another interesting task that can be accomplished using these word vectors is
completing analogies.70–72 For instance, one example72 is that the vector between the
representation of “man” and “woman” is similar to that between “king” and “queen.”
Therefore, to solve the analogy “man is to woman as king is to ...” the input to the
VMM can be the vector math corresponding to woman - man + king. The results of
that analogy and a few others are listed below:
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• man is to woman as king is to: queen
• man is to woman as uncle is to: aunt
• good is to better as bad is to: worse
• france is to wine as germany is to: beer
• apple is to iphone as google is to: search
Many analogies do not work well with the Word2vec framework, but it is interest-
ing nonetheless that relationships like these can be found by simply looking at which
words occur together in text using a neural network.
6.3 Stochastic Multiplications with Col-
umn Select
The binary decomposition technique described above is useful because it allows
for exact computations to be performed. However, only 64 columns of the matrix
can be represented at once, and an entire second core must be used to perform the
summations to complete the process, so the method is not very space-efficient.
On the other hand, a different technique called stochastic multiplication with
column select is more space-efficient if the task is to multiply a number times a
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Figure 6.3: Stochastic multiplications with column select.
vector. Only one core in total is required, and the input number can be multiplied
by a vector of 256 different elements.
Figure 6.3 shows an overview of how the core works. The input is a scalar value
represented by a 256-element vector connected to the axons of the core. The first 240
elements represent the input number as a stochastic rate,75,76 and the last 16 elements
are a dual-rail encoded column address that must match the column address of the
number in the crossbar the input should be multiplied by.
The crossbar is organized so that each column represents a separate number. The
first 240 connections in the crossbar for that column are encoded as a stochastic rate,
and the last 16 elements are the dual-rail encoded column address.
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The dual-rail column address is divided into 8 positive rails and 8 negative rails.
The positive rails consist of the binary decomposition of the column address, and the
negative rails have a connection wherever the positive rail does not have a connection.
Therefore, in each column there are 8 total connections in the crossbar for the column
address.
The axon types for the first 240 axons are all identical. These axons are used
to represent a stochastic rate, so they are all just summed when input spikes come
in. The axon types for the column addresses are all identical as well, but they are a
different type. The weight for this type is set to be 31, and the leak on the neurons
is set to be 31*8 = 248 (it is negative).
The weights work because all 8 crossbar connections in the column address must
match in order to cancel out the neuron leak. Since the neurons only spike when their
states reach a positive value, the columns that do not match the input column do not
spike. However, this of course only works if the density of the crossbar connections
representing the elements of the vector is low enough. For example, if one column
is only off by one address bit, then there can only be a maximum of 31 crossbar
connections above the column address. Otherwise that other column can also spike.
Note that these addresses do not limit the computations to only target one column
at a time. Instead the addresses are flexible and can be reused, so multiple columns
may be selected at once. This technique provides a high degree of spatial flexibility
when designing cores because it is possible to choose sections of each core to use for
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computations while ignoring other portions of the crossbar.
The architecture described thus far can only work once and must somehow be
reset in order to perform another computation. The neurons do not have an innate
ability for their membrane potentials to be reset, so once a subset of columns is
selected using its address those columns are not going to immediately be reset back
down to the value of the neuron leak. In order to improve the design and to correct
this issue, Kaitlin Fair from the Air Force Research Laboratory suggested reserving
a row of the crossbar for resetting all the neurons. This row has a third axon type
in addition to the stochastic bit type and the address type so that the neuron reacts
properly to the input and performs a reset. The weight for this axon type at each
neuron must be more negative than the negative neuron threshold. Each neuron
must also be configured to have a negative saturation at its threshold. This setup
provides the opportunity to send a reset signal using the reset axon which makes all
the neurons go back to their negative threshold states and prepare the neurons for
the next computation.
Since the stochastic column-select multiplications can only select one column to
multiply the input by each time, there is a space-time tradeoff at play. In order to
multiply the input value by each element of the vector represented by the crossbar,
each multiplication must be done one at a time. So the input comes in on the axons
once, the output must propagate through the network of spiking neurons, and then
the column address on the input must be changed to the next value before the process
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can repeat. However, this type of architecture uses less space than the 4-bit VMM
architecture. Of course the 4-bit VMM achieves a different goal as well since it
multiplies a vector by a matrix instead of a value by a vector as is done here.
In addition, the limitation of having 31 or less crossbar connections above the col-
umn address in each column limits the resolution of the numbers to be represented in
the core. However, tricks can be done to increase the resolution by, for example, mak-
ing two columns have the same address and treating them both as separate sections of
the same stochastic rate code. Then the outputs of the two neurons attached to each
column can be added together in order to create more resolution (more potential time
slots for spikes to occur). This technique can be extended to more columns for more
resolution, but adding more columns requires more space and/or time depending on
whether the addition of the columns is handled in the same core in another column
or in another core. Adding an extra column for addition in the core would likely also
require using less than 31 rows for the stochastic stream to allow for some of the rows
to be used exclusively by the addition column.
Another change to this architecture is that instead of multiplying one number by
a vector, a VMM computation can be done instead. Here the 240 stochastic bits can
be split up into K different sections, each one representing a different number. This
split of the 240 bits is done both to the input and to each column of the crossbar.
That way there can be multiple input values and multiple values per column, and
they are all multiplied and added automatically. Of course, the limit of a maximum
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of 31 crossbar connections per column must still be enforced, though. If the number
of bits used to store the neuron leak were increased then the leak could be larger than
255 (it is currently 248), and then the weight on each column address bit could be
larger. This larger weight would give more room to allow more stochastic rate spikes
to be in each column of the crossbar.
There are many potential tweaks and avenues of exploration with this base archi-
tecture for performing stochastic multiplications using the TrueNorth crossbar arrays.
It is also an interesting way to select a given column without wasting space that could
otherwise be used by other neurons with that input axon. The trivial way of selecting
a column would be to only have one crossbar connection in a given row so that the
input from that axon only goes to a given neuron. However, with this technique other
columns can have connections in that row but still will not output anything when
they are not selected as the column of interest.
Simple experiments were conducted to test the architecture using stochastic mul-
tiplications, and once they were completed further work was done to show that non-
uniformity correction (NUC) math can be done to correct for noise in image sensors




In addition to running the corelets on the official IBM TrueNorth simulator and
directly on the hardware itself, separate MATLAB simulations were created to sim-
plify the process for particular problems. One simulation covered the Word2Vec
functionality, and the second simulation covered the stochastic multiplications with
column-select. Both simulations involve the creation of classes designed to emulate
the behavior of various parts of the TrueNorth architecture including all the spikes
and internal neuron states, etc. This type of access also simplifies the debugging
process when creating a corelet because this simulator provides access to everything
whereas the IBM simulator does not. However, the way this simulator is programmed
is different than IBM’s Compass simulator, so it requires describing the corelet in a
different way than is done using the official API.
6.4.1 Word2vec
A simulation was designed to emulate theWord2vec implementation on the TrueNorth
hardware. The simulation loads the dictionary, chooses the query, creates the input
spikes, creates the simulation, and loops through all the input spike steps to run the
simulation and create the output spikes. These output spikes are collected and an-
alyzed by comparing the accuracy of the distributed VMM computation with doing
the math directly in MATLAB, and exact results were found with dictionary sizes up
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to 95,000 words. Note that the 95,000 word dictionary took a long time to run (it
was run overnight).
Another point to note is that the number of simulation ticks matters. Each
neuron’s threshold is set to be 1 in the MATLAB simulations, so for every increment
in the output value for a word similarity that corresponding neuron must spike once.
If the simulation does not run long enough some of those spikes will never occur, so
the simulation must be run long enough to gather all the output. 5000 ticks was
adequate for the 95,000 word dictionary with a query on the word “war.”
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show the results for a small 500-word dictionary when
comparing exact math in MATLAB with the TrueNorth simulations written in MAT-
LAB. Figure 6.4 shows the results when the thresholds on all the neurons are 1 and
no quantization error occurs. On the other hand, Figure 6.5 shows the results when
the threshold for core 1 is 2 and the threshold for core 2 is 8. In that situation the
same quantization error is introduced as was created when running on the TrueNorth
hardware itself. Both of these figures can be compared to Figure 6.2 which shows the
results of running the Word2vec similarity query on the TrueNorth hardware itself.
6.4.2 Nonuniformity Correction
Image sensor arrays consist of pixels that do not all react exactly the same way
to the same light intensity that arrives at the sensor. These nonuniformities, often

























Figure 6.4: Exact similarities versus a MATLAB simulation of the TrueNorth neuron
model with a 500 word dictionary trained on Wikipedia. This version has neuron






















Figure 6.5: Exact similarity values (divided by 16) versus a MATLAB simulation of
the TrueNorth neuron model with a 500 word dictionary trained on Wikipedia. This
version has neuron thresholds of 2 and 8 for cores 1 and 2 in each corelet, respectively,
so that the number of output spikes is reduced by a factor of 16. As a result, there is
some quantization noise in the number of output spikes, and this noise matches the
results from the real TrueNorth implementation.
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is a fixed offset response for each pixel i when no light hits the sensor. The second
is that each pixel has a different gain which controls how sensitive the pixel is to




· yi + oi, (6.5)
where xi is the pixel output, 1/gi is the gain of the pixel, oi is the offset value, and yi
is the actual light intensity. Therefore, the following operation can be done to correct
the output xi and arrive at the value of interest, yi:
yi = (xi − oi) · gi. (6.6)
The process of fixing the nonuniformities in the array is called nonuniformity cor-
rection (NUC). Since an image consists of an array of pixels the pixels can be arranged
to form a vector of pixels. Then the stochastic multiplication with column select ar-
chitecture can be used to perform the multiplication portion of the nonuniformity
correction. Therefore, MATLAB code was developed to create random offsets and
gains for each pixel of an image. All of the pixels were quantized to the number of bits
used, and the gains and offsets were also quantized. Then, the NUC operation was
done four different ways. In each of these ways the subtraction was done in MATLAB
to simplify the process and just focus on the multiplication for now, so the stochastic
NUC operation is only applying a gain multiplication.
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The first way, called “NUC MATLAB,” is done using floating-point math on the
quantized values described above. Then the result is also quantized. The second way
is “NUC Stochastic MATLAB,” which means that the numbers are encoded stochas-
tically using a random number generator in MATLAB and multiplied stochastically
(bitwise) using MATLAB. Using the random number generator means that with an
infinite stream of bits the number is encoded perfectly, but with a limited stream of
bits the encoding depends on the random sampling that occurs. Then the results are
decoded and quantized back to the specified number of bits.
The third way, called “NUC Stochastic Correct MATLAB,” is done the same way
as the third technique except that the number of 1’s and 0’s is fixed to be as correct as
possible (down to quantization error corresponding to the length of the bit stream).
So instead of randomly sampling each bit from the correct probability distribution,
the ratio of 1’s and 0’s is fixed to approximate the number as well as possible given
the limited amount of bits in the stream. Then the position of these bits is permuted
and the same stochastic math is performed. Because the values are guaranteed to be
as accurate as possible using this third method it is expected to yield better results
than the second method.
Finally, the technique called “NUC TrueNorth Stochastic” emulates the straight-
forward stochastic technique (NUC Stochastic MATLAB, which is the second tech-




There are various parameters for the simulation. The simulation loads in a large
image of size 1440x2560, but the user can choose the number of rows and columns to
process. In addition, the number of bits with which to quantize all the results and
intermediate values can be chosen. Finally, the NUC operation can be averaged over
a chosen number of trials to improve the estimates of the real values utilizing the law
of large numbers.
All of the simulations shown in Figure 6.6 through Figure 6.13 were done with
only a single column of 50 values, so the number of rows is 50 and the number of
columns is 1. The number of bits for quantization in each of these simulations is
6. However, the number of times the operations were done so they can be averaged
varies from 1 to 150.
The layout of the images in each figure is the same. The first row contains the
original image in MATLAB which again consists of one 1x50 column of pixels from
the upper-left hand part of the image. The right image is the “raw” quantized image
created by fabricating gain and offset values for each pixel and applying them so there
are nonuniformities present.
The second row contains the results of performing NUC using floating-point math
on the quantized values. The result is quantized, and that is what leads to the
absolute differences seen on the right. At most the differences are 1 because exact
math is done here here and there is only quantization error to deal with.
The third row contains the NUC done stochastically in MATLAB along with the
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absolute differences to the original image. The fourth shows the “correct” stochastic
computations in MATLAB as described earlier along with the absolute differences.
Again, note that the “correct” version is expected to be more accurate than the
regular stochastic technique due to sampling a finite number of bits in the streams
representing the numbers. Finally, the last row shows the results of performing the
stochastic NUC using the TrueNorth simulation framework created here.
Figure 6.6 through Figure 6.13 show that it takes a good number of iterations
before the performance of the stochastic NUC approaches that of the floating-point
MATLAB version. In addition, all of the stochastic techniques show similar results
(MATLAB, “correct” MATLAB, and the TrueNorth simulation version).
The MATLAB TrueNorth simulation code is slow to run, so that is why these
characterization experiments were done, and they provide an idea about roughly how
many trials must be run each time and averaged in order to obtain various levels of
performance. Then the algorithms can be run later on a larger image patch without
having to try out so many different parameter values.
Figure 6.14 through Figure 6.18 show results for 100 averaging trials and 6 bit
quantization on image patches rather than just a single column. The size of each
image patch ranges from 64x64 up to 256x256 for the last figure. These results
show that the TrueNorth simulation works approximately as well as the stochastic
MATLAB simulations and the “correct” MATLAB stochastic simulations.
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Original MATLAB Raw MATLAB




















Figure 6.6: 1 averaging trial done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
50 rows, and 1 column.
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Original MATLAB Raw MATLAB





















Figure 6.7: 10 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
50 rows, and 1 column.
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Figure 6.8: 20 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
50 rows, and 1 column.
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Figure 6.9: 30 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
50 rows, and 1 column.
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Figure 6.10: 50 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
50 rows, and 1 column.
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Figure 6.11: 75 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
50 rows, and 1 column.
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Figure 6.12: 100 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
50 rows, and 1 column.
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Figure 6.13: 150 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
50 rows, and 1 column.
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Figure 6.14: 100 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
64 rows, and 64 columns.
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Figure 6.15: 100 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
128 rows, and 64 columns.
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Figure 6.16: 100 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
128 rows, and 128 columns.
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Figure 6.17: 100 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
256 rows, and 128 columns.
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Figure 6.18: 100 averaging trials done here. MATLAB NUC, stochastic NUC in
MATLAB, “correct” stochastic NUC in MATLAB, and stochastic NUC done on
TrueNorth. The differences are shown in the right-hand column. There were 6 bits,
256 rows, and 256 columns.
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6.5 8-bit Unsigned Vector Matrix Multi-
plications
The 4-bit (or less) VMM computations are best suited to the TrueNorth architec-
ture in terms of space considerations because there are only 4 axon types that can
be used to differentiate incoming spikes in the crossbar array. These types make it
possible to create 4-bit numbers because each spike can indicate a different binary
weight. However, it is also possible to trade space for precision by using more bits
(and space on the chip) to represent the values in the VMM. Another tradeoff in-
volves the amount of output spikes that are necessary to represent the final values.
Since more bits means larger values, it also takes longer for the output spikes to flow
through the system and aggregate at the end to get the results. Even if thresholds
are changed similar to what was done in the Word2vec example, since the outputs
are larger in magnitude, this operation creates larger errors if the amount of spikes
is to remain manageable. Nevertheless, this technique can still be used in situations
where more bit precision is required or larger values are needed.
This particular setup extends the 4-bit unsigned vector matrix multiplication code
to allow for an 8-bit dictionary matrix. This provides a tile-able unit for matrix
multiplication which can be used as a unit in a larger processing task on the core,
or as a standalone unit for matrix multiplication. The 8-bit VMM corelet tile works
with input vectors up to length 256 as well as matrices up to size 256x128. This
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corelet requires the use of 15 TrueNorth cores (9 processing cores and 6 splitter cores)
for each 256x128 block of the dictionary matrix. Andrew Dykman assisted with the
implementation of the 8-bit VMM.
6.5.1 Design
The input is an unsigned vector up to 256 elements represented as a rate code.
This means that each number is encoded as a number of spikes. For example, to
input the vector [5, 10] one would input 5 spikes into the first axon, 10 to the second,
and none to the rest. Just as with the 4-bit architecture the timing of these spikes
is unimportant (these could be represented as a stochastic rate code for example),
although inserting them right away means the result will arrive the quickest.
Inside each tiled corelet are 6 core splitters to allow the input vector to reach 4
layer one neurons inside the core. The 256 inputs are set up as spikes and fed to
either the upper or lower first level splitter. Each half goes through the first level
splitter to two second level splitters, and each layer one core is fed by an upper and
a lower first level splitter. The full chart is shown in Figure 6.19.
Layer 1 acts as the dictionary matrix, with each input row corresponding to a
row of the dictionary matrix, and every eight columns in the crossbar correspond to
a column in the matrix (see Table 6.2). So each 1x8 block corresponds to a single
element in the matrix. In each 1x8 block there is a binary big-endian representation
of the number where connections correspond to 1s and lack of connections correspond
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Upper 128 Input Spikes Lower 128 Input Spikes
Level 1 Splitter (U) Level 1 Splitter (L)
Level 2 Splitter (U1) Level 2 Splitter (L1) Level 2 Splitter (U2) Level 2 Splitter (L2)
Level 1 Processing (1)
Dictionary Elements 1-32
Level 1 Processing (2)
Dictionary Elements 33-64
Level 1 Processing (3)
Dictionary Elements 65-96
Level 1 Processing (4)
Dictionary Elements 97-128
Level 2 Processing (1)
Sums upper four bits,
lower four bits
Level 2 Processing (2)
Sums upper four bits,
lower four bits
Level 2 Processing (3)
Sums upper four bits,
lower four bits
Level 2 Processing (4)
Sums upper four bits,
lower four bits
256 set of input spikes
Level 3 Processing
Sums upper 4 bits with
lower 4 bits
128 sets of output spikes
Figure 6.19: Representation of a single tiled corelet. Ellipses represent data while
rectangles represent individual TrueNorth cores. Arrows show the flow of information
through the corelet as a rate code.
to 0s. All synaptic connections have a weight of 1.
The number of corelets can be increased as long as there are available cores on the
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1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Table 6.2: A Layer 1 crossbar for a 3x2 matrix consisting of the numbers
{177, 79, 173, 218, 44, 1} (left to right and then top to bottom). Each ‘1’ corresponds
to a connection in the crossbar and each ‘0’ corresponds to a lack of connection.
chip. The number of columns in the whole matrix per tile corelet is 128, but there
are 32 columns of the actual matrix in each of the four Layer 1 cores because each
number in the matrix requires 8 columns in the TrueNorth core. The number of rows
for the dictionary is limited to 256 regardless of number of tile corelets because all
inputs are fed to all Layer 1 cores, which are limited to 256 input axons. Inputs are
fed simultaneously to the Layer 1 cores across all tiles at the corresponding axons.
Layer 1 neurons are grouped in fours inside of the tile corelet, and their outputs are
fed directly to Layer 2 neurons.
Layer 2 acts as the first layer summer, summing the top four bits and bottom four
bits of each output from the corresponding Layer 1 core. 256 outputs from the Layer
1 neurons are directly connected to 256 input axons on the Layer 2 core. The upper
four bits are summed in one column of the crossbar, the next four are summed on the
next (as each neuron can only have 4 synaptic weights), and so on (see Table 6.3).
This means that each pair of neuron outputs corresponds to one element of the matrix
multiplication, with the first neuron’s output having sixteen times the weight of the
second neuron’s output. This weighting is achieved in Layer 3 by performing another











Table 6.3: The Layer 2 crossbar pattern. This pattern is shared by all Layer 2 cores.
Connections are illustrated as ‘1’ and weights are in parentheses. This pattern repeats
along the diagonal until the core is filled up, so there are 64 outputs from this core.
There are an equal number of Layer 2 axon inputs as Layer 1 neuron outputs,
as each Layer 2 core takes every neuron output as an axon input. However, due to
the 4-to-1 column to row layout, only 64 neuron outputs actually result. This is why
there are four Layer 1 and four Layer 2 cores inside each tile corelet, as four 64-output
Layer 2 cores can feed into the 256 inputs of a single Layer 3 core.
The Layer 3 core is the final summer, combining the upper and lower halves of
the outputs of the Layer 2 cores into a single rate based output. Layer 3 is unique in
the corelet, taking axonal inputs from four Layer 2 cores. As each Layer 2 core only
has 64 outputs, four of them can be combined on a single Layer 3 core. Structurally,
every Layer 3 core is the same across all tiled corelets, with each row having one
synaptic connection and each column having two. All the neurons are identical, and
the synaptic weight for the first axon in each pair is weighted at sixteen times the
second axon to account for the fact that the spikes arriving at the first axon represent
the more significant bits of the multiplication results. The outputs from these 256
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neurons are the outputs from the entire tile corelet and are encoded with a rate code
representing the results of the vector matrix multiplication.
6.5.2 Results and Discussion
Two different parameters were examined. One was the number of tiles in the
VMM which controls the number of columns in the matrix. The other, which is here
called the “count factor,” controls the amount of quantization error in the results by
determining how often the linear neurons spike. One stage in the TrueNorth pipeline
is set up so that the neurons only spike once per count factor. This reduction in
the number of output spikes makes the simulation take less time in two ways: less
spikes coming out makes the simulation finish more quickly, and less spikes need to
be interpreted after they come off the chip. The count factor is the same concept as
the two neuron thresholds discussed in the Word2vec section (Section 6.2).
Experiments were done where the vector and the matrix were created randomly in
MATLAB and run on the TrueNorth using the custom-made tiled corelet. Figure 6.20
shows the output with a count factor of 256 compared to the MATLAB output divided
by 256. Figure 6.21 shows the output with a count factor of 512, this time with the
MATLAB output divided by 512. Each of these experiments was run with the same
pseudorandom number generator seed so the MATLAB results are identical up to the
scaling factor.
If the input vectors are limited to having 1 bit precision the output can contain
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Figure 6.20: 8-bit VMM accuracy with a count factor of 256.
a maximum of 255 spikes for each term in the summation of each column when
performing an 8-bit VMM. If the vectors are of length 256 then the maximum number
of output spikes per column is 255 ∗ 256 = 65, 280 spikes. These spikes come off the
chip one spike at a time per output pin, so theoretically it is possible to have to wait
that many time ticks for the output to complete. Using a millisecond time tick means
that 65,280 spikes takes over 65 seconds to arrive. For the unsigned 4-bit case the
maximum amount of time to wait with 256-element vectors is 15 ∗ 256 = 3, 840 ticks.
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Figure 6.21: 8-bit VMM accuracy with a count factor of 512.
The signed 4-bit case has half the number of rows in the input and the matrix as well
as less possible input spikes so the maximum number of ticks is 7 ∗ 128 = 896 ticks.
If the inputs have more levels than one bit those ticks must be multiplied by the
maximum number of levels in the input, so the 8-bit version clearly requires a long
wait if exact math is desired. However, if the application does not require exact
computations then accuracy can be sacrificed by introducing quantization noise to
the output on the chip. By changing the linear neuron threshold at some point in the
processing chain the number of output spikes can be divided by that threshold at the
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expense of potentially losing some spikes (threshold - 1 spikes).
The magnitude of the VMM outputs is so large that both a 256 scaling factor and
a 512 scaling factor are relatively small. Therefore, even though quantization noise
is again introduced by changing the neuron thresholds, the amount of error is small
compared to the actual output value. For many applications this error is acceptable
given the amount of speedup it creates (256 and 512 times speedups, respectively),
and larger scaling factors can also be applied for various applications.
As was shown in the signed 4-bit case for the Word2vec application, if the goal
is to find the largest values coming from the VMM calculation then introducing this
quantization noise to improve speed at the expense of accuracy is a worthwhile trade
because the largest values are still likely to be found.
Ignoring splitter cores this design uses 9 processing cores to process 128 dictionary
vectors, each containing 256 elements. For comparison, the unsigned 4-bit design uses
2 processing cores to process 64 dictionary words of size 256. This means that the
unsigned 4-bit design (Section 6.1.5) takes approximately 44% of the number of cores
to represent the same data (albeit limited to 4-bit instead of 8-bit data). In addition,
the 8-bit version creates many more challenges in the time-accuracy tradeoff due to
all the extra spikes produced and therefore is likely only used when precision is truly
necessary and the time for computation is unimportant.
Each 8-bit corelet uses 15 cores, allows for 128 dictionary words of size 256, takes
256-element inputs, and creates 128 outputs. With 4096 TrueNorth cores this provides
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Previous chapters in this thesis have thus far focused on neuromorphic hard-
ware/software architectures that include performing computations using spiking neu-
rons. However, brain-inspired parallel computing is not solely limited to computations
that are currently done using actual neurons. Brain-inspired computing can take con-
cepts from the human brain and use them to advance the state of the art in other
ways, paving the way for possible spiking neuron computations in the future. Much of
the work in this chapter has been previously published79 by the author of this thesis.
This chapter discusses beamforming and then localizing sounds in a 3D environ-
ment. However, rather than simply locate sounds occurring in a scene, “cognitive”
signal processing is done to specify which sound characteristics are important to lo-
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calize and then hone in on exclusively. Just as the human brain and audio system can
focus on one particular sound and determine where it is coming from while ignoring
other sounds, this work shows how similar localization tasks can be accomplished in
a parallel architecture. High-level objectives can also be used to direct the cognitive
system to focus on specific types of sounds.
In addition to the sound capabilities of this system, 360 degree camera images
are incorporated into the scene’s analysis to gain a better understanding of what
is occurring and provide an opportunity to provide further analysis. The sound
localization results are overlaid on the 360 degree video frames to provide a full audio-
visual experience. The combination of audio results with video frames also means that
visual scene analysis algorithms such as visual salience map techniques80–83 can be
run on the videos and also included in this system’s analysis. These visual algorithms
have been implemented on FPGAs84 which allows for rapid analysis in combination
with the audio algorithms discussed in this chapter. The combination of separate
auditory and visual information used for a localization task is a first step towards
cognitive audio-visual scene analysis.85,86
Beamforming is a technique that can virtually “steer” a microphone array in
a given direction so that sounds in this direction are emphasized while those from
other directions are attenuated. Localization is the process of determining from which
direction a sound emanates and can sometimes include using beamforming algorithms
to determine which direction contains the most amount of acoustic energy.
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Figure 7.1: MH Acoustics Eigenmike spherical microphone array.
Figure 7.2: Sony Bloggie MHS-FS1K.
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Two hardware systems were used to perform the work in this chapter. The first
system consists of two instruments combined together. The MH Acoustics Eigenmike
spherical microphone array87,88 (see Figure 7.1) consists of 32 microphones. The
radius of the sphere is 4.2 cm, and the sampling rate is 44.1 kHz. Visual recordings
were done using a Sony Bloggie MHS-FS1K (see Figure 7.2), which is an economical
video camera that captures video in high definition (HD) resolution, 1920x1080p.
The camera comes with a small 360-degree lens attachment along with software to
unwarp the video and turn it into a wide panorama of the scene at a usable resolution
of about 1280x182p.
The second system is the much more expensive VisiSonics audiovisual array.89
This system contains 64 microphones (again setup for equal microphone weights) that
record audio at 44.1 kHz along with 15 cameras that each record video at a resolution
of 1328x1048p. Software provided with the array stitches the videos together and
creates a panoramic view. The software can also perform localization and other
features, but this thesis only used the stitched panoramic video and raw microphone
data so that algorithms and software implementation could be fully explored.
The geometry of each microphone array is important. The Eigenmike array’s 32
microphones are arranged at the centers of the faces of a truncated icosahedron, which
allows for equal microphone weights when performing beamforming without letting
the errors become too large90 (see Equation 7.8 in Section 7.1). In addition, the
VisiSonics array’s 64 microphones are positioned to minimize errors when performing
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beamforming.
Both arrays enable the use of Spherical Harmonic Beamforming because a spher-
ical configuration is required, and a standard spherical coordinate system is used in
this work. The azimuth angle, ϕ ∈ [0, 360] degrees, describes the horizontal angle in
the coordinate system, and the elevation angle, θ ∈ [0, 180] degrees, describes the ver-
tical angle. An elevation of θ = 0 degrees points directly up, 90 degrees is completely
horizontal, and 180 degrees points directly down.
7.1 Spherical Harmonic Beamforming
The sound source is assumed to be a plane wave with wavenumber k = 2πf/c
coming from the direction {θs, ϕs} where θs is the elevation angle of the sound source
and ϕs is the azimuth angle of the sound source. In that case the following is a
solution to the wave equation representing that sound source at a distance a from








Y mn (θ, ϕ)Y
m∗
n (θs, ϕs). (7.1)
Here, i =
√
−1, Y mn are the spherical harmonics of order n and degree m, and ∗
denotes the complex conjugate. bn is a coefficient that applies when the observation
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because the sound reflects off the sphere. Other coefficient values result when the
microphone array is located on a mesh, for example. jn is the spherical Bessel function
of order n and hn is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind. The spherical
harmonics are defined in the following manner:91








where Pmn are the associated Legendre functions. The spherical harmonics are or-
thonormal which is important to note later on as the beamformer is constructed.
In order to steer the array in a given direction (beamforming), an ideal beamform
function can be constructed so that every direction other than the one chosen is
attenuated:92,93
F (θ, ϕ, θs, ϕs) = δ(θ − θs)δ(ϕ− ϕs). (7.4)
This ideal beamformer is not very useful, however, because it does not show how to
actually perform this steering of the array. It simply states the objective for how a
perfect beamformer should behave.
On the other hand, any square-integrable function g(θ, ϕ) on the unit sphere can
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n (θ, ϕ), (7.5)
where Anm are weights that depend on the function g(θ, ϕ). To approximate the ideal
beamformer response F the weights are chosen as:92,93
Amn = Y
m∗
n (θs, ϕs). (7.6)
The weights shown in Equation 7.6 intuitively work because of the aforementioned
orthonormality of the spherical harmonics. Therefore, the only terms that contribute
to the function are the ones pointing in the same direction as the sound source.
The number of microphones in a spherical array that are used to spatially sample
the incoming sound is finite. It is possible92 to make the weights Amn depend on the
incoming acoustic velocity potentials over the surface of the sphere, Φa(θ, ϕ, θs, ϕs),















Φa(θ, ϕ, θs, ϕs)Y
m∗
n (θ, ϕ) sin θdθdϕ, (7.8)
where N is the maximum order of the spherical harmonics. The integral in Equa-
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tion 7.8 is approximated by utilizing the cubature rule,92,94 which requires that the
microphone array has at least (N + 1)2 microphones. Thus the approximate beam-





WqΦa(θs, ϕs, θq, ϕq), (7.9)
where Q is the number of microphones in the array and Φa are the velocity potentials
at the microphones located at {θq, ϕq}.












n (θ, ϕ), (7.10)
where wq are the weights for the cubature formula.
90 As mentioned earlier the weights
wq can all be set to 1 here for both the Eigenmike microphone array and the VisiSonics
microphone array due to the geometry of each system. They are each designed to
minimize errors in the cubature approximation and keep the weights as equal as
possible.
The microphones in the array do not directly record the velocity potentials Φa
required for beamforming, but the phase information can be recovered by performing
a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the recorded sound data from each microphone92
which provides a scaled version of the velocity potentials. Since the FFT result
is in the frequency domain, Equation 7.9 can be modified to sum over the desired
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WqFf (θs, ϕs, θq, ϕq), (7.11)
where Ff (θs, ϕs, θq, ϕq) is the FFT response for a given frequency indexed by f from
the microphone signal recorded at position (θq, ϕq). This also means that frequencies
of interest can be specified by only including those FFT values in the beamformer
response and ignoring all others. In order to perform localization and determine
where sounds are coming from a grid of look directions is specified by creating an
array of azimuth and elevation angles for which beamforming is performed in those
directions. Then the magnitude of the response in each direction is calculated to
form a map indicating the amount of acoustic energy coming from each direction.
See Section 7.2 for some examples using real data. The computation done for each
direction in the localization map is separate from the others and can therefore be
parallelized to drastically speed up these computations.
Equation 7.11 is the basic building block for creating a cognitive beamformer. The
ability to choose time/frequency windows of interest is built into the beamforming
framework, so intelligent choices can be made here when deciding on the characteris-
tics of the sound of interest. Intelligence can be built into the system to differentiate
between different types of sounds by including only time/frequency windows that suit
the particular sounds of interest. These techniques are explored in the next section.
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7.2 Experiments
Since the Eigenmike/Bloggie system consists of two separate pieces of hardware,
the data recorded using those devices must be synchronized. A MATLAB Graphical
User Interface (GUI) was developed for this purpose which loads the sound data from
the Bloggie video and one channel of the Eigenmike so that they can be shifted until
they best align. It helps to have an obvious audio cue such as hands clapping occur
at the beginning of the recording to assist with alignment. The software allows the
user to manually align the two time-series waveforms for analysis with buttons for
shifting the signals.
The software also resamples the Bloggie audio because it is sampled at 48 kHz
as compared to the Eigenmike’s 44.1 kHz sampling rate. The localization library
itself was implemented in C++ using functions from the Boost C++ library,95 and
a MATLAB MEX function was created to access this functionality directly from
MATLAB. The FFT is computed in MATLAB but the rest of the main beamforming
and localization code is implemented in the C++ code.
7.2.1 Human Voices
An outdoor experiment at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland was
conducted in order to test the functionality of the Eigenmike system coupled with
the localization software developed in this thesis. Three participants were located
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Figure 7.3: Experimental setup for three participants saying the letters “A,” “B,”
and “C,” respectively. The Eigenmike, labeled “E,” was located in the center. The
approximate azimuth angles for each person are shown.
in three separate positions, each approximately 4.9 meters away from the Eigenmike
array. With respect to the Eigenmike’s microphone coordinate system, the azimuth
angle for each person’s location was 270, 0, and 90 degrees. Each person was assigned
a letter, “A,” “B,” and “C,” respectively (see Figure 7.3), and each letter was yelled
from the designated location one at a time in order.
Figure 7.4 shows a spectrogram created from the first channel of the Eigenmike
array for this experiment. The blue boxes highlight the three time/frequency ranges
sent to the localization algorithm in order to estimate the position of each person.
The time-frequency intervals in the spectrogram were chosen for two main reasons.
The first reason is that by ignoring the low-level background noise other sounds in
the environment are better ignored including cars that were driving by. The second
reason is that choosing a high-energy portion of the spectrogram corresponding to
each person saying the letter maximizes the ability of the beamforming algorithm to
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Figure 7.4: Spectrogram for three participants saying the letters “A,” “B,” and “C,”
respectively. The audio was taken from microphone 1 of the Eigenmike array, and the
blue boxes indicate the time/frequency ranges selected to localize each sound (one
box per localization in this example).
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Figure 7.5: Localization maps for three participants saying the letters “A,” “B,” and
“C” at azimuth angles of approximately 270, 0, and 90 degrees, respectively. The
ground was sloped so that the person saying the letter “B” was at a somewhat higher
elevation than the other two participants.
pick up the noise of the signal of interest.
The resulting localization maps can be seen in Figure 7.5. These maps were
formed by first creating a grid of azimuth and elevation angles before steering the
microphone array toward each of these angle combinations. The highest order of
spherical harmonics was chosen as N = 3 for these experiments. The resulting energy
from each of these directions was then plotted in a scaled image and displayed in the
figure.
The azimuth angles of maximum intensity were right around 270, 0, and 90 de-
grees, as expected. In addition the experiment was performed on sloping ground, with
the 0-degree position higher in elevation than the 270- and 90-degree positions, which
were at approximately the same, lower elevation. It can be seen that the maximum
of the “B” response (at zero degrees) in Figure 7.5 is at a higher elevation than the
other two maxima.
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Figure 7.6: Spectrogram from a short segment of the AB Tones experiment using
the Eigenmike array. The blue boxes represent the time/frequency windows used to
automatically localize the tones emitted from the speakers.
7.2.2 AB Tones
Another experiment involved playing sounds through two portable speakers (JAM
Plus wireless Bluetooth speakers) and localizing those sounds. Two participants each
held a speaker over his head and walked around at various distances from the hardware
systems. The same layout shown in Figure 7.3 was used for this experiment, except
that both acoustic arrays recorded the scene and that the sound sources were moving
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Figure 7.7: Spectrogram from a short segment of the AB Tones experiment using
the VisiSonics array. The blue boxes represent the time/frequency windows used to
automatically localize the tones emitted from the speakers.
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rather than stationary.
Each speaker played a separate sound channel, and two different tones were played,
one from each speaker. These tones were harmonic tones with fundamental frequen-
cies at 400 Hz and 475.7 Hz and included 10 total frequency components up to 4000
Hz and 4757 Hz, respectively.85,86 The tone durations were 100 ms including 10 ms
onset and offset ramps, and a 25 ms gap was left between successive tones.
The two spherical acoustic arrays (Eigenmike and VisiSonics array) both recorded
the scene roughly 3-4.5 meters away from each other, and the participants holding
the speakers generally walked in a circular motion at various distances around the
arrays. Participants paused and turned around at various points in the recording.
The distances from the recording devices to the speakers changed throughout the
experiment. In addition, a car was parked between the arrays and a building, so
some of the localizations were done when participants were visually obstructed by
the car.
Figure 7.6 shows the spectrogram for a small portion of the recording from the
first channel of the Eigenmike array, and Figure 7.7 shows the spectrogram for the
same portion from the first channel of the VisiSonics array. The signals from each
array were manually synchronized so that the first channel of each array matched.
The blue boxes again represent the windows used to perform localization of the tones.
These windows were placed in a small frequency range from about 2362 Hz to 2458
Hz which intersects with one of the harmonics of each tone’s fundamental frequency
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Figure 7.8: Localized azimuth angles for two participants walking around holding the
speakers playing the “A” and “B” tones using the raw microphone recordings from
both the MH Acoustics Eigenmike and VisiSonics audiovisual arrays. The angles
wrap around at 0/360 degrees. Also note that the two arrays were located about 3-
4.5 meters from each other which creates discrepancies in localized angles for certain
speaker locations (close to the arrays and angles closer to 0/360 and 180 degrees).
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in the spectrogram. The duration of each window was approximately 0.049 s long,
and there were no gaps between successive windows.
These windows were chosen again to avoid the low-frequency noise present in the
noisy Baltimore, Maryland environment. In addition, this frequency range corre-
sponds to an overlapping region of the harmonics present in both tones so it can be
used to localize both tones without having to change the windows. However, note
that the windows were simply regular repeating time windows rather than being cen-
tered on each tone. Some windows even include energy from successive tones rather
than only one, so it is expected that some tones will not be localized properly given
this time window methodology.
Figure 7.8 shows the results of performing localization in each of these windows
over a total combined time period of 28 seconds. The elevation angle is ignored and
the azimuth is plotted, and the localization was done separately using both the MH
Acoustics Eigenmike and VisiSonics audiovisual arrays using the raw sound data.
The angles wrap around when they reach 0/360 degrees.
Since the two devices were physically separated in space, the localized angles
cannot be identical. The microphone arrays were arranged side by side where the
label “E” is located in Figure 7.3 (but separated by 3-4.5 meters). Therefore, when
an object is located at 90 degrees or 270 degrees, the angles reported by both arrays
should be equal because they are both in line with each other and the object. On
the other hand, when the angle is between 90 and 270 degrees, the Eigenmike’s
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localized angle should be less than the angle from the VisiSonics hardware. When
the object is in the semicircle between 270 and 90 degrees (the semicircle containing
“B” in Figure 7.3), the Eigenmike should report an angle greater than the VisiSonics
hardware (omitting, of course, the discontinuity at 0/360 degrees).
The background of Figure 7.8 indicates which localized angle values should be
higher in each region. When the background color is red the red data points should
have a higher value, and when the background color is blue the blue data points
should have a higher value. The majority of the data points agree with these criteria.
Keep in mind again that some time/frequency windows should have spurious results
because they contain sounds from two successive tones and a lot of background en-
ergy in between them so looking at a single azimuth angle for those windows is not
constructive.
7.3 Audio-Visual Integration
The VisiSonics audiovisual array already couples video and audio data together.
However, the other system used in this work consists of two separate devices, the MH
Acoustics Eigenmike microphone array and the Sony Bloggie camera.
The synchronization GUI extracts the audio data from the Bloggie camera along
with the audio from the first channel of the array, and it provides manual controls to
shift the two audio signals until they are synchronized. This synchronization is then
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Figure 7.9: Localization results for both the VisiSonics system and the combined
Bloggie camera/Eigenmike system. The panel on top is from the combined system,
and the panel on the bottom is from the VisiSonics system. The blue lines indicate
the localized angles calculated using only the raw microphone data from each system.
This particular frame of the video illustrates the differing perspectives of the two
cameras and shows why the angles in Figure 7.8 do not exactly match.
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saved to a file for convenient access later on. Of course, listening to the two signals
in MATLAB and looking at the spectrogram of each signal can also help.
After synchronization is complete, software provided by VisiSonics was used to
stitch the videos from all 15 cameras together. Another MATLAB GUI was created
to view the VisiSonics video and the Bloggie camera video for the AB tones experi-
ment (see Section 7.2.2) simultaneously. This GUI added the ability to visualize the
localized angle for each system directly in the video (see Figure 7.9).
The top panel in the Figure 7.9 comes from the combined Bloggie camera/Eigenmike
system, and the bottom panel corresponds to the stitched panorama coming from the
VisiSonics system. The localized angles were calculated using the spherical harmon-
ics implementation. The azimuth angles were calibrated to the two videos simply
by choosing the corresponding location for the 0/360 degree discontinuity in each
video and linearly extrapolating all the other angles to the rest of the pixels in the
video. In addition, the videos were calibrated with each other by circularly shifting
the VisiSonics video to roughly match the Bloggie video.
In some respects the video from the cheap digicam works better than the more
expensive VisiSonics system. In the VisiSonics system there are 15 separate cam-
eras, all of which are facing different directions. The multitude of angles means that
in outdoor scenes, particularly ones where the sun is out and there are also dark
shadows present, it can be difficult to get the exposures of all the cameras to form a
pleasing image. On the other hand, having cameras covering all directions allows for
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a visualization of all elevation angles. The Bloggie camera provides a more pleasing
panoramic view of the scene with a consistent exposure, but it lacks a view of the
more extreme elevation angles covering areas up high and down low.
7.4 Discussion
The experiments described here use simple criteria to choose which sound signals
to locate. However, further work can be done to automate the process in more
complicated scenes. For example, in the AB Tones experiment (Section 7.2.2), the
time/frequency selections for performing localization were not optimized for the actual
timing of the tones. Many of the time windows included two successive tones that
often came from very different locations. One improvement for this situation is to
manually fix the timing of the windows for the sounds used in the experiment, but
the real goal of this project is to make this process automatic. The spectrogram can
be examined on the fly, and only high-energy areas can be chosen as windows. Other
improvements include looking at the characteristics of the sounds themselves. Unique
sounds can be located within the spectrogram based on their spectral characteristics
which allows those specific sounds to be found in 3D space and localized.
Spherical harmonic beamforming proved to be effective using the raw audio data
from both the VisiSonics audiovisual array and the MH Acoustics Eigenmike micro-
phone array. Coupling the Eigenmike with an inexpensive digital camera provided a
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reasonable audio/visual sound localization system costing much less than the VisiSon-
ics system. However, depending on the required visual quality of the visual portion
of the A/V system it may be worth coupling the Eigenmike with a nicer camera or
set of cameras to better approximate the full coverage of the VisiSonics system.
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UPSIDE Project
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) created a program
called Unconventional Processing of Signals for Intelligent Data Exploitation (UP-
SIDE)96 which launched in 2013 due to a “need to dramatically expand the real-time
processing of wide-area, high-resolution video imagery, especially for target recogni-
tion and tracking a large number of objects.” Existing systems use a considerable
amount of power and one of the main goals for this project was to drastically reduce
the amount of power required for these computations. As part of that project the lab
at Johns Hopkins University has been working toward developing large low-power,
brain-inspired, and massively parallel chip multiprocessor architectures to achieve
those goals, particularly for aerial images.
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The image processing pipeline includes tasks such as non-uniformity correction,
debayering, dewarping, object detection, and object tracking. Non-uniformity cor-
rection77,78 is done to compensate for the incoming raw pixel data from the sensor
due to transistor mismatch (also described in Section 6.4.2 of this thesis). Debay-
ering is required for converting the conventional Bayer filter pattern into standard
red, green, and blue (RGB) image pixels. Dewarping is necessary for rotating the
images coming from an aerial device so that the background is in a fixed position
rather than rotating with the device in order to aid the detection of which pixels are
background and which pixels are not. Once those main steps are completed, object
detection and object tracking can be accomplished using various algorithms. Some of
this pipeline has already been implemented and simulated on an array of FPGAs,97
and now custom application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) have been designed
to perform these tasks.
The chips, called the nano-Abacus chiplets, contain a variety of processing units
connected by two network-on-chips (NoCs), one dedicated to data transmission to and
from the main memory and the other for controlling processing units (see Figure 8.1).
These units, while developed for the purpose of completing the image processing
pipeline, can also be used for a variety of tasks due to their general-purpose nature.
They are programmable via the NoCs so their parameters can be configured for
multiple datasets and situations. In addition, the order of computations is not fixed
and can be changed to suit other applications.
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Figure 8.1: The nano-Abacus chiplet core architecture.
The design contains a mix of digital and analog circuits performing various types
of unconventional processing techniques. For example, along with performing some
conventional mathematics the chip also utilizes stochastic techniques75,76 to reduce
power consumption for problems not requiring high precision computations.
Handling the processing units and coordinating their efforts can be a bit compli-
cated, especially when taking into account the fact that they can all communicate
with one another and access 3D dynamic random access memory (DRAM) on each
chip through the NoCs. In order to keep the chips flexible for as many applications as
possible there must be away to program the chip and control all the blocks to achieve
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varying goals. Thus, the ARM Cortex M0 architecture described in this chapter was
designed to achieve all these goals. It is fully programmable from an external com-
puter, has interfaces to connect to all the processing units and the main memory
through the NoCs, can communicate back to an external device such as an FPGA
or computer, can utilize off-chip memory to expand its storage capacity, and can
perform other computations that may be inconvenient to do using all the specialized
unconventional processing blocks located on the chips. In addition, although this
chapter describes the general architecture for one M0 that is connected to a Serial
Parallel Interface (SPI) module, a second M0 that does not have SPI capabilities is
included on each chip to provide further flexibility.
8.1 Overall Architecture and Features
The ARM Cortex M098 is a 3-stage pipeline 32-bit fixed-point processor available
from ARM as a Verilog design that can be incorporated into custom FPGA and ASIC
designs. It has a hardware multiplier which as configured for this project takes 32
cycles to complete a multiplication but does not have a hardware divider. Hardware
interrupts provide the ability to handle events that occur during the execution of the
software loaded on the M0.
The M0 and all its peripherals are connected to an AHB-Lite bus (see Figure 8.2).
The M0 boots from a read-only memory (ROM) which in this case contains a compiled
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Figure 8.2: The ARM Cortex M0 Architecture.
bootloader that waits for instructions to be programmed from an external device.
There is a 32 KB block of static random access memory (SRAM) as well as a 2 KB
cache that speeds up accessing the SRAM data. The chips contain two NoCs that
enable access to the 3D DRAM as well as the arrays of processing units. A NoC
interface was designed to enable communication with the control NoC from the M0
so that all the processing units can be configured. A direct memory access (DMA)
controller was created so that transfers between the main memory and the SRAM can
be achieved through the data NoC without tying up the M0 with those operations.
The M0 can directly communicate off the chip using the Universal Asynchronous
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Receiver-Transmitter (UART) module as well as the SPI block. The UART is used
primarily for programming the M0 after the processor boots and also sending and
receiving data to a separate device. The SPI module is intended to be used with
external memory so that the storage capabilities of the design can be expanded beyond
the 32 KB of SRAM and the main memory or to transfer data into the chips in a
convenient manner.
The layout of one of these chips, called the Salamis chip multiprocessor, can be see
in Figure 8.3. The M0 architecture is shown in the blue squares. One M0 has access
to the SPI module and the other does not, but other than that the two architectures
can access their own copy of the same peripherals.
The bootloader, UART, and SPI modules were primarily designed as part of this
thesis while the blocks in blue in Figure 8.2 were primarily created by Alejandro
Pasciaroni. The NoCs, processing units, and the rest of the chip work was done by









Table 8.1: Starting addresses for peripherals in Cortex M0 architecture’s memory
map.
All peripherals for the M0 are memory-mapped, so accessing all the modules is
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Figure 8.3: Salamis chip multiprocessor architecture.
done by accessing certain memory addresses. An address decoder in the AHB-Lite bus
determines which peripheral should be selected and controls the flow of data. On the
way back all the output data heading back to the M0 go through a multiplexor so that
only data from the selected module are read into the M0’s registers. Table 8.1 shows
the starting address for each peripheral the M0 can access. The cache addresses are
in a different area than the other peripherals because the cache must be executable in
addition to being readable and writeable, and the M0 can execute instructions from
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that range. The ability to execute instructions from the cache is essential for enabling
the bootloader to program the chips and then run the code that is programmed. There
are multiple configuration addresses starting with the addresses in the table for most
of the blocks shown in Figure 8.2, and to perform an operation these addresses must be
written to with the required information to proceed. More details about the modules
and the process for using them follow in the next sections.
8.2 ROM, UART and Bootloader
When the chip boots up the M0 begins reading instructions to execute starting
at address 0x00000000, so the ROM is located at that address. The ROM contains
all the compiled code for the bootloader which is the first thing the processor runs
on boot. The function of the bootloader is to read instructions sent to it from an
external device, place those instructions in RAM, and execute those instructions. The
bootloader must also handle the programmable interrupts by ensuring that external
devices can set the behavior of the interrupts each time the chips are booted.
The chips have two UART wires that allow data to be transferred back and forth
from an external device, one byte at a time. The baud rate of this UART module
is dependent on the clock speed of the M0, so changing the M0’s clock also affects
the communication speed over UART. Since the M0 is a 32-bit processor with 32-bit
addresses and supports 32-bit instructions, these bytes must be shifted in one at a
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time to form the complete 32-bit instructions that are placed in memory.
The bootloader was written using assembly because it is possible to write the
entire bootloader so data are stored only in the M0’s registers rather than requiring
a stack and a heap in RAM. Leaving the SRAM empty provides maximum flexibility
when the program is loaded into the RAM and then later executed. The program
that is loaded onto the chip then knows exactly how much space is taken up by its
instructions at the beginning of RAM and is free to allocate the rest of the space for
the stack, heap, and any other storage required for execution of its tasks.
An additional constraint for the bootloader is that it polls the UART rather
than use the UART’s interrupt capabilities. Polling achieves the same goal of not
programming the bootloader in C which is that no RAM must be used for the stack
because no interrupts are triggered. However, once the M0 is programmed with the
code loaded through the bootloader, it is free to communicate over the UART using
interrupts. Sending data via the UART is accomplished by simply writing a byte at
a time to a memory-mapped register in the UART module. Data can be received by
polling that same address or by waiting until the UART interrupt is triggered and
then reading from that register to determine the value that was sent to the M0.
The first 4 bytes sent over UART to the chip are the number of instructions.
After those values are shifted in, the bootloader knows how many 32-bit words to
expect from the device sending the compiled code. All these words are shifted in.
As each word arrives it is placed into the next position in RAM starting from the
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bottom. Once all the instructions are placed in RAM the M0’s main stack pointer is
set to the address stored in the first word in memory which is the default location for
the stack pointer. Then the M0 jumps to the address specified by the second word
which corresponds to the beginning of the code that should execute when everything
is ready.
ARM’s Keil uVision Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and compiler
were used to implement the bootloader as well as the code that is loaded into mem-
ory and executed by the bootloader. However, different configurations are required
for each situation. The bootloader is configured to boot from ROM at address
0x00000000 whereas the code that is loaded onto the processor later is configured
to execute in RAM starting at address 0x60000000 (see Table 8.1). The code loaded
into the RAM also uses a scatter file to choose the exact locations of the stack and
heap so that the code loaded into memory does not get overwritten by anything dur-
ing program execution. The scatter file also provides more flexibility to, for example,
leave some RAM open for DMA transfers or other uses.
The interrupt service routines (ISRs) must be part of the bootloader in order for
them to function correctly. Since they are located in RAM instead of in ROM, each
ISR jumps to the corresponding location in RAM and executes the code starting at the
address stored in that RAM location. This technique allows for full programmability
of the ISRs for each boot of the chips.
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8.3 SPI
The Serial Parallel Interface is used to connect the M0 to off-chip memory to en-
able a multitude of options. For example, one use is to expand the amount of memory
available to the M0, and another is to send data to and from the M0 using that mem-
ory. Basic SPI99 has a master device and a slave device, and the implementation100
created for the UPSIDE chips uses four wires: MOSI, MISO, CS, and SCK. MOSI is
master out slave in, MISO is master in slave out, CS is chip select, and SCK is slave
clock. MOSI and MISO are used for sending actual data while CS is used to tell the
slave module that it is active and communication will begin soon. SCK is the clock
used to drive the data transfer and is sent along with the data to the slave module.
The particular memory devices the SPI block in this thesis was designed for are
the Microchip 23A1024 and 23LC1024 SRAMs.100 They support various modes of
operation, but the UPSIDE ASICs were designed to use the byte operation modes.
Every mode works in the same basic manner: the CS signal goes low and the SCK
signal starts toggling. The data are always valid on the rising edges of the SCK
signal. When the data transfer is complete the SCK signal goes back to its default
(low) state and the CS signal goes back to its default (high) state. Data are always
transferred in order of most significant bit to least significant bit.
The first 8 bits sent to the slave device (the memory) from the M0 are always the
instruction. Reading a byte (see Figure 8.4) consists of sending the read instruction
(0x03) and a 24-bit location that specifies the read address, both on the MOSI line,
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and the SPI memory then sends back the byte of data specified on the MISO line.
Writing a byte (see Figure 8.5) involves sending the write instruction (0x02), the
24-bit address, and finally the 8 bits of data that are to be written, all on the MOSI
line.
Figure 8.4: SPI timing diagram for reading a byte from an external device. The
bits in blue are the instruction for reading, the values A23 through A0 comprise the
24-bit address, and the values D7 through D0 are the byte that is sent back from the
external device.
Figure 8.5: SPI timing diagram for writing a byte to an external device. The bits in
blue are the instruction for writing, the values A23 through A0 comprise the 24-bit
address, and the values D7 through D0 are the byte that is written to the external
device.
Reading and writing a byte at a time must first be enabled by setting the mode
register of the memory to correspond to byte mode. Reading and writing the mode
register is similar to reading and writing a byte except that there is no address in the
transaction. Reading consists of sending the 8-bit instruction for reading the mode
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register on the MOSI line and then receiving the 8 bits of data that indicate the
current mode on the MISO line. Writing involves sending the instruction for writing
to the mode register and then sending the 8 bits corresponding to byte mode, both
on the MOSI line. Once the mode register is set, data can be read and written to the
external device as described above.
The M0 is a 32-bit processor, so rather than interacting with only one SPI memory
device by sending or receiving one byte at a time, this architecture is designed to
interface with four devices at once. All the devices share the CS and SCK signals
as well as the instruction and address they specify, but the data are unique to each
of the four modules. With 32 bits available, one register’s value can be set which
programs all four bytes at once in order to increase the throughput of one read or
write operation.
Operating the SPI involves setting one or two register values depending on the
mode. When writing to the M0, the 32-bit register containing each of the four bytes
to be simultaneously written to the four external memory devices must be set. Then
the register containing the shared instruction and address is set and the write to
the external devices begins. On the other hand, reading requires simply setting the
shared instruction and address register. When either a read or a write is completed,
the corresponding interrupt is triggered. For a read operation the values read from
external memory can be accessed by reading another 32-bit memory-mapped register,
and for a write operation the next step depends on the goals of the program and
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whether it was waiting for the write to finish before accomplishing another task.
8.4 SRAM, Cache, DMA, and NoC Inter-
face
Alejandro Pasciaroni designed the SRAM, cache, DMA controller, and NoC in-
terface, while testing and integration was a collaborative effort. These peripherals
greatly extend the capabilities of the Cortex M0 by allowing it to effectively commu-
nicate with the rest of the processing units on the chips as well as access the main
3D DRAM.
The 32 KB of SRAM are used to store the instructions to be executed after the
chips are programmed, the stack memory, the heap memory, and any other memory
storage the programmer wants to use such as values copied from main memory using
the DMA controller. However, rather than connect the SRAM directly to the AHB-
Lite bus, a separate 2 KB cache was created to speed up memory accesses. The cache
is also connected to the DMA controller so that when values are copied from main
memory to the SRAM, the cache knows to invalidate any data it holds corresponding
to the addresses involved in the DMA transfer.
The DMA controller is used to copy data either from the main 3D DRAM on
the chips to the M0’s SRAM or to copy data from the SRAM to the 3D DRAM.
The DMA functionality is particularly useful for setting up all the processing units
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and implementing the processing flow for various applications. Some processing units
rely on values stored in main memory, so the M0 can use the DMA controller to
write values to the DRAM, program the processing units through the NoC, and
then start the algorithmic pipeline. By definition, the DMA block accesses both
the main memory and the M0’s SRAM without the involvement of the CPU, which
allows for quicker setup when configuring the chips. While data are being shuttled
using the DMA controller, the rest of the processing units can be configured by the
processor through the NoC interface. When a DMA transfer is complete, there are
two interrupts that can be triggered depending on the operation. One interrupt is for
reading from the SRAM and the other is for writing to the SRAM. These interrupts
as well as all the other M0 capabilities can be fully programmed each time the chips
are reset as part of the bootstrap process using the M0 bootloader.
Programming the DMA controller involves setting some register values in the
peripheral by writing to the appropriate addresses, all of which are located in the
block specified by its starting address in Table 8.1. The main memory is addressed
using 40 bits, so two registers are required each for the starting and ending addresses
in the 3D DRAM. The starting and ending addresses in the local SRAM must also
be specified as well as the direction of the data transfer.
The NoC interface allows the M0 to communicate with all the other devices using
the two NoCs found on the chips, one NoC dedicated to data transfers with the main
memory and the other designed to control the processing units and exchange data
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with them. Since the NoCs can send packets containing 256 bits of data, there are
8 registers of data that are written to specify the packet contents. An address is
specified, and a packet type is chosen because two different types of packets can be
transmitted. One register is set for one type of packet and another register is set
for the other. At that point the NoC interface works on sending the packet, and
once the data are sent an interrupt is triggered to let the M0 know that the task has
been completed. On the other hand, when a packet arrives, one of three interrupts is
triggered depending on the type of incoming data. One interrupt lets the M0 know
that data have arrived, and the second one occurs when a special acknowledgement
packet has been received. The final NoC interrupt is reserved for the case when a
control packet has been received. When data packets arrive, the M0 can read from
eight registers to handle the full contents (256 bits) of the incoming packets.
8.5 Interrupts Overview
This M0 architecture design includes 9 hardware interrupts which enable a range
of functionality described in the preceding sections. The following is a list of the
interrupts available to the developer every time the chips are booted and programmed:
• UART byte received
• DMA read transfer completed
• DMA write transfer completed
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• Network data packet received
• Network acknowledgement packet received
• Network control packet received
• Network packet sent
• SPI packet received
• SPI packet sent
Each interrupt can be programmed and sent onto the board using the bootloader,
enabling a great amount of flexibility for the programmer to utilize. Communication
with other processing units on the board as well as external devices can be achieved
using the M0’s peripherals and the interrupt signals described above. The M0 makes
it straightforward to program the many processing units found on the chips so that
a wide variety of tasks can be accomplished.
8.6 Programming the M0
The code written for the M0 has all been compiled using the ARM Keil tools,
specifically the µVision V5.18.0.0 tools. The following sections describe how the
bootloader was programmed as well as how to use the DMA, SPI, and NoC periph-
erals.
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8.6.1 Bootloader
As described in Section 8.2, the bootloader was programmed using assembly so
that no RAM is required for utilizing a stack and heap. Restricting all the basic
operations to only the M0’s internal registers provides the most amount of flexibility
for the programmer using the chip.
The following block shows the beginning of the bootloader assembly code where
the M0’s vector table is established. This vector table contains 32 entries. The first
entry is the beginning stack pointer address followed by multiple interrupts that are
standard for the M0. The ones specifically defined for this project are the reset
handler and the hard fault handler. The reset handler is the code that runs when
the M0 is booted, so that handler contains the important bootloader code itself. The
hard fault handler contains the code that runs when the M0 encounters a hard fault
and cannot continue running. The next block of 16 external programmable interrupts
correspond to custom hardware interrupts designed for this M0 architecture. This
code is flexible to allow for more interrupts than are actually enabled in the hardware,
but it does not hurt to have them established in software regardless.
PRESERVE8
THUMB
AREA RESET, DATA, READONLY ; First 32 WORDS is VECTOR TABLE
EXPORT __Vectors
; Set up main vector table here. The first entry isn’t really
; correct because it should be the initial stack pointer.
; However, since there is no stack it doesn’t really matter.
; The second is the reset handler, and the fourth is the
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; External Interrupts - These are set up so that they all
; jump to whatever they are configured to be in the

















AREA |.text|, CODE, READONLY
ENTRY
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The code below is the reset handler which actually loads the data from the UART
and places it into memory. The code begins by turning off interrupts and then polls
the UART waiting for 4 bytes containing the amount of instructions to read. Then
all those instructions are read from the UART one byte at a time and shifted into a
4-byte value to form each full instruction. Once each instruction is ready it is placed
into RAM. Finally, after all the instructions are read, the stack pointer is updated to
be the location specified in the compiled code sent through the UART, and the M0
jumps to the location of the new reset handler stored in memory. Then all the new
code is executed.




; Turn off interrupts for polling the UART instead and store the




; Store the address of the UART in R0.
LDR R0, =0x52000000
; Poll the UART to determine the number of instructions to be
; received.
; R1 will store the number of instructions.
LDR R1, =0x0
; R3 is the current left shift amount for the current received
; byte.
LDR R3, =24
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; l1 is the loop for continuously polling the UART until data
; arrives.
l1
; Load the UART value into R2.
LDR R2, [R0]
; Shift the value right 8 bits and put the result into R5 to
; check if the data is valid.
MOVS R5, R2, LSR #8
; If the 9th LSB is 0 then data is good; otherwise poll again.
BNE l1
; Now have the current received byte.
; Shift the value left by the current shift amount and
; add it to R1 which stores the current 32-bit value.
LSLS R2, R3
ADDS R1, R2
; Subtract 8 from the shift amount so the next value goes
; into the correct byte position in R1.
SUBS R3, #8
; Subtract one from the number of bytes left and check
; if there are any left before continuing.
SUBS R4, #1
BNE l1
; Now have the total number of instructions so
; can do the same thing but add an extra outside loop
; over the number of instructions. R7 stores the current
; position in RAM which is where to place the next
; instruction received.
LDR R7, =0x60000000
; This loop goes over all instructions.
instr_loop
; Reset the shift, number of bytes left, and current 32-bit
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; l2 is similar to l1 above.
l2
LDR R2, [R0]







; Store the current instruction into the address stored
; in R7 (RAM location). Then add 4 to the address (R7)
; so the next instruction goes in the next RAM address.
STR R6, [R7]
ADDS R7, #4
; Subtract one off the total number of instructions and
; when it hits zero it’s done.
SUBS R1, #1
BNE instr_loop
; Set the main stack pointer to the value stored in R0










The next bit of code is all the interrupts in the bootloader. These interrupts
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are generic because they must be programmable. The 32-word long vector table is
always the first 32 words in the compiled code, so when the compiled code is placed in
memory the bootloader knows which of the 32 words correspond to the ISRs. Thus,
each interrupt in the bootloader loads the address of the corresponding compiled ISR,
and then the processor branches to that address after taking care of the stack. When
the ISR returns, the stack is also returned to its original state. Each interrupt is very
similar except that the address for loading the ISR location is different in each one.
; Here are all the possible interrupt handlers. They are all similar
; so only the first one is commented below.
One PROC
EXPORT One
; Need to push the link register which stores the location
; to return to once the interrupt handler is done.
PUSH {LR, R1, R2}
; Load the address storing the application’s first event
; handler address into R0.
LDR R0, =0x60000040
; Load the actual address from that location into R1.
LDR R1, [R0]
; Branch to R1 and let the application handle the interrupt.
BLX R1
; Pop the program counter off the stack and return back
; to the original code that is being executed.
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POP {PC, R1, R2}
ENDP
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Seven PROC
EXPORT Seven
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EXPORT Eleven
































PUSH {LR, R1, R2}
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POP {PC, R1, R2}
ENDP
Finally, the hard fault ISR is triggered when the M0 encounters a problem that it
cannot recover from. For the UPSIDE chips the M0 is setup to simply send a specific
network packet indicating that the processor cannot continue running. The ISR is
shown in the next code block.
HardFault_Handler PROC
EXPORT HardFault_Handler
; Write to L2 Network. First 8 32-bit slots are



























; The next two addresses are the location to send
; the network packet. The first consists of the least
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8.6.2 Custom Applications
The bootloader enables many types of programs to be executed on the M0 archi-
tecture. These programs can be written in assembly, C, or a combination of both.
However, some care must be taken using the ARM Keil tools to ensure that the
programs are executed correctly.
The M0 typically expects to boot from address 0 and execute code from that
location. However, it is possible to configure Keil such that the compiled code will
properly run from a different location. One way is to specify a “scatter file,” which
tells the compiler exactly where the compiled instructions are located as well as where
the stack and the heap should go in memory. Since the compiled code is copied to
the beginning of RAM, space must be allocated in the scatter file for that code, and
then the stack and the heap can be configured in the rest of the memory space as
desired.
A basic scatter file is shown below. This file sets up a memory region starting at
address 0x60000000 that is size 0x8000 bytes, the size of the memory available to each
M0 on the chips. Within that memory region the first 0x4000 bytes are reserved for
compiled code which is specified by the files ending in “.o” as well as some other basic
functionality. Then a separate region starting at address 0x60004000 of size 0x4000
bytes is reserved for the stack and the heap, each of which starts at an opposite end










.ANY (+RO +RW +ZI)
led_main.o (+RO +RW +ZI)
}
ARM_LIB_STACKHEAP 0x60004000 EMPTY 0x4000
{}
}
Other scatter files can be specified with different configurations as long as there
is enough space at the beginning of the memory space for the compiled code as well
as enough room for the stack and the heap. The stack and heap can be configured
separately if desired, too.
Now, in order to create a custom program, certain interrupts must be configured
in the vector table. The first value in the table is the initial stack pointer. This value
must correspond to the location of the start of the stack in the scatter file, which in
this case begins at the very end of the memory area. A new reset handler must also
be established so that when the bootloader jumps to address 0x60000004 and starts
executing, the bootloader runs the code specified here since that is the address where
the reset handler will be placed in memory.
Then, any external hardware interrupts can be specified as well. As described
in Section 8.5, multiple interrupts can be triggered by the hardware to be handled
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by this custom software. They are all listed in the external interrupts of the startup
assembly code for any Keil project that wants to use them, and they are shown below.
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The assembly code shown above is configured to run a function from a separate
C file in the Keil project for each interrupt that is triggered. The reset handler calls
the function main() so that the C code can execute as intended, whereas the other
interrupts call their respective C functions to perform the duties they are configured to
do. For example, at the bottom of the code, the SPI WRITE interrupt is configured
to call the C function SPI WRITE ISR.
Remember, though, that all these interrupts are indirectly called from the original
bootloader assembly code. The M0 still uses the original vector table for its interrupts,
so when an interrupt is called the bootloader reads the corresponding vector table
entry from RAM. Then it branches to that address’s code and the custom interrupt
runs, taking care of the stack and the link register along the way so the original
program execution can continue once the ISR has finished running.
The following sections go into a bit more detail regarding how to program the SPI
peripheral, the DMA controller, and the NoC interface. Some brief code snippets are
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provided to show examples.
8.6.2.1 SPI
There are a few important registers that can be used to configure the SPI, and
they are shown below. The instruction address is used to program the instruction and
address sent on the SPI MOSI line (see Section 8.3), and the write value is the value
to be written if the instruction is a write instruction. The write value consists of four
separate bytes, each one going to an independent SPI MOSI line off the chip to four
separate external SPI devices that all share the same instruction and address. Once
an instruction is done being executed, the read register is used to read the value back
from the SPI. This 32-bit register stores the four separate bytes from four devices
with a shared instruction and address value, just as is done for write instructions.
Two registers can be used to clear the interrupts for reading and writing because
the peripheral triggers those interrupts once a read or write operation is completed.
Finally, the SPI clock signal (SCK) can be configured by programming the counter







Programming the SPI clock divider is very simple. The following example shows
how to set the counter limit to 3.
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*(volatile unsigned int*)SPI_CLK_DIVIDER = 3;
The following code writes one byte to each of four separate SPI devices at once.
When the instruction address register is written, the SPI starts working on sending
the value. The loop in the code waits until the ISR corresponding to the SPI write
being done is run. When the SPI is done writing, its write interrupt is triggered
and the interrupt updates the global flag SPI WRITE DONE. Then the code below
sets that flag back to its default value for the next time the SPI is written to. It is
also possible to perform other processing while waiting for the SPI write to complete
rather than looping and waiting in this manner.
*(volatile unsigned int*)SPI_WRITE_VALUE = 0x9876CFDA;
*(volatile unsigned int*)SPI_INSTRUCTION_ADDRESS = 0x0234abcd;
// Then wait until the write has finished and the ISR
// clears the flag.
while (SPI_WRITE_DONE == 0) {} SPI_WRITE_DONE = 0;
The next block shows the contents of the ISR handling a write completion by
clearing the interrupt and setting a flag saying the write is done.
void SPI_WRITE_ISR()
{
*(volatile unsigned int*)SPI_CLEAR_WRITE_IRQ = 1;
SPI_WRITE_DONE = 1;
}
Reading from the SPI devices is done in a similar manner. In the following block
it is assumed that the variable “result” has already been declared to be an unsigned
integer, and it stores the four bytes read from the four SPI devices.
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// Read from the SPI device.
*(volatile unsigned int*)SPI_INSTRUCTION_ADDRESS = 0x03ccbbaa;
// Then wait until the read is done before trying to read.
while (SPI_READ_DONE == 0) {} SPI_READ_DONE = 0;
// Get the actual values.
result = *(volatile unsigned int*)SPI_READ;
The ISR for reading from the SPI is set up just as the write ISR is for this example.
void SPI_READ_ISR()
{
*(volatile unsigned int*)SPI_CLEAR_READ_IRQ = 1;
SPI_READ_DONE = 1;
}
Before the byte reads and writes described above are done, the mode must be set
to enable byte mode as shown below. When writing the mode, the SPI device writes
the instruction (0x01) and the first byte of the address. That first byte of the address
must contain the mode value that is to be written. In the example below the mode
value is 0x00 which corresponds to turning on byte mode for the peripheral.
// Test writing the mode for the SPI memory.
*(volatile unsigned int*)SPI_INSTRUCTION_ADDRESS = 0x01000000;
while (SPI_WRITE_DONE == 0) {} SPI_WRITE_DONE = 0;
The mode can also be read by the SPI peripheral in a similar manner to how
normal values can be read except that the instruction value is 0x05.
// Test reading the mode for the SPI memory.
*(volatile unsigned int*)SPI_INSTRUCTION_ADDRESS = 0x05000000;
while (SPI_READ_DONE == 0) {} SPI_READ_DONE = 0;
result = *(volatile unsigned int*)SPI_READ;
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Reading and writing the mode triggers the same ISRs as reading and writing a
byte from/to the external device, so other computations can be again performed while
waiting for the read or write to finish.
8.6.2.2 DMA
The DMA controller addresses data in terms of 256-bit words, so the addresses
the M0 uses must be converted to these 256-bit units by dividing the byte location
by 32. Transfers can also only occur at proper aligned edges of these 256-bit word
locations. Writing to main memory is shown below. The write goes from address 0
to address 1, and there are low and high bits because the address has 40 bits. So the
low address is the lowest 32 bits and the high address contains the most significant 8
bits of the full address.
To start a write to main memory using the DMA controller, four registers are
programmed to set the address range in main memory. The starting and ending
addresses in the SRAM for the M0 must also be set. In the following example,
four 256-bit words are written from the RAM address 0x60001200 onward into main
memory. Once all the addresses are set, the transfer type is specified for whether the
DMA writes to main memory or reads from main memory. The DMA write ISR is
set to update the flag for whether the write has completed.
// First write to main memory (MM). All these addresses are inclusive
// so the last 256-bit word is also included.
*(volatile unsigned int*)0x57000004 = 132; // MM address 0 low
*(volatile unsigned int*)0x57000008 = 0; // MM address 0 high
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*(volatile unsigned int*)0x5700000C = 136; // MM address 1 low
*(volatile unsigned int*)0x57000010 = 0; // MM address 1 high
// SRAM address 0
*(volatile unsigned int*)0x57000014 =
(0x60001200 - 0x60000000) / 32;
// SRAM address 1
*(volatile unsigned int*)0x57000018 =
(0x60001200 + 8*4 * 4 - 0x60000000) / 32;
// transfer type (2’b00 for read from MM, 2’b10 for write to MM)
*(volatile unsigned int*)0x5700001C = 2;
// Wait for the transfer to complete.
while (DMA_WR_DONE == 0) {} DMA_WR_DONE = 0;
Below is the implementation of the DMA write ISR.
void DMA_WR_ISR()
{
// Clear the interrupt.
*(volatile unsigned int*)DMA_WRITE_CLEAR_INTERRUPT = 1;
// Change the flag.
DMA_WR_DONE = 1;
}
Reading from the main memory using the DMA proceeds in a similar manner
except that the transfer type is changed so that it is a read, and the read ISR is
triggered to update the read flag instead of the write flag. Then the values can be
used however the programmer chooses.
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8.6.2.3 NoC
Reading data from the network is accomplished by implementing the appropriate
ISR for the NoCs. The following code shows an example of an ISR that can be used
to read an incoming data packet from the control network. This ISR shown below
does not do anything with the values read from memory, but the values could easily
be used for various purposes. Once the incoming data is read and used, the ISR can




result = *((volatile unsigned int*)NETWORK_READ_P0_ADDRESS);
result = *((volatile unsigned int*)NETWORK_READ_P1_ADDRESS);
result = *((volatile unsigned int*)NETWORK_READ_P2_ADDRESS);
result = *((volatile unsigned int*)NETWORK_READ_P3_ADDRESS);
result = *((volatile unsigned int*)NETWORK_READ_P4_ADDRESS);
result = *((volatile unsigned int*)NETWORK_READ_P5_ADDRESS);
result = *((volatile unsigned int*)NETWORK_READ_P6_ADDRESS);
result = *((volatile unsigned int*)NETWORK_READ_P7_ADDRESS);
// Clear the interrupt.
*(volatile unsigned int*)NETWORK_READ_DATA_CLEAR_INTERRUPT = 1;
}
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#define NETWORK_READ_DATA_CLEAR_INTERRUPT (0x54000028)
Similar ISRs can be implemented for reading a network acknowledgement packet
or a network control packet. The register addresses for the incoming data are the
same, but the different types of packets can be handled different ways by creating
multiple ISRs, one for each type.
On the other hand, writing to the network is accomplished by first setting the
eight 32-bit words to be placed in the packet. Then the internal address for the
processing unit is written, the address of the device on the network is specified, and
finally the type of transfer is set. This transfer type (data or command) can be used
to tell the processing unit which type of packet is incoming so it knows how to react.
The loop at the end follows a similar convention as the other ISRs shown earlier in
this chapter because it waits until a flag is set saying that the write is done before
proceeding. Then it clears the flag again so it is ready for the next network write.
// Set the data in the packet.
*((volatile unsigned int*)0x53000000) = 3493;
*((volatile unsigned int*)0x53000004) = 3615;
*((volatile unsigned int*)0x53000008) = 7001;
*((volatile unsigned int*)0x5300000C) = 7500;
*((volatile unsigned int*)0x53000010) = 0;
*((volatile unsigned int*)0x53000014) = 0;
*((volatile unsigned int*)0x53000018) = 0;
*((volatile unsigned int*)0x5300001C) = 0;
// Internal address used by the processing unit.
*((volatile unsigned int*)0x5300002C) = 0;
// Set horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) addresses.
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// X is least significant 5 bits and Y is next 3 bits.
// Here sending to (X, Y) = (2, 0)
*((volatile unsigned int*)0x53000030) = 2 + (0 << 5);
// Specify data or command - 0x20 is data and 0x24 is command.
// Setting this register also sends the packet.
*((volatile unsigned int*)0x53000024) = 1;
// Wait for packet to be written.
while (NETW_WR_DONE == 0) {} NETW_WR_DONE = 0;
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